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Hook, line and sinker 
Guides and others say higher 
fishing fees mean tourists will go 
elsewhere\NEWS A7 
WEDNESDAY 
MARCH 19, 1997 
Brait  powe¢ triumphs 
Olympian results were garnered by 
local physics 
students\COMMUNITY B1 
Stars on ice 
Terrace hosts huge inter-club 
figure skating competition at the 
arena\SPORTS B6 
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Repap creditors back in court Friday 
LOGGING contractors and suppliers of Repap B.C. and too little to other creditors. Scott's calls for investigations into the internal shareholders vote on the proposed merger excluding 
will be in Supreme Court Friday in the next stage of 
their battle to get paid. 
The March 21st court appearance is to give full hear- 
ing to Repap B.C.'s application to get protection from 
its creditors. 
The interim order granted March 3 under the 
Companies Creditors Arrangements Act froze an esti- 
mated $30 million in money owed tc northwest con- 
tractors and suppliers for up to six months pending a
full court hearing. 
Justin Rigsby, chairman of the Repap B.C. Creditors 
Group, said the original petition approved by the court 
gives too much protection toRepap B.C. and the banks 
In particular, he said, it gives Repap B.C. the right to finances of Repap have so far gone unanswered. 
terminate contracts but actually requires contractors Toronto Stock Exchange officials said Friday they 
and suppliers tocontinue working for Repap B.C. have recetved Scott's request but aren't planning to 
Friday's court date follows a massive rally Tuesday take action, 
in Terrace, where logging U'ucks jammed the town and Scott and others suggest hat when Repap divided 
politicians from all over the northwest added their itself into B.C. and other subsidiaries, it built a "'fire- 
voices to calls for more assistance tocreditors. Wall '' separating the parent company from other debt- 
Skeena MP Mike Scott says it's important tokeep the burdened arms that could be amputated if necessary. 
pressure on, adding he'll be writing to the court asking "'This is wrong," Scott said. "It should not stand and it 
the hardship of the northwest be taken into account, cannot stand and we are going to use whatever means 
"The impact on this area is tremendous," he said. "1'11 we can to see that it does not stand." 
be asking the court o consider that and grant any relief Scott says he will travel to Montreal next Wednesday 
possible to the creditors." for shareholders meetings atwhich Avenor and Repap 
Repap B.C. 
Some northwest Repap shareholders have given Scott 
their proxy, meaning he can vote on their behalf and 
possibly speak. Scott says he'll use that opportunity o
highlight the unpaid bills in northwestern B.C. 
"How can Repap shareholders, officers and directors 
walk away from their responsibilities and end up with 
significant cash in their jeans while these creditors go 
unpaid?" Scott demanded. "I find it unacceptable and 
reprehensible that Repap shareholders will receive any 
value for their shares until these obligations are met." 
Scott suggested Repap's actions amount o a "con- 
spiracy" to evade corporate r sponsibility. 
II A gripping performance 
TERRACE LITTLE Theabe's latest production 7"he Watering Place opens at the McColl Playhouse tomorrow 
night, This drama of dark humour is set in Chicago during the unpopular Vietnam War and explores how 
violence is passed down from generation to generation. For more on the play see page BI. 
Creek damage charges laid 
FORMER CITY councillor and mayoral candidate 
Gordon Hull was charged Monday with damaging the fish 
habitat and shores of Thomhill Creek. 
Hull was charged with one count of alteration and 
destruction of fish habitat under the Fisheries Act and one 
count of conducting work in or about in stream without 
authority under the Water Act, 
If convicted, he could face fines of up to $300,000 for the 
fisheries offence and $200,000 for the Water Act offence. 
The charges tem from June 1996, whe~ Hull apparently 
removed about i50 metres of vegetation along both sides of 
the creek (known as the riparian zone), which runs across his 
Thomhill property. 
Conservation officers were ',alerted tothe problem when a 
downstream neighbour complained that the waters of the 
creek were frequently becoming laden with silt. 
That is a concern for CO's because waters in the rip~u'i~m 
Gov't doles out $15m 
for Repap loan .program 
NORTHWEST BUSINESSES hurt hard by 
the Rcpap failure today begin learning the 
details of an emergency government loan 
program. 
The first of several information meetings 
took place this morning in Hazelton with 
contractors and others who just yesterday 
joined with their Terrace counterparts in a 
massive creditors' protest rally at the arena. 
Capped for now at $15 million, the loan 
program approved late last week is the 
largest of its kind ever put together in the 
province. 
The loan program is neady three times 
the size as the one put together in the Gold- 
en/Revelstoke area last year when Evans 
Forest Products went under. 
A similar one brought in for Stewart-area 
contractors hurt by a Repap logging shut 
down there earlier this year has so far 
loaned $1.7 million. 
Michael Riseborongh, the provincial 
government's northwest point man for 
Repap, followed this morning's meeting in 
Hazelton with one in Smithers this 
afternoon. 
sue. That's why they would 
zone of Thornhill Creek support a healthY cutthroat rout like to work more with the 
population, Farther downstream, five species of salmon use schools ~ including possib- 
the area to spawn and rear their young, i ly using a drug dog. 
Hull is to appear in Terrace Provincial Court on April 18 Legally, the police cannot 
/ to answer the charges. : search student lockers un- 
Money is coming from Forest Renewal Repap's Terrace creditors 
B.C. and it'll apply not only to logging con- Riseborough tomorrow. 
tractors but to other businesses who can 
demonstrate hey're in Fmancial straits be- 
cause of the Repap situation. 
Unpaid unsecured creditors had any 
hopes of claiming money from Repap 
frozen March 3 when the company received 
court-ordered protection. 
Each company is elig~le for a maximum 
of $250,000 and it is only for bridge financ- 
ing to allow a business to carry on. 
Loans won't be provided to support either 
the transfer of existing debt fxom a com- 
mercial ender or to replace money owed 
from Repap. 
Businesses must be locally owned and 
operated, be viable and must demonstrate 
that its financial problems are tied to the 
Repap situation. 
meet with 
In addition to Riseborough, the job pro- 
tection commission has stationed three 
people in Terrace to run the loan program 
with the Northern Sa~ings Credit Union. 
"Those numbers might be augmented 
depending upon demand," said 
Riseborough. 
He described the job protection officials 
as experienced and knowledgeable asthey 
worked together on the Evans Forest Pro- 
ducts banla-uptcy. 
"Things came together quickly," said 
Riseborough of the loan program and otter 
government initiatives. "This kind of situa- 
tion is fresh with everybody. We have an 
excellent working relationship. Only four 
months ago we were all doing this with 
Evans." 
Sniffing dogs wanted 
to combat drug abuse 
DRUG SNIFFING dogs less they have reasonable 
may eventually be wander- grounds. However, since the 
inn the halls of schools here lockers are actually school 
to help combat what police property, the police could 
say is rampant drug use conduct a search with the 
among students and the school board'spermission. 
community. "We'd love to bring in the 
The idea was suggested to dog," says plainclothes con- 
school district trustee Marl stable Rick Shaw. "They do 
Brown at the last RCMP it all the fime in the States." 
community consultative Shaw says he's concerned 
meeting, about the ease of access 
Brown says she's not es- Terrace youth have to drugs 
pecially concerned about and the number of students 
youth drug use here, but she who regularly use narcoUcs. 
says the idea of using the "We know of dealers who 
dogs is worth looking aL sell right across the street 
"We need to develop a from schools, including jun- 
closer working relationship ior highs and elementary 
with the police," she says. schools," he says. "Kids 
"Drugs aren't just a school can easily go out on a break 
problem or a police prob- and buy drugs. It's not un- 
lem, they're a community usual forsome of them to go 
problem." to school high." 
And Brown says bringing Drug enforcement officer 
a drug dog into Terrace Mark Landry agrees that it's 
schools is nothing new. simply too easy for youth to 
"Parents who went to get drugs. 
high school here can re- "We did a survey once 
member it happening back that indicated 80 per cent of 
then," she says. "And it's high school students here 
netlike it's definitely going had tried drugs at least 
to happen ow. We are just once," he says. "That's 
looking at a conslJuctive very high." 
ways parents, teachers, stu- Shaw says the most com- 
dents and the police can men drug used is 
work together." marihuana, although he 
Terrace RCMP agree the points out that other drugs 
problem is a community is- like cocaine, heroin and 
crack are also available. 
And he says LSD is making 
a big comeback. 
"Marihuana is considered 
the soft drug," he says. 
"But it's not safe. That's 
::::~.,'!:~:i~:~i::~:~:::~ ..... ~:~i~!~:i : 
Marl Brown 
the one that leads to the har- 
der drugs and all sorts of 
spin-off crime." 
Shaw says those spin-off 
crimes can include rob- 
beries, break-and-enters end 
others. 
"A lot of these buyers are 
kids," he says. "They don't 
have jobs or money, so what 
do they do for incorae? 
They steal or break into ears 
and houses." 
Shaw points out that a 
concerted effort by police in 
the first two months of this 
year resulted in a 122 p~r 
cent increase in drag-misted 
charges compared to last 
year. Over the same period, 
criminal code charges ~ent 
down by 31 per cent. 
' Tm not saying the drop 
in criminal code charges is 
entirely because of the drug 
busts," Shaw says. "~But 
they have had an Impact." 
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Repap opento money probe 
By-JEFF NAGEL 
REPAP B.C.'s vice-president of finance doesn't object o 
the idea of an investigation ofRepap's internal finances. 
" I f  somebody wants to look at it, it wouldn't bother 
me," Rudy Schwartz said Friday. " I  wouldn't want to fi- 
nance a third-party investigation, however. The answers 
are fairly simple." 
Schwartz was responding to continued calls from the 
northwest for an investigation of Repap's internal financ- 
hag over accusations money from B.C. operations 
bankrolled other Repap projects to the east. 
"I think it's a little unfair to cast (parent company) 
Repap Enterprises as a villain here," Schwartz told the 
Standard. Repap Enterprises has been totally and utterly 
committed to these Operations for some time." 
"We've reinvested about $660 million in this province 
over the last 10 years, which far exceeds any cash we gen- 
erated here,'" 
That figure, says Schwartz, relates to investments and 
capital spending over and above normal operational spend- 
ing. It includes modernization of the Prince Rupert pulp 
mill and subsequent improvements at a cost of $189 mil. 
lion, construction of the Terrace sawmill at $53 million, 
purchases of Carnaby, Smithers, and the Buffalo Heed and 
Orenda subsidiaries for a total $70 million, plus about $35 
million per year in normal capital spending. 
The company borrowed heavily to carry ont those im- 
provements, he added, saying efforts to paint Repap 
founder George Petty as a profiteer is misguided. 
"There's no better illustration of George Petty's commit- 
ment o the people of the uorthwest than last year, when 
with his company almost on its knees he went out and bor- 
rowed another $75 million to put out here," Schwartz said. 
"And that move probably had a lot to do with where 
Repap ended up. Repap just ran out of gas. The reason 
we're in trouble is not that money was sent back east. The 
reason we're in trouble is that our costs are too high and 
our prices are too low." 
Creditors in the northwest who now want to take a swing 
at Petty should also look back on the last decade or so as 
"the 10 most stable years of their existence," Schwartz 
added. "They've all done web in those 10 yeers," he said. 
"It 's time to remember that when yeu talk about Repap." 
He said the lie°nee owners before Repap --Westar and 
its predecessors - -  did not have as good a record. 
"There were e lot of unstable years there when the mills 
went up end down like yo-yos," he said. "We tried to 
keep it stable. And it cost us money to de so at times." 
Schwertz said it would be more productive for north- 
western creditors to find selntions, and not point fingers. 
"I'm committed personally to de my damndest to see 
these people get every penny back," Schwartz said. 
"That's going to be my mission for the next few years. To 
do my utmost to pay those people back." 
Schwertz said the government agreeing to Repap's pro- 
posed modification to the way pulp logs are assessed for 
stumpage will help make the operation viable. 
"That levels the playing field between us and the interi- 
or," he said. "We have to have that implemented very 
"The reason we're in trouble is not that 
money was sent back east. The reason 
we're in trouble Is that our costs are too 
high and our prices are too low." 
quickly." 
Streamlining the way the Forest Practices Code operates 
would also help the long-term picture, he said. And Repap 
will be looking to defer its stumpage payments to the 
government further, he said. 
Schwertz says Repap B.C. owes the province just under 
$9 milliou in stumpage, and has been given permission to 
defer to a maximum of $10 million. 
"We're almost at that now, so there will have to be some 
further discussions." 
Sewartz said the bottom line is to get to the point that 
Repep B.C. breaks even at today's low pulp prices. Prices 
will go up, but he said they'll also go down again, and the 
northwest can't afford to be at the verge of bankruptcy 
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l STOP Press 
Cocaine seized 
AN OLD REMO man is charged with cocaine trafficking 
after a weekend police raid netted as much as $45,000 worth 
of the drug. 
Police said they also seized an estimated $30,000 in cash, 
a loaded, stolen handgun, an insecure rifle, and numerous 
other items from the home of Rene Joseph Fagan on 
Saturday afternoon. 
RCMP Cpl. Anders Udsen said the cocaine seized 
weighed 245 grams and estimates of its street value range 
from $30,000 to $45,000. 
Fagan, 63, was charged Monday with possession of 
cocaine for the purpose of trafficking, possession of both 
cocaine and marijuana, possession of property gained 
through the proceeds of crime, possession of a stolen 
handgun, possession of an unregistered weapon, and care- 
less storage of a firearm. 
"We are also seeking one other individual for apprehen- 
sion," RCMP Cpl. Anders Udsen said Monday• 
He said they don't have a definite tally of the cash yet 
because the bills are being fingerprinted asthey're counted. 
Two other men were arrested Saturday but later released 
without charges. 
Fatal accident 
ONE PERSON yeas killed and two were injured in a head- 
on accident that occurred on Highway 16 Monday afternoon 
near Big Oliver Creek. 
Police say a white, 1987 Toyota pickup, driven by 59-year- 
old Delmer Smith of Stewart was travelling east-bound 
when it crossed the center line into oncoming traffic at about 
3:30 p.m. and hit a 1996 Ford pickup driven by Denise 
Marceau of Mackenzie B.C. head-on, 
Smith died from his injuries. Marceau and an lllyear-old 
female passenger in the Ford were also injured. 
Police say road conditions at the time were very icy and 
snow-covered• The accident is still under investigation. 
ClUgl-'  
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Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking for 
your assistance in solving the break, enter 
and theft to a privately owned cabin off high- 
way 37 south, on the shore at Lakelse Lake. 
Sometime between January 15 and 
February 22, 1997, unknown culprit(s) 
smashed in the front door to a cabin style 
residence, a short distance south from the 
Mt. Layton Hotsprings, along the banks of 
Lakelse Lake. 
During this time, the unknown culprit(s) 
entered the residence, the garage/workshop 
and the garden shed, causing some dam- 
age to entryways and stealing a number of 
items including various tools, a portable 
stereo or "ghetto blaster," and a buck knife. 
If you have any information about this or 
any similar incidents, or if you know the 
identity of the person or persons responsi- 
ble for this break enter and theft, 'Crime 
Stoppers' would like to hear from you. 
Crime Stoppers offers a cash reward of 
up to $1.000.00 for Information leading to 
an arrest and charges being laid against an 
individual In this or other unsolved crime. If 
you have any Information call Crime 
Stoppers at 635-Tips that's 635-8477. 
Callers will not be required to reveal their 
Identity nor testify in court. 
Cell 635-T IPS  
NDPer takes aim 
at Reformer Scott 
SKEENA MP Mike Scott's criticism of Repap's treatment 
of its creditors is a case of the pot calling the kettle black, 
says a New Democrat planning to run against Scott. 
Ken Alton, a Queen Charlotte Islands resident and a 
declared candidate for the NDP nomination here, points to 
the failure of a family road construction firm Scott was in- 
volved in during the early 1980s. 
"Now Mr. Scott is leading the charge to demand corpo- 
rate accountability," Alton says in • letter to the Standard. 
"He may well have some experience to draw from. How 
many years ago was it that the creditors of L.G. Scott and 
Sons were looking as far afield as the Grand Caymans for 
the assets of that company? Working people in the north- 
west found only a bankrupt company." 
Scott worked for the company, but says he didn't have an 
ownership role in it. 
"That was not my company - -  it was a company my fa- 
ther owned," Scott said last week. "His co~mpany did go 
bankrupt and he paid for it dearly. He en~li:d up with noth- 
ing and had to start out all over again." 
']'he company lost a great deal of money building the 
mad into the Ridley Island coal termiml near Prince 
Rupert. Boggy ground that required huge amounts of fill, 
and slow government payments contributed to the failure. 
Following that, Scott says, he and several other people 
borrowed money from a family friend and purchased the 
assets of L.G. Scott and Sons from the receiver. They 
formed Kentzon Construction, a firm that was later sold to 
a Hontreal firm. 
Scott says the difficulties of the early 1980s are strong 
memories for him, leading him to fight even harder ia the 
present circumstances. 
"There was a time in Terrace when real estate could not 
be sold and opportunities to find work were extremely 
tight," he said. 
Alton says Scott is right to call for an investigation of 
Repap's finances, but argues Scott should have been call- 
ing for action for years now. 
"When Repap appeared profitable two years ago did he 
stand with Local 4 of the PPWC as George Petty kept 
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Sp, :cial Notice To 
All Nisga'a 
In The Terrace/Kitimat Area 
Nisga's Valley Health Board is currently in negotiations to 
establish a heahhcare plan that will cover all Nisga'a 
regardless of where you live. 
Information is urgently needed, and a meeting will take 
place on 
Saturday Mclrch 22 and Sunday 
March 23 f, am 9 a.m.- 4 p.m. 
at the NTC Local Office, 
4506 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Phone. Laurie Mercer at 
(W) 638-8339 or (H) 638-8644. 
I 
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STUDENT LEADER Rob Kaiser, left, and Michael Krisinger were student protest. Students left classes in the morning to demonstrate 
among the organizers of Monday's Northwest Community College against cuts to second year level university courses. 
College audit wanted 
Students protest class cuts. 
WAVING PLACARDS, Northwest Community 
College students walked out of their classrooms 
Monday morning to protect cuts to courses. 
They first went to college president Michael 
Hill's office to press their point and then to 
Skeena MLA Helmat Giesbrecht's downtown 
office. 
Students also presented a petition protesting 
cuts to second year university transfer courses 
and other programs. 
Student leader Rob Kaiser said the effect of 
the cuts will make post-secondary education 
more expensive and possibly place it out of 
reach for northwestemers. 
Some estimates place the cost of attending a
university or college down south at approxi- 
mately $12,000 a year. Tuition at Northwest 
Community College is $1,250 a year, less than 
half the rate it is in the south. 
"We have the support of others in this," said 
Kaiser listing letters and phone calls from other 
colleges and universities across the province. 
Also on the list was the Canadian Federation 
of Students and the provincial body represent- 
ing student associations. 
The students have prepared four points to ad- 
dress the college cuts. They want an immediate 
stop and a one year moratorium to have an inde- 
pendent audit done of the college. 
They also want the present way of financing 
colleges to be probed, eiting higher costs in the 
north as a reason why institutions here should 
receive more money. 
And they want a eonunittee of union, manage- 
ment and students formed to explore alterna- 
tives to the cuts. 
In a statenaent prepared last week, college 
president/¢liehael Hill said cuts came in courses 
were there was low enrollment. 
"The college still has to have a budget hat 
addresses the financial issues and if under- 
enrolled courses are to be offered, courses that 
have higher enrollments would be affected," he 
said. 
Hill added that northwestern students may be 
able to take courses through distance ducation 
if they are not offered locally. 
In the naeanthne, instructor union president 
Rocque Berthiaume fears more cuts will take 
place. 
He feels the ones that have been announced 
won't cover the size of the deficit Hill says has 
been aceuraulated. 
Berthiaume also said the Academic Workers' 
Union may grieve layoff and transfer notices al- 
ready issued. 
To date, one instructor has received a layoff 
notice and a librarian position has been cut. 
That person has been offered a transfer to 
Smithers. ' ' 
I I I I  
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News In Brief 
Thornhill car crash 
FOUR PEOPLE were sent to Mills Memorial 
Hospital with minor injuries following a traffic 
accident in Thornhiil last week. 
The accident occurred at about 11 a.m. March 
11 at the corner of Crescent Street and Highway 
16. Terrace RCMP officers say a northbound Ford 
station wagon failed to.stop at a stop sign on Cres- 
cent Street, and was struck broadside by a west- 
bound Ford 4x4 pickup. The four injured people 
were treated and released from Mills Memorial. 
Daniel Allan Gagnon, 26, of Terrace has been 
charged with driving while prohibited and failing 
to stop at a stop sign. 
Tsimshian talks on here 
TSIMSHLAN TREATY negotiations move to Terrace 
March 25-27. 
The talks will be open to the public, from 10 a.m. to 4 
p.m., at the Kitselas Community Hall. The first two 
days are main table negotiations. The third day is a 
fisheries ub-committee meeting. 
The federal and provincial governments and the 
Tsimshian recently signed a framework agreement offi- 
cially bringing the Tsimshian talks into the next stage 
substantive n gotiations. 
These will lead to an agreement in principle, negotia- 
tors hope, within three to four years. 
High ho, high ho 
B.C. MLAS are headed back to work next Monday 
when Lieutenant Governor Garde Gardom reads the 
speech from the throne. 
It's the occasion for the government to list is past 
work and highlight its plans for the next legislative ses- 
sion. It'll be the second session of Premier Glen 
Clark's government, the 36th one to be elected since 
the province was formed. 
"During this session our priorities will be the 
priorities of working and middle-class British Colum- 
bians - - job  creation, maintaining medicare, assuring 
access to education for our kids and protecting our en- 
viromment," said Clark. 
Forest excellence award 
FOREST RENEWAL BC and the environment minis- 
try arc looking for nominations for the second annual 
Forests Excellence Awards. 
The award is designed to recognize improvements 
and innovation in the nine categories of forest manage- 
ment, environment, value-added, labor, community, 
education, communications/media, forest service and 
youth. The contest is open to both individuals and 
groups. 
Deadline for submissions i  Friday, March 21. and 
winners will be notified by June. For more information 
call 1-888-535-9811. 
i i . :  " " :  
Order a 3.998 Arctic Cat and get your choice of up to 
$600 in Cat Cash, or a limited edition Arctic Cat 
leather jacket, or special financing. 
We're  set ' [O l JS .  
Our 1998 Cats are ready to go, but they 
move fast. And right now, they come with 
something extra. Buy any new 1998 Arctic 
Cat ® before March 31, 1997, and you can 
choose up to $600 in Cat Cash TM 
NO PAYMENTS 
140 INTEREST 
- -  UNTIL 1998 - -  
Just tell us which Cat TM you want, then pick your extra. And 
don't miss our all.new, limited edition Cats. We've added 
three customized Cats with new, drool-inducing features to 
our lineup. But you can only get ther~ if you order before 
March 31, M K T K  CAT"  
~at  Snowmobiling's All About7 
Offer good only at participating authorized ~.rctlc Cat dealers on orders of now 1998 model Arctic Cat 
snowmobiles - -  except Kitty Cat.® *Rnanclng subject to credit apl0roval, See your dealer for details. Always 
wear a helmet and don't drink and ride. ©1997 Arctlo Cat Sales Inc. ®'~' Trademarks of Arctic Inc., Thief River 
Falls, MN 56701. (218) 681-4999. 
Terrace Standard and Overwaitea 
Volunteers of the Year 
Nomination Form 
The Terrace Standard and Overwaitea host the 3rd Annual Volunteer of the 
Year contest. If you know someone who's helped make Terrace a better 
place, tell the town! 
Name of Volunteer: 
Phone numbers volunteer can be reached at: 
Organization(s) volunteer is active in, and number of years in each: 
Nominated by:. Your Telephone: 
Volunteer's profile. Please provide a brief history on the nominee. How long have 
they been active in organizations in Terrace? How have they helped make Terrace 
a better place? 
Who's eligible: Anyone who does unpaid volunteer work. Membership in a group 
or society is not mandatory. Nominees from past years can be entered again. 
Drop off form at Overwaitea, Skeena Mall, or The Terrace Standard office, 
fax to 638.8432, or mail to 
3210 Clinton Street, Terrace, B.C., V8G 5R2 
DEADLINE FOR ENTRIES IS FRIDAY, APRIL 4/97 
Winners will be determined by a panel of three judges and will be announced in April. 
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Money talks 
IT'S OFTEN said money talks. When the deal to 
have Avenor swallow up Repap was first an- 
nounced in December, it screamed. 
Avenor shareholders who saw the value of their 
investments being depleted by Repap's debtload 
fought the deal. 
Leading the charge were the institutional in- 
vestors. These are the mutual fund and pension 
fund organizations who control billions of dol- 
lars and command great influence as a result. 
The job of their managers is to earn big returns 
with the smaller investments of many ordinary 
Canadians. 
And that leads to the somewhat odious conclu- 
sion that the retirement investments of average 
northwesterners ~ those who will now suffer 
from Repap B.C.'s collapse ~ was used by 
those fund managers as ammunition to force 
Repap B.C. out of the deal. Now it's time to 
make that money yell back in protest. 
On March 26, the mutual and pension fund 
managers and other shareholders will vote on the 
revised Repap-Avenor merger. 
According to a Toronto Globe and Mai l  colum- 
nist, one of the most vocal fund companies that 
persuaded Avenor and Repap executives to 
amputate Repap B.C. was Investors Group. 
Northwesterners whose RRSP and other invest- 
ments are deposited with that organization might 
wish to make sure the company and the other 
ones who fought the original Avenor-Repap deal 
know the consequences of their actions. 
In fact, anyone who has pension fund or RRSP 
mutual fund investments hould check where 
that money is invested. 
A call to the relevant fund manager outlining 
the situation in northwestern B.C. might be in or- 
der. And athreat .to-take your money elsewhere ~ 
a~er March"26 riiight provoke a cash-induced 
twinge of conscience that'll benefit those of us 
living in the northwest. 
RaM THE CAP ITA  
One for all 
HERE'S HOPING at least one attempt by the 
provincial government to cut spending works. 
And that's in standardized building designs for 
new schools. It's been a mystery for some time 
as to why each and every new school has to be 
designed from the ground up with all of the asso- 
ciated costs. Witness last year's announcement 
of $1 million m since pulled ~ to plan a re- 
placement for the sagging and aging Skeena Jun- 
ior Secondary School. That's an incredible 
amount of money. It surely can't take that much 
to plan a new facility. 
But already there appear to be worries that one 
type of building in the south won't work in the 
north. To be sure there might be structural dif- 
ferences to take into account snowloads and the 
like. Yet a standard concept is possible. Consider 
the annex to the school district office building. It 
began life years ago as a school. Back then it 
was a common design adopted all over the pro- 
vince. What worked then can work again. 
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Breastfeeding fight a waste 
VICTORIA - -  Ignoring the 
old saw of fools rushing in 
where wise men dare not tread, 
I would like to go on record 
that one of the silliest cases in- 
volving the B.C. Human 
Rights Council has got to be 
the six-year battle waged by a 
woman who wasn't allowed to 
breastfeed her baby at a public 
government forum. 
Let me also go on record in 
support of breastfeeding. It's 
good for babies and should be 
accepted by society as a 
normal, healthy and wonderful 
thing. I have no problem with 
Michelle Poirier having 
wanted to breastfeed her baby 
at the aforementioned public 
forum. If it's all right with her 
it's all right with me. 
But I do wonder about the 
priorities of a person who 
wages a six-year war over 
something as trivial as this, a 
war that cost taxpayers tens of 
thousands of dollars, occupied 
the time of government law- 
yers and even a B.C. Supreme 
Court judge. 
Ill-equipped as I am by na- 
ture to breastfeed, I f I could, I 
would certainly not launch a 
prolonged and costly battle for 
the right to do so in a place 
where some people might have 
reservations about it. 
It is government policy to ac- 
HUBERT BEYER 
conunodate breastfeeding 
mothers at the workplace. 
Nothing wrong with that. The 
municipal affairs ministry, 
where Poirier worked as an in- 
formation officer, just drew the 
line at letting her breastfeed 
during a public fornm. • 
I would not have taken that 
posiUon. But sometimes 
people make the wrong call or 
are simply of a different 
opinion. The logical thing for 
Poirier would have been to just 
let it go. 
What about principle, you 
might ask. I 'm all in favour of 
fighting for important princi- 
ples, but a law forcing govern- 
ment to accommodate public 
breastfeeding is, I submit, does 
not warrant a prolonged fight. 
Years ago, when women first 
rose to fight discrimination 
based on gender, I wrote a 
story about a single woman 
with a considerable income 
who was denied a mortgage by 
the bank because she might get 
pregnant in the future. The 
bank went as far as to suggest 
that she would have no prob- 
lem getting a mortgage if she 
had a hysterectomy. 
Now that was an affront to 
human rights, an ugly 
manifestation of a male- 
dominated society. 
There remain many human 
rights issues to be addressed, 
• even in Canada. Fortunately, 
human fights violations in this 
country do not involve assas- 
sination of political opponents 
cepted practice in every place 
of business, nor is giving 
women fair and equal access to 
jobs and promotions. 
Women choosing to stay at 
home and raise families in- 
stead of following a career are 
still given the short stick by 
society. Single mothers arc not 
given the resources they need 
to raise their children with the 
dignity our society can afford 
and owes them. 
To rank someone's com- 
plaint about not having been 
able to brcastfccd her child at a 
ministry-sponsored public 
forum among the serious is- 
sues that need resolving is 
ludicrous at best. 
The Human Rights Council 
is about to declde whether 
at the hands of death squads,c breastfeeding in public is a hu- 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " • r !  '~ ,  " ;h  " "  " I ' ] ' ' ; : / " 
",slate,san'ctioncd torture" at man nghL I can hardly walt for 
pnsonem, chddren working m the outcome. 
sweat shops, or young girls 
pressed into prostitution by 
their families. 
When I started out in the 
newspaper business, women 
reporters were routinely paid 
less than their male colleagues. 
In fact, the press gallery, where 
I hang my hat, wouldn't allow 
women in its ranks until the 
early 70s. 
That has changed, at least in 
my racket, but equal pay for 
equal work is not yet an ac- 
As far as I am concerned, 
women should be able to 
breastfeed their babies 
wherever they want, but I have 
a big problem with wasting the 
time of the Human Rights 
Council and large amounts of 
public money on an issue such 
as this when other, far more 
important problems need to be 
dealt with. 
Buyer can be reached at Tel: 
920-9300; Fax: 385-6783; E- 
Mail: hubert~coolcom.com 
No cents makes no sense 
LAST SATURDAY while the 
president of the National Ac- 
tion Committee for the status 
of Women celebrated Interna- 
tional Women's Day giving a 
pep talk at the ILE.M. Lee, one 
Terrace teenager blushed with 
the sting of inequality. 
The 17-year-old had gone for 
a take-out lunch with only a 
five dollar bill. Her lunch cost 
$5.06. What to do'/ 
The eatery keeps a dish of 
pennies beside the cash regis- 
ter• A sign invites customers to 
help themselves to a penny if 
they're short for GST. 
The teenager dipped six pen- 
hies from the dish and handed 
them to the cashier. 
Immediately an older staff 
member bustled over and 
roundly berated the teenager. 
"You're not supposed to take 
out more than one penny. 
You're supposed to add pen- 
hies." The situation could 
W/ii, i, 
I I  "n :I011lel,m" : i l  |oXtl[ ! 1 .1 . ,  
CLAUDETrE SANDECKI 
have been worse only if RCMP 
had been called and the young 
woman arrested for fraud. 
Cheeks fiery with embarrass- 
ment, the teenager slunk out of 
the take-ouL 
Had she been older, ac- 
companied by an adult, or 
wearing a wedding band 
chances are no one would have 
fussed about he extra pennies. 
To ask the policy of other 
take-outs, I phoned three. The 
first manager said, " I 'd  eat 
it." The second said, " I 'd  take 
pennies out of the dish." The 
third "would ask the customer 
to give us six cents on her next 
visit." 
This customer may be slow 
to return after being made to 
feel like two cents. 
By turning a six cent 
shortage into a public spec- 
tacle, this employee neutral- 
ized untold dollars worth of 
• TV, radio and newspaper ad- 
vertising. For studies show a 
happy customer tells three 
people; an unhappy customer 
tells eleven people. 
This teenager's demeaning 
experience was energetically 
discussed in her place of 
employment Saturday 
afternoon. Everyone en- 
couraged her to confront the 
waitress and protest her ex- 
b'eme behaviour. 
For regardless of age or at- 
tire, every customer deserves 
courteous service. And every 
employee represents the com- 
pany's attitude toward 
clientele. 
Teenagers complain they're 
shadowed by clerks fearful 
they'll shoplift, ignored by 
check-out clerks, and generally 
treated by adults in a way 
grownups wouldn't tolerate. 
Or return to patronize. 
Perhaps the chamber of com- 
merce could benefit from invit- 
ing a few teenagers to relate 
their unsatisfactory experien- 
ces as shoppers and junior 
citizens in this town. 
Setting aside one day a year 
as International Women's Day 
is great for publicity• But 
equality will only come when 
every woman learns to speak 
up for herself each and every 
day. 
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PUt forests unde .! ocal control 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE R I Don ' t  rush  to  develop Cr s s ignals the a,rport lands 
needo...s,o t  change The Mail Bag 
Duriug my recent two-week trip to the Terrace 
area I of course read in your paper about he plight 
of the many people involved in the logging busi- 
ness. It gives us an idea of the vuluerability we all 
now face in the future. 
With this current situation, aud future problems 
on the horizon, it appears that we should be looking 
a lot closer at the potentials of alternative products 
attd harvcsting from the forests. 
Oue of these often overlooked resources is of 
course wild mushrooms. It would be a real shame if 
what little mushroom ground is left continues to be 
logged (at a loss). 
I believe it is time that we take a long hard look at 
the future of our forests and the sustainability it
should provide us with. It seems obvious that the 
large corporations main eoneeru is with their bob 
tom line, and not with the wants attd needs of the 
couununity at large. 
There is a lot of documeuted support o give the 
forests back to the local people for mauagemeat. 
This is the only solution we really have if we are to 
properly manage and plan the long tenu beuefits 
our forests can supply. 
I would strongly urge all people who have all iu- 
terest in the future of the forests to support he deci- 
sion makers who realize that we have a need for 
more recognition of other forest products, their 
value attd their eventual integration within the over- 
all forest plan. 
I think we all iiow understand that we cannot con- 
tinue with the forests in the fashion that we have 
been aecustolned to. It is time for this resource in- 
tegration aud the loug term plauning that is needed 
to iuclude these valuable alternatives. 
I would ask that people involve themselves with 
the moves that are to be made soon and help others 
to address these issues and work hard to bring back 
the Ibrests to the local people. I will be. 
Stephen Mills 
Canadian Products International 
Shawnigan Lake, B.C. 
Time for FRBC to 
aid displaced workers 
An open letter to: Alan Parkinson, FRBC 
Dear Sir: 
Wheu West Fraser Sawmills (Skceua) was shut 
down in Terrace on Dec. 23, 1996, and I inquired 
about raiuing programs for these approx. 200 saw- 
mill aud 250 woods and contractor employees, I 
was told by Peter Mutrie and Sara-Jane Brock- 
lehurst that there was no such training programs 
available yet thnmgh FRBC funding. 
I had even suggested a Forest Practices Code 
seminar for these workers and had lined up a very 
qualified iustructor who would be willing to teach a 
seminar such as this (Gerry Dodd, retired Terrace 
district manager of the Forest Service). I was told 
that this was a no go. 
I suggested that FRBC assist in fuuding a com- 
puter course for myself to be arranged iu conjunc- 
tion with Employnmnt Insurance in Terrace. Again 
this was a non-starter. 
When are we goiag to see the priority given to the 
displaced forest industry workers as provided for in 
the legislation? 
I would also like to know the nunaber of displaced 
forest workers that were employed iu projects paid 
for iu 1996 by FRBC. The Mayo Valley project 
luay be a good place for you to start as according to 
Lars-Reese Hansou the project manager, he could 
only thiuk of oue worker that would qualify. Not 
very good for a project of this magnitude of funding 
(approx. $250,000) of FRBC's money. 
Can you assure me that iu 1997 that the 
"displaced forest worker" will get priority in train- 
ing programs and employnlent guaranteed for all 
projects funded by FRBC? 
l believe in the concept of FP, BC - -  especially 
uow that I aul one of these displaced forest workers 
(Skeena Sawmills Eurployee) but believe that the 
monies speut by FRBC in 1996 were not utilized 




Columnist was right on 
Dear Sir: 
I would like to respond to conmlents regarding 
Claudette Sandecki's colunul about Shames 
Mountain, It seems Claudette stepped ou someone's 
toes, and rightly so. For some true I woudered what 
ever happened to those running weekly totals be- 
fore opening of that busiuess. Then all at once I 
didn't hear a thiug, especially after they took the lift 
equipmeut from Kitsumkalum hill. 
I cert,liuly would like to know what city hall or 
the regional district is doing to recover what tax 
payers paid for equipmeut? At this nlotnent some- 
oue wants to make it look as if that lift sale never 
happened, Where are those million dollars of 
secured from private investments? 
That tactical non.payment plan should have been 
solved a long time ago. Howling about monetary 
losses aud intimidating someoue who writes about 
it is uot the way to go. If a private citizen would 
have made a deal like that, I am certain, he would 
have lost that equipment already through asheriff's 
sale. 
As every eutrepreueur katows, if you hang out 
your shingle you make or break it, simple as that. 
The sanie goes for the second ice sheet. Who in the 
end is paying for it? Yes, the burden will fall on the 
property owuers, I have to eomplhnent Claudette 
Saudecki for remlndiug that corporation of their 
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AMATEUR BOXERS here-took to the streets during the Northern B.C, Winter Games to 
protest the cancellation of their sport. A doctor could not be found to attend the event. 
Boxing is a safe but 
misunderstood sport 
Dear Sir:. 
Amateur boxing is the safest of the contact 
sports with less injury than most uon-contact 
sports. Hockey, football, rugby, baseball, basket- 
ball, diving, scuba diving, moutaineeriug, horse 
racing, hand gliding, and sky diving all experi- 
ence higher ates of injuries attd fatalities. 
More than 15 amateur hockey players are vic- 
titus of serious spiual il0uries each year. Not dUe 
amateur boxer has died in Canada from participa- 
ting iu our sports, a claim which no other sport 
Cal l  make. 
Why do some people believe the opposite is 
true'/. The reasons are firstly, ignorance of the lmr- 
pose aud rules of our sport attd secondly, confus- 
ing amateur with professioual boxiug. 
Amateur boxing is not about inflicting iujury 
upon your opponent. It is not about tryiog to hurt 
or knock him out. It is about physical coudition- 
ing, diseipliue, hard work and good sports- 
manship. It is about learuiug the skills aud techni- 
ques euabling an athlete to score more points thau 
his or her fellow competitor. The objective is to 
land more correct scoring points on tile op- 
ponent's target area. 
A hard blow does not couut more than a soft 
blow, aggressiou does dOt earn more points, a 
knock.down does uot result in extra points. Less 
than due per cent of amateur bouts end in a kuock 
oul. 
Safely is the prime concera of our sport, Not 
only are the rules of scoring so designed but the 
athletes wear headguards, large padded gloves, 
protective mouthpieces, abdomen protectors, aud 
in the case of women, chest protectors. 
The first priority of the referee is to protect he 
cotnpetitors and to enforce the rules of the com- 
petition. The referee's job is to prevent any injury 
including not only a knockout but even a bloody 
nose. There are 21 forbiddeu tactics or fouls 
which lead to a warning, penalty or disqualifica- 
tion. 
Novice boxers can only compete against other 
novices arid even iu the open divisiou if one coln- 
petitor is clearly outclassed the referee will halt 
file bout not only to prevent iojury but to avoid 
discouragement. 
Further more, each athlete nlust have a thorough 
physical examination before each bout and a doc- 
tor is preseut at riugside. 
Our young people need recreatiouai op- 
portmfitics away from the streets, the shopping 
alalis aud the parkiog lots. Olynrpic style recrea. 
tioaal boxing is a sport devoted to safety, physical 
colditioniug and Character building. We empha- 
site discipliue, hard work, eommitmeut to ex- 
cellence, fair play attd sportsulanship. 
The goal is not about winuing, its about doing 
your best: it's about producing people with con- 
lidence, self-esteem, respect for others, a seuse of 
discipline and a concept of fair play. Nowhere in 
our sport will you find the coocept of the "good" 
penalty ~ in boxing, as in life, everyone must 




B.C. Anmteur Boxing Association 
F, ditor's Note: The CamMian Medical Associa- 
ti~n recommends, , boxing be banned, in Canada. 
Ttte association's policy statement says it consid. 
i~  n J  i ers boxing a dangerous sport. '
"Medical research has provided unequivocal 
proof that boxers are at significant risk of injuries 
resulting in brain damage, says the association. 
Studies show boxers are susceptible not only to 
aclte life.threatening brain trauma, but also to 
subtle chronic debilitating changes. 
"Firm evidence xists to substantiate a correla. 
lion between the mtmber of bouts fought and the 
presence of cerebral abnormalities in boxers, " 
says the association. "The rgks posed to health 
by boxing are unacceptably high." 
I hope you enjoy those shoes 
Dear Sir:, 
My family and I Oon't often take advautage of our 
connnunlty services (pool, arena, ski hill) arid, un- 
fortunately, we won't be using them any time soon. 
I can count on due halld the times that I, or any 
member of tuy family, used the swimmiug pool ill 
the last year, aud twice now, we have been victhn- 
izcd, 
Luckily for us, the culprit who stole every stitch 
of my son's clothing, including his shoes, saw fit to 
rttum everything the next day. This was my son's 
hdroduefion to the wonderful world of swim Ics. 
sons. Good memories. 
My teenage daughter left her shoes uuattended for 
apllroxhnately four minutes attd had to go home in 
sock feet. She worked for those shoes, altd un- 
dotlbtedly valued them far luore thau the girl who is 
wearing them uow. 
] am really disappointed and aogry at these pcollle 
attd their lack of morals arid values. 
I feel fortunate most tittles having grown up fn 
Terrace arid had hoped that my children would also 
come to find that compassion, caring and honesty 
are key advantages of small town life. Iustead, they 
have a healthy dose of cynieisnh Thanks for tile 




When is an airport not an airport? When it is oc- 
cupied by buildings, houses, schools, medical and 
police facilities, undergrouud aud surface infra- 
structures, vehicle lanes, parking and pedestrian 
walkways, water, drainage, and sewage services. 
Had the people who chose Sea Island, later Van- 
couver International Airport, attd their successors 
pennitted real estate (permanent), where could the 
receut major runway have been constructed? Ab- 
botsford? 
lit the wee hours jets fly over here. If a strange 
pilot or air crew from any direction had to emer- 
gency land iu the clutter, what could happeu? Auy 
daily routine flight in the fog, sleet, rain or ice 
could be in error. A pilot recently ilterviewed 
remarked that the Terrace/Kitimat Airport "has 
some pretty sour w~ather". Private aircraft, 
freighters aud helicopter.< do not operate on routine 
schedules. 
If the devdopment outliued above is allowed, 
Mother Nature has bestowed on us 
the airport plateau. Let us not place 
/n jeopardy the future of safer, more 
efficient air travel and air freighting 
by commercialization of the now 
Crown land. 
who w'ill p[/); demolition costs, expropriation fees, 
court charges for litigation, if the title holders or 
lessees refuse to move? Ottawa is having to pay 
millions in co,npensatioa to the purchasers and cou- 
cessiouaires to whom the former federal govern- 
,neat sold the Lester B. Pearson International Air- 
port at Maltou, Ontario. 
The people now at the airport are professionals at 
their jobs. On retirement, we will pay our portion to 
their pensions. Where are their replacemeuts to 
come front, aud who will train the,n? Will City of 
Terrace employees by to-tag and fro-ing (40 
minutes) several times a day? Will it be found 
necessary to establish permanent staff, and all that 
entails, demanded by a second community? Will 
those trying to sleep, teach, leant attd concentrate at
their work be able to endure the noises and distrac- 
tions indefinitely? 
Where would the Terrace,q{itimat rea be today 
had it not been coustructed and paid for by the fed- 
eral govermneut as au airport? If it is a going con- 
cent, a profitable business, why is the federal 
govenuueut pressing the citizens to take it over? 
Regardless of what happens to the airport, an 
agreement in writing should be obtained lrom the 
provincial govenuneut that the Crown land border- 
ing the airport has been reserved for a third or 
fourth runway. 
If a second industrial, commercial, bedroom de- 
velopment is necessary, there are optioual: sites 
closer to the city, thus leaving the plateau to fulfill 
its original purpose. 
Mother Nature has bestowed oil us the airport 
plateau. Let us not place iu jeopardy the future of 
sate r, more efficient air travel attd air freighting by 
commercialization f the uow Crown laud. Retnetn- 
ber that we shall always be respousible for the 
preservation of human lives. 
Gerald DuflFus 
Terrace, B.C. 
Truth is challenging 
Dear Sir: 
The response to a bluutly truthful lsobel Brophy 
letter is usually pretty predictable. Hostile readers 
who ought to lalow by now that they are in for 
more of the unvaruished truth than they can calmly 
cope with just cau't resist readiug auyway. 
Thou, since wrestling with the truth is difficult 
and a personal attack is easy, they respond with let- 
ters that are similar to the one by Brad Mazurak. 
(Letters, Feb. 19) 
But ia a uuiqu¢ response to being augered by 
Mrs. Brophy, Mr. Mazurak has also resolved to be- 
come a first-time patron of Ebouy's. 
I'm sure the staff at the sex shop will explaill to 
their tleophyte customer that their products are uot 
intended for men suffering from impoteat rage. 
Lydia Piper 
Terrace, B.C. 
The spirit is key 
Dear Sir: 
All maakind are basically good people. They just 
learned a bad thing. They may ueed to learn over 
how to change attd to balance themselves dace 
agaiu. No one is above the other. 
Chief Seattle of the Squamish people in 1854 
reflects this belief; "We are part of the earth and it 
is part of us. The perfumed flowers are our sisters; 
the deer, the horse, the great eagle, these are our 
brothers. Every part of this earth is sacred to my 
people. Every shiuing pine needle, every saady 
shore, every mist ill the dark woods, every eleariug 
and huuuning insect is holy in the uaemory attd ex- 
perience of ,uy people. For they love this earth as 
the newborn loves its mother's heartbeat." 
The stories are writteu on some totem poles. It is 
also a symbol of our lineage. If it has the frog de- 
sign o,I it, it tells us that we are the frog tribe. We 
beloug uader our mother's claa. It would mean that 
all frog men are off limits to me. They are my 
brothers and sisters. 
Chief Luther Standing Bear of the Oglala Sioux 
said "We did not think of the great open plains, the 
beautiful rolling hills, and the wiuding streams with 
tangled growth, as 'wild'. Only to the white man 
was nature a 'wilderness' attd mdy to hilt was the 
land 'infested' with 'wild' auimals and 'savage' 
people. To us it was tame." 
It does not matter what race you belong to. There 
are similar problems in each race. It has been a 
learned behaviour. Some people think that it is okay 
to be prejudice. A few are greedy. They do aot care 
for the weak or/aud the poor. 
Some of our owu members of our commuaity 
have lost their traditional values. It will take time, 
but I personally believe that we will get there. 
Lilac Robinson 
Gitksm Nation 
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Gov't didn't abandon loggers 
Dear Sir:. 
Your Marel~ 12 editorial ("Tragedy") makes the point 
on the Repap issue that "the government abandoned the 
contractors" by not taking back the five per cent of their 
forest licence when Repap filed for bankruptcy protection 
and when gepap's bankers wanted to develop a plan to 
make Repap's operations viable. 
The government had two options. The first was to risk 
Repap filing for bankruptcy. Contractors would have 
received nothing of the amounts owed. All Repap employ- 
ees would have been out of work. If no buyer was found at 
the end of it all, then Repap's timber licence would revert 
back to the Crown. The second option was to support he 
efforts to make Repap financially viable in a small way, 
provide financial bridging support for those hard hit in the 
process, and just possibly the contractors would get their 
money back. It would also have the advantage of keeping 
the operations going and people working over the six 
months while the plan is worked on. 
I take exception to your suggestion that the govenunent 
should be ashamed to have supported the maintenance of
existing jobs. The government has not sold anyone down 
the road. It has taken action in the best interests of citizens 
of the northwest in supporting efforts to protect jobs. The 
Job Protection Commissioner is involved. FRBC is in- 
volved and a~ office to co-ordinate all the efforts between 
the ministries is m place. Supporting the efforts has risk 
but at least there is hope that the pain can be minimized. 
There is much more financial and economic pain in the 
other option and the pain is certain and there is no hope of 
recovering money owed to contractors. 
The banks can still walk away before the six months are 
up and take what is left of Repap to cover their losses. 
They are preferred creditors. Local contractors and 
retailers would get little if anything and the government 
would get the forest license back for a future forest conapa- 
ny. How does that serve the best interests of the citizens? 
It is understandable that people are angry and frusbratod. 
Yet Repap or George Petty's method of doing business is 
legal and very common in business. Repap lost $128 mil- 
lion last year. Their debt carrying costs are more than $2 
million per month. That is much more than their monthly 
stumpage costs and much, much more than any recent 
stumpage increase. If The Stamtard really wants to go 
after someone on this issue then you should sight your 
guns on George Petty and his ilk - -  not that it will do any 
good at this point. 
Heimut Giesbrecht, MLA for Skeena 
Off the mark 
])ear Sir: 
The March 12 editorial ("Tragedy") and IeffNagel's ar- 
fide ("Petty denies blame for collapse") warrant some 
response. 
Mr. Petty blames the 1995 union strike, stumpage rate 
charges, and Forest Practices Code implementation costs. 
In fact, Repap's crippling debt load and record of operat- 
ing losses were established well before any of these be- 
came factors. 
The editorial position that the governmeat abandoned 
logging contractors i off the mark. Do contractors and the 
business community at large really want government tobe 
involved in regulating private, third.party busi- 
ness/commercial greements in general, and payment 
schedules in particular? 
Reducing the tenured AAC by five per cent cannot be 
quickly reversed, and would worsen the fibre flow to 
Repap mills. 
The banks are by far the largest creditors. Who else is in 
a position to continue the integrated forest and mill opera- 
tions while re-organizing the business to the satisfaction of 
creditors, shareholders and the B.C. Supreme Court? 
The provincial government is working to assist the 
restoration of a viable northwest forest enterprise with the 
involvement of the Job Protection Commission, FRBC and 
the Ministries of Employment and Inveslment and Forests. 
In the short term, FRBC has established a $15 million 
loan program for contractors and small businesses to pro- 
vide some credit relief and job maintenance. 
Dave Zirnhelt, Minister of Forests 
Clifford Robert Olson appeal 
prompts two local responses 
An open letter to: 
Minister of Justice 
Allan Rock 
Dear Mr. Rock: 
I am at a loss for words to deserve how I feel about the 
part you and your colleagues have played in allowing Clif- 
ford Robert Olson to wreak havoc on our elected officials, 
the families of his many victims, and the citizens of Cana- 
da in general. 
I realize that our constitution can play an important part 
in making sure that all Canadians are given fair treatment 
in many aspects of  our everyday life. But this matter of 
Mr. Olson is a gross misuse of that constitution and charter 
of rights. 
Unfortunately, there are many people who have studied 
the charter and know exactly how to manipulate it to ac- 
complish their own despicable agendas. Clifford Robert 
Olson is one such sick individual, and you, as an elected 
representative of the people of Canada, have the ability to 
put an end to the suffering he is causing. 
You may not care about the mail your colleagues receive 
from him, but many of us care deeply about the constant 
pain he is inflicting on his victim's families. It's a pain that 
probably gives him as much satisfaction as abducting, 
sexually assaulting, torturing, and killing the young people 
that were the future of Canada. 
I am beginning to believe that you are no better than Mr. 
Olson, and perhaps you should be charged as an accom- 
plice, as you have done nothing to stop him. 
Do something now Mr. Rock, and perhaps the people 
who you represent may be able to once again attach the 
word "honourable" to your name. As is stands right now, 
I don't think that is the word they are using to describe 
you. 
Patti Noonan, Terrace B.C. 
Dear Sir:. 
Where's the justice? This morning as I listened to the 
early news again, I was shocked and appalled to hear that 
the justice system was actually allowing a convicted killer, 
Clifford Olson, to be reviewed for parole. 
I certainly can sympathize with Tammy Fee and I admire 
her great courage as she continues to lead yet another 
protest o change the Canadian laws of justice by helping 
organize an anti-violence rally. 
I, too, am a women against violence but I would like to 
take it one step further and protest another persou on the 
loose who is yet to be convicted. In fact, he is allowed to 
roam free. 
His name is Dr. Morganthalcr and he openly admits in 
the March 10 B.C. Report that he might have been mis- 
taken and the fetus is actually a human being - -  an un- 
born baby. At least in the latter months. 
Dr. Morgan,haler is in fact respons~le for hundreds 
directly and possibly thousands indirectly of unborn babies 
being aborted (murdered) in Canada. Meanwhile, Cana- 
dians and the justice system continue to turn their eyes 
ablind and let this person go free. Again I say, where's the 
justice? 
As a former fetus who was given up for adoption and 
raised in a loving home, I am thankful my birth mother 
chose life, the loving answer - -  not violence. 
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ae to the Easter Holiday Weekend 
Early Advertising Deadlines will be 
place for the issues of the 
March 29 Weekend Advertiser and 
The April 2 Terrace Standard. 
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March 21 - 4 p.m. for 





March 27- NOON for 





3210 Clinton Street 





Member of Parliament 
Skeena 
 .[ :SlMSHIAN 
TREATY NEGOTIATIONS 
OPEN SESSION 
Tuesday, March 25, 1997, 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Wednesday, March 26, 1997, 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
at the Kitselas Community Hall 
1561 Kuspai Crescent (just off Queensway Drive), 
Terrace, B.C. 
Agenda items include: Governance; Eligibility & 
F_nrolment; Fisheries; Water; and Mining, Mineral & 
Subsurface Management 
For more information, contact: 
Tsilnshian Tribal Council 
Federal Treaty Negotiat,on Office 







SEE THE INDUSTRY'S BEST 
SNOWMOBILES & A,T,V,'s 
only at 
DON'T  MISS  
BEST . . . . . . . . . . . .  DEAL I 0F THE YEAR 
Get up to $650 in I 
and accessories ( 
APR financing* Ph 
$400 second year 
service contract, t 
to $225 cash back 
from Polaris and 
MORE! 
,&Lease t1...your financing allereallve for u 1997 P~aH, snowmobile lmrn your dealer. 
The 440 XCR is available only in limilod quantilio; and will not be available und0r Snow Chuck. 
Hurryl Snow Check 0ffer(s) ends April 15, 1997 ~ ~ ~ AUTOMOTIVE & INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY 
4641 KeilhAvenue, Terrace, BC, ' 635-6334 
, I~R/~i~le~iawiMiL.p,ir,Nl~l'R I D E T H E B E S T ' 
• The above olfel ~ available gory Io re~ide~ds elCanada. o~d~ al pad,:ipahng Polalis dealer s and on approved credd * On ~ I 
cledtl wJltl the Polalis Cald tel 12 monlle, Io qt~'~flfled blJyelS ~ee delalls ' 'Shmfld a Snow Ch 
.'~ E~ll "uoapprove( 
e i b ie ,olalis | sfl ied ~/elS See yoor flealei fm i ~ck snowmob I~ no b~ 
i available hem Polaris by Ihe end of SepternL~rIte custott~t shall have 5 days born the un~ts air ival al the de@rship o colnp ete he 
purchase, t Poled, Bilyel Plolecllon goalani~s Olaf it any Potaiis.spomomd pmglam offem a bellm r~..al Ihan the Snow Check Oiler 
by Oecember 31,1997. Snow Clock buym s lecetvn tile ddference m F BEE clolhit~ or ac,.;essor;es. It Ihe pick.lip and payment in lull opbqnbyT1101971schosenandllmcnslom~rd~snnlpayoflllmtmllinbdlbyTllO/97 Ihe Snow Check wtll be, a hedeaer'sop on. 
void andtbe ~poslt will be Iorle@d The Snow Check promotion is mt available to piincfpals or employees of Polaris Industries Lid. 
authorized Polaris distributols; dealelship~, racers, go~rnmenl tool or renlal ilnils Available only at paltidpating Polaris dealers Void 
where plohibiled by law Manulaclueet's suggesled retail prices do not rel~l heioht, set-up or taxes. Sno','anobileS purchased ~nder 
the Snow Check plooram eel|st ~ reglslered in ~1'~ ct~lon'~fs name as sl~wn on Ihe Snow Check The cUsloIner [TillS[ lake delivery 
ol Ihe Snowntobile and papoll [he dealer no later Ihan September 30 1997 on Snow Check models available in dealer flock. Maximum 
el Iwo Snow Checks pel CUS[OInQL SIrow C~lee~ Cle, lemers ~11 not qoall[y tot ally giber Polaris plograms in oiled at ile lime el 
dolivety and caflnol chaise models once a Snow Cheek ordnl ha~ been placed. Oiler good March t IlrlmJgh April iS, 1997. Polaris 
ros~ves Ihe righi Io ehanoe models and spool fEat|on a ai~ into wilhotd fncurring Oblioabons © 99"/Polaris Indtlshles Lid 
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Locals fear fish fee hikes 
spell disaster for tourism ,,.c.,., PALA( E 
SUNDAY. ,  MONDAY " TUESDAY .:  WEDNESDAy' ..THu'RSDAy..FRIDAY :-:SATUIRD&i By DAVID TAYLOR tourists will lose about 210 
TERRACE'S ECONOMY clients. 
will take a hard hit as If each of those clients 
tourists head for other fish- was to spend $1,C~0 while 
ing areas to avoid a four- here, that translates to 
fold increase in angling $210,000 in lost revenue for 
fees, say those involved in Terrace businesses, plus a 
the angling business, half million in lost airfares 
Some local guides say - -  attd that's just the losses 
their own licensing costs from four lodges. 
will rise by 1,100 per cent. But Nickolls says the bad 
"Last year it was the feds news doesn't end there. He 
telling everyone there points out that with the huge 
weren't any fish here. Now increase in classified water 
the province is having their fLshing fees, people will 
kick at us," says Brian flock to the only non- 
Patrick, owner of Misty classified waters near Ter- 
River Tackle. " I f  they want race ~ Ferry Island and the 
to completely kill tourism in Kitimat River. 
this town, this is a good way "Those areas are already 
to do it." overcrowded," Nickolls 
Key among the changes says. "Can you imagine 
brought in by the environ- how packed they'll be 
ment ministry is a 400 per now?" 
cent increase in licensing But Bob Williams from 
fees for all non.residents o the fisheries branch of the 
fish in classified waters - -  environment ministry says 
areas noted for their the changes" were made be- 
aesthetic values. "This takes cause of concerns about 
in most of the rivers around overcrowding in the clas- 
Terrace. sifted waters. 
That means tourists from "The idea is to preserve 
Alberta, Europe or any the quality of the angling 
place else will have to pay experience," Williams says. 
about $60 for a B.C. fishing "Which is one of the main 
licence, then fork out $42.80 concerns of the fishing 
per day to fish in classified 
waters. 
"Licences alone for a va- 
cationing couple will cost 
over $1,000. Who can af- 
ford that?" Patrick asks. "It  
puts a two-week fishing trip 
to Terrace completely out of 
reach for the average fam- 
ily. They will have to go 
someplace else ~ like 
Alaska." 
Fishing guides have been 
hit even harder. Guiding 
fees have been increased 
from $1 per angler per rod 
day to $11 per rod day. 
"They warned us in Janu- 
ary that we would see some 
increases, but nobody ex- 
pected this," says Steve 
Nickolls, president of the 
Terrace and District An- 
gling Guides Association. . 
"The worst part is '~e  lack..~.~.-,.~,'. !~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  L . . . .  :- *, . 
Of lie}rice. They're t~lling us 
this in March when the sea- 
son starts in April." 
"We've been told by Ger- 
man booking agencies to ex- ', 
pect a 40 to 50 per cent can- aft 
cellation rate," he says. ~, 
"There's a myth that all ~:~ 
Germans are rich. But lots di I t  of them save for months or ~ . .~  
years for a dream vacation L! to the Canadian vcilderness. Now those people are going .... ~ 
to go to Alaska to fish in- 
stead." 
Niekolls says that even at 
a conservative 35 per cent 
cancellation rate, the four 
lodges in Terrace alone that 
specialize in German 
Brian Patrick 
guides." 
Williams says the higher 
guiding fees will go toward 
a new fish habitat conserva- 
tion program that will fund 
extra enforcement to crack 
down on illegal anglers and 
guides. 
Conservation groups 
are~tt oo keen on the plan 
either. Steelhead society 
president Bruce Hill says 
the massive fee ix,creases 
are a big mistake. 
" I t 's  disgusting, 
despicable and co~lpletely 
irresponsible," Hill says. 
"This will be devastating to
Terrace. We're talking 
about losses in the tnillions 
and that means layoffs." 
Hill says he wouldn't be 
surprised if some shop 
ownem simply refused to 
sell the licences. 
"I don't think they're 
going to be willing to put up 
with the anger they'll face 
all summer (from tourists)," 
he says. "There are families 
from Alberta who have 
taken their vacations here 
for decades. How are they 
going to feel when they're 
told the trip could cost them 
thousands extra? They 
won't stay here." 
Hill says the Steelhead 
society is going to work to 
get the fees clawed back, 
but some damage has al- 
ready been done. 
"This sends a strong mes- 
sage from the government 
that anglers simply aren't 
wanted," he says. "And 
neither are tourists." 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
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Skeena Junior Terrace 
Secondary Minor 
School Baseball 
24 Terrace ,,,no, 25 
Kermode 
3 ncaled°nia 31 Tenace Friendship 
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Uffie'l~eatre 6~s&Bk:lSt~s ArtAssodalJo~ 
Terrace Nisga'a Tribal P.A.C E.S. 





Doors 11:30 a.m. 










Games 10:00 p.m. Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. 
; Family Bingo Every Saturday' Afternoon Last Wednesday of the month Is DOUBLE BINGO 
T,V, MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Legion, Terrace 635-2411 
m m m m m m m m q 
' Can't Wait For Spring ' I 
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How are 
we doing?, 
When We fat, short of jnur 
expectation, pleaSe tell us, 
WIJen a twwspaper story does 
not seem to reflea.farrly what 
rvas said, let our editors ~tlot~ 
When toe are unable Iv salve 
.},ollr cottlplaDft, we encourage 
)~a tO subt t l l t  i t  to the:  
B. C Prev~s Co u t a cf l
900 -1281 W.Georgta St. 
Vancouver B.C, V6E 3f7 
:Tel/Fax (604) 6l~3.25 71 
?'he B,C. Press Counc i l  waS 
created in 1983 m an 
independent rt,vletv board to 
protect be public frOth prt ,  ss 
i tnaccltraO, or u,#ttmess and to 
Dodge Ram Club Cab 23C Package:  
• AM/FM stereo cassette w/4  speakers 
• 5-speed manual transmission 
• Towing capacity up to 4900 Ibs 
• Payload capacity of over 1600 Ibs 
• Bench 40 /20 /40  (double split back) • Largest Club Cab in its class 
with deluxe cloth ,#1 in N. A. sales market growth 
• 6 passenger seating : • Driver's side air bag • 
Priced to move at  
s26,995" or
I nc ludes  $900 f re ight  
Dodge Ram 
CARRY YOUR WEIGHT 
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New benefit program has faults 
THE WORKING POOR may be better 
off, but the poorest those on social as- 
sistance - -  are doing worse under the 
B.C. government's new child benefit 
legislation, says poverty activist Gerry 
King. 
King heads up the Terrace Anti- 
Poverty Group Society office and he 
says he's seen about a dozen local 
women forced into relationships with 
men for econonfic reasons as a result of 
changes the government has made. 
The governnleut replaced the welfare- 
based child benefits with benefits for all 
low and modest income families in July 
last year. 
Under the new program the maximum 
benefit per child is $103 a month. 
Families who net under $18,000 a year 
ing from the poorest to give to the poor. 
Essentially, he said the NDP had taken 
a little from this program and a little 
from that in order to get the money for 
its new child benefit program. 
are eligible for the maximum. The bonus For example, a single person on wel- 
diminishes to zero for families who have fare used to be able to make $100 extra a 
three children and who have an income month plus 25 per cent of whatever else 
of $42,000. he or she made in odd jobs after that. 
King praised the act for giving money This was supposed to provide people on 
to the working poor. welfare an incentive to find work. • 
"It 's definitely helping people who Now, says King, that same person 
were too proud to ask for help," he says. doesn't get to keep the $100 exemption. 
But he sharply criticized the act for tak- 
what they earn 12 months out of every 
36 they are on welfare. 
"Now that these people have experi- 
enced a feeling of  independence, and 
been able to save a little money it's 
being taken away from them," says 
• King. "Losing that $100 a month is 
Money available for crisis grants m 
emergency loans to pay rent etc. - -  has 
been cut by 75 per cent he, says. 
Despite what King says, the govern- 
ment claims child poverty has been 
reduced and welfare caseloads are down 
significantly. 
! going to hurt. It 's enml." " It 's easy to manipulate stats," says 
The child benefits program also talks King, brushing aside the government's 
about increases in dental benefits for claims. "What about women ending up 
children. That's true, says King, but the in conjugal relationships o their chil- 
money comes from decreases in dental ~en can be looked after? Or women 
allowances for adults, staying in abusive relationships?" 
And they can only keep 25 per cent of 
I IA I /M A TR, P FORTWO i .@ ,.....c,, 
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Clip the page with all the faces pasted 
[ correctly and send to The Terrace Standard I 




(MUST BE 19 YEARS OF AGE AND OLDER) 
F IND THE 9 FACES H IDDEN THROUGHOUT THIS 
ISSUE OF  THE TERRACE STANDARD.  
Match them to the correct ad,  and you could win J 
I CONTEST RULES: 
I 1. Find the 9 hidden faces throughout the pages of this issue of the Winner will be notified by phone and posted in the April 9 Terrace 
Terrace Standard. Standard. 
5. The "Can't Wait For Spring GetAway" Trip must be taken before 2. Attach the correct face to the 9 ads listed here. 
3. Mail or deliver the completed page to The Terrace Standard, January 31, 1998. Some restrictions apply. 
3210 Clinton Street, Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 before 5:00 p.m. April 6. Trip has no cash value,. 
4/97. 7. Contest is not open to emp!oyees of Terrace Standard or partici- 







2-5008 Pohle Ave. 635-2341 
The HEAD 
SHED 
LAURIE K INDRED 
The 








461:1 Lakelse Ave., Terrace • 638-8880 
JACK IE  LAWSON 
We Are Serving 
Up Something 
Special 
For something a little 
extraordinary stop by for 
breakfast,  lufich, d inner or  
even jugt for desert and 
coffee. 
Choose from our delicious 
menu which has 
something the whole 
family is sure to enjoy. 
4620 Lakelse, Terrace 
638-7977 
Discover The 
Art of Sewing 
Imagine being able to 
create your own 
fabulous fashions. 
Let us show you how, we offer 
classes in adult sewing, akids-can- 
sew class plus quilting classes. 
See us for fine fabrics, sewing 
notions and sewing machines, 
AUDREY MACKINNON 
  .Ultc Tabr/c  outiquc 
3308 Kalurn St,, Terrace 
638-1335 
Come to 
Sh effi eld & 
Sons for... 
* Lot tery  
*Tabacco  
* Games  
* N ick  Nacks  
* Un ique  Gift Ideas 
And Much More  
LORI BUTEAU 
Sheffield & Sons 
Skeena Mall, Terrace 
635-9661 
Your Image is 
our Concern 
IKARL, ENE CLARK 
Here at Images by Karlene we 
believe that your image is our 
concern. We feature afull- 
service salon including an 
Esthetician, Stylists and Tanning 
Booth, friendly atmosphere 
and extended hours. 
With all this to offer... 
Why would you go 
anywhere lse? 
OPEN WEEKDAYS UNTIL 7 PM 
4652 j 
Lazelle Ave. 635-4997 
~ether ~veling to Terrace on business orpleasure, 
you vnll find no~em hospitality and comfort a The 
Telraco Inn. (onveniendy Iosuted downtovm, weoffer 
sam of the finest mountain vim in Terrace, You are 
sue to enjoy one of ~ My renn~ed guest rooms. 
F~lwes Include: 
* ~telting & Non Smoking Rooms 
* [reein-room coffee 
"b dtorgu fm charon und~ 12 
' Cable'IVwi~ m0viethonn~ 
, Complementary p ss to ~ Terrain AquCk Centre 
, Hair dffers in gtred roo~ 
"C~phmenfary ~rting 
, L, cecu~e Rooms Avoda~e 
° 24 h~ fax & copywvicu 
"root Oroups~com 
"(odemm & Banquet f~ifies 
"Piano Loun~ 
For A Free Brochure 
4553 Greig Ave., Terrace 
Ph: 635-0083 Fax: 635-0092 
Dr. Tom Strong 
PSYCHOLOGICAL & 
CONSULTING SERVICES 
Marital & Family Therapy 
* Brief, Results- Oriented 
Individual Therapy 
• Hypnotherapy &Trauma 
Recovery Therapy 
• Chronic Illness, Pain & Stress 
Management 
• Professional Consultations 
for Business & Service 
Organizations 
• Training on a Variely of 
Human Relations Concerns 
• Servicing Terrace every 
second week 
NOW PRACTICING FROM THE 
MILLS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 
DR. TOM STRONG 
For more information or to book appointments call 
1-800-456-7733 
Liberal leader proposes a 
united front against the NDP 
GORDON CAMPBELL 
seems to have learned a let 
since the last election. 
Back then, B.C.'s Liberal 
leader campaigned toreduce 
the number of MLA's and 
get rid of EC Rail - -  two 
most unpopular positions in 
communities north of Hope. 
But now he says he's 
going to fight to make sure 
the people of the northwest 
are heard. 
"We have to lcam dram 
our mistakes," be told Tke 
Standard while in Terrace 
on Saturday. "That 's  why 
I'm here ~ to listen to the 
concerns of the people." 
But Campbell says the 
Clark government doesn't 
seem to be learning from 
their mistakes and they 
aren't listening to the 
people. 
" I  keep hearing from 
people in the North, inelud- 
ing Terrace, who say they 
can't get in touch with their 
MLA's," he says. "That's 
terrible because it's the 
people in these communities 
who are the ones who know 
how to fix the problems." 
Campbell says that it is 
the NDP's refusal to listen 
UBERAL MLA 'S  toured Repap last week  as part of their northern tour. 
to people in the northwest 
that has led to destructive 
forest practices which he 
says clearly aren't working. 
"They are using one-size- 
fits-all solutions for prob- 
lems that vary according to 
region," he saYS" "That 
doesn't make sense." 
That's why Campbell says 
the government should first 
look to some short term 
solutions, like possibly 
freezing FRBC's super- 
stumpage rates in areas with 
lots of pulp logs, and 
amending the Forest Prac- 
ticesCode, opposltion. He has some 
Then, Campbell says, goQd,.idess ibout forestry 
longer term solutions hould and aboutmining." 
be sotzght - -  to ensure cam- "Campbell ihinted that dis- 
munitystability, cussions were going well, 
He didn't elaborate on but not to expect a united 
how that would occur. But front to appear overnight. 
Campbell did say he had 
been in touch with Stewart 
mayor Andy Burton and 
others about coming togeth- 
er to form a united front to 
oppose the NDP. 
"People are tired of the 
lying," Campbell says. 
"We're hoping people like 
Andy Burton will join us in 
'He says it's necessary to 
put aside political agendas 
in order to solve the prob- 
lems that plague northern 
con~unit ies.  
,"People aren't worried 
about ~polities," he says. 
"They're worried about 
losing their jobs and paying 
their mortgages." 
Papers intervene in rights case 
plaint is unconstitutional. The code itself was recently 
revised by the provincial government. 
"The powers created in the revised Human Rights Code 
are, in our opinion, unconstitutional nd unwarranted," 
says press council chairman Bob Yanow. 
The press council believes that Section 2 of the revised 
code, the one being used by the Canadian Jewish Con- 
gress, infringes upon a section of the Charter of Rights and 
Freedoms as it pertains to freedom of expression. 
That section, 2(b), guarantees that "everyone has the fol- 
lowing freedoms: freedom of thought, belief, opinion and 
expression, including freedom of the press and other media 
of coranzunication." 
The press council believes that extended powers of the 
provincial human rights commission will make it difficult 
for journalists to do their job without fear of arbitxary and 
unlawful retribution. 
The press council was granted intervener status in the 
Nortlt Shore News case after applying to the human rights 
tribunal. 
sml  m m ml  m m ml  I I  I mmm mm mm im 
;1  i -  i 1 , . ;  ~ j t  
B.C. PRESS Council, which represents B.C.'s news- 
papers in crucial 4rcas regarding freedom of the press, is 
taking part in a human fights case filed against a North 
Vancouver publication. 
The North Shore News and columnist Doug Collins 
stand accused by the Canadian Jewish Congress of violat- 
ing a section of the new Human Rights Code. 
Specifically the congress says a movie review of 
"Schindler's List" written by Collins in 1994 
"discriminates against Jewish persons and is likely to ex- 
pose those persons to haUred and contempt on the basis of 
race, religion and ancestry." 
The case will be heard beginning May 12 by Tom Patch, 
a member of the provincial government's new Human 
Rights Tribunal. 
The press council is acting as an intervenor in the case on 
behalf of the newspaper induslxy and is solely concentrat- 
ing the effects of the case on free speech. 
It maintains that the section of the Human Rights Code 
used by the Canadian Je,,vish Congress in f'fling its cam- 
I I I 
Introducing i , ; " lO '~:~i  ;~ ; r~ ,I-~ 
A New Agent 
Laurie Mitchell 
listed below: 
• Personal Life Insurance • RRSPs & RRIFs 
• Business Life Insurance * Employee Benefits 
• GICs" • Annuities • Estate Planning 
• Strategy 2000 personal financial analysis 
Sun Life " Sold through Sun Life Trust 
306-4546 Park  Avemue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V4 
Tel: 604  635-6146 
Sun Life welcomes Laurie Mitchell to our sales team. 
Please feel free to contact her for information on any of the products or services 
/~ofi1114X1.10 Fd I~p~.mAktmm ~ ZT.$q~  
 ravM el 17.~ 21 • :~::~:~: 
.~ [~Fal.m ~ Tr2~M DOWn Ro~tr lp  
- :~.~:; Easyfioing... i.ii! Rou~trlp ~ Air/are Easy Paymen~ ~::ii ~ Frant0~ Berthler ~0~ .... Hotel 
/ -~/ l~(qt"kTt l f  White House ~ (,~M~m) p~t  




~kt ,  T~Wuk~ In,=s~..=a~9.1901 " ' 
* ~  ~ :::" :~: Alrfare 
Atdare .. Alrf=e -~ Hotel Galaxy r~en~ 
Luxor Hotel r~  Copthorme ~nlg~t. G~9owHotel r.m~qZ genl~mdt r~0~ 
I~votelFr/~kfi~ pp~l '  ~Ipptni~t RtqidmaeHotel 
UHIGLOB! Cewtesy Trovd / 
4718 A Lezelb Ave, .. /.-urn 
638-8522 ...... '
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THE HONDA 
DON'T OPEtl  OUr HOC D TO STRANGERS. 




I THERE'S NO PRICE LIKE HOME. 
"/r,~l~e ~y e~ kc~ model ~ 1986.1991 end Civk rn4Zel ~ 1988. 
I 1991 (exck~ng ~1 del S~ VIEC modeb), horn ~rch I S, 1991 tf~gb lu~ 
m 15, 1991. Taxes mtir~ludd. D~I~ rnay ~ f~ ~.  Se~ po~¢~9 ~a~e 
~-d~ils. 
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THERE'S NO PRICE LIKE HOME. 
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THERE'S NO PRICE LIKE HOME, 
"$68.88 t~ne~y o~]~ble on Cr~ models 1984 Io 1997. kc~ models 1986 
to 1989, helude models ;983 I~ 1981, Pr~u~e S models 1988 to 1989 and 
del ~ models 1993 Io 1991. "'$89.15 ~tl~ ¢,~itobk ~ kc~ mode~ 
1990 Io 1993, k(od V6 m~els 1994 to 1991, Prelude SVSR ~ 1988 
to 199J aM P~Sude Smodels 1990 Io 1991. ~$96.61 blt~ evo~ on 
Accod mode~s 1994 Io 1991, I~elu~ mo~s 1992 ~ 1996 ond 
models 1995 to 1997, ham March 15, 1997 Ibroogh Jam IS, 1991. loxes 
I 
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BUILT ~/ITHOUT 
4838 HWY 16 W, TERRACE ocher me2 1-800-665-1990 • 638-81"/1 
It's no secret that Chartered Accountants work well with numbers. But do you know that 
mev can also bring cost effective and innovative solutions to your business needs? CAs ore 
the most highly-qualified and trusted accounting professionals in this community and 
across the country. So when you choose a CA, you can concentrate on what you do best -- 
running your business. 
mm • [] mlm 
The Deal of a Lifetime...Or Is It? ' 
When his firm reorganized, Robert decided In whelher anyone can run it. If the owner has the slatemenls of income and expenses and the 
lake early retirement from his senior-level been key to the success of the business, what cash-flow statement should receive a thorough 
managemenl position. N0t lhol, at 48 years of will happen to it when he or she leaves? going over. 
age, he was ready to relire. But he hoped his 1he next step the CA Assodatio, recommends A well-prepared business plan will g ve © 
generous everance package would let him take is to make sure that lhe business is valued pro- potential purchaser a hi of information ~,bul 
o run at being his own boss, and at managing perly. You don't want to start oul by overpaying, the business's major competitors, customers and 
his own busi,u~s. As luck would hove it, on l~e slructure of the proposed sale is another suppliers. It should also provide projecllo,s of 
ecquainlonce of his, Ray, hod recently pul his consideration. Are you buying ossels or shores? fulure earnings. 
automotive distribution business up for sale. "it's If you buy shares, you buy the wl~ole business, Financing is, of course anolher (oncerrL DO 
been very good to me," he told Robed. "But it's including any potential Intuits, unfulfilled con- you plan to pay for the purchase in a lump sum 
lime for me to retire. 1his might just be the right tracts of other liabilities incurred by lhe previous on closing lhe deal, or do you count on paying 
opportunily for you. owner. When you opl for assets, you are buying for il over lime? Any where will you find the 
Maybe, says the Terrace Chartered only the company's facilities, rea/ostate, equip- money? 
Accountants Associalion, but there are a lot of lent, furniture and inventory, These are only some of Ihe more imporlant 
issues In consider before you jump inlo buying a In either case, lhe CA Associoflo, recommends issues thai Robed has In evaluale before he 
small business, thoroughly checking out the stole of those makes a deal with Ray. The issues are complex 
First, find oul why the seller is selling. Is it assets. You might spa ld $300,0~0 In buy the and most require the expert advice of a dar. 
because he or she wants Io retire or is the com. business and need am lh er half million to bring tered ac(ounlant o ensure the final out carrie 
l any in financial trouble? A tampon having dif- it up to current standards, best meets Roberl's able,ires. cufiies may offer a good opportun f for a fur. Carefully the company's financial stalemenls When oil is said and done, you may (or dud( 
naround, if you know whnt you arl ]oing, or Jl hove them audited by an independent CA in that you don't want to buy tee business id all 
could bleed you dry financially, ensure thai lhey presenl a fair and true pi(lure You might be better off starling it yourself. 
Another key issue to determine is whelher the of the company's financial stale. In particular, 
business revolves around one individual or 
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT 
209-4650 Lazelle Ave. 
(Credit Union Building) 
Ph: (250) 638-0361 Fax: (250) 638-0330 
301-4622 Greig Avenue 





304-4546 Park Ave,. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V4 
Ph: (250) 635-5307 
McAIpine & Co. 
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS 
Rory A. Reinbolt Curtis D. Billey 
Howard Pruner Jim Riding 
4634 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Ph: (250)635-4925 
Fax (250) 635-4975 
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Treating it is expensive 
Virus threatens cats 
A HIGHLY contagious and potentially deadly cat disease 
at the Terrace Animal Shelter could cost some animals' 
their lives and thek owners big vet bills. 
Feline Rliino Tracheitis (KrR) is an airborne illness that 
can infect cats and kittens. Symptoms include sneezing, 
runny eyes and nose, and lethargy. 
Terrace veterinarian Dr. Tom Sager says the disease has 
been a probletn at the animal shelter at least since Decem- 
ber. 
"We've seen at least two dozen eats come i, for their 
free vet check who have the symptoms," he says. "Two of 
the more severe cats had to be put to sleep." 
One of the owners of  an infected adopted cat is Diane 
Clark. She says nobody at the shelter warned her about he 
problem and now she's stuck with a $400 vet bill. 
"She was sneezing when I got her," Clark says of her 
cat, Mitzi. "Bnt nobody told me she might have FRT. I 'm 
lucky because I can afford to t, eat her but other owners 
might have to put their cats down." 
Terrace animal control officer Frank Bowsher says dis- 
eases can c0mc into the shelter but he insists there's no 
danger of an FR.T epidemic. 
"There is no FRT problem at the shelter," he says. 
"There are always a few diseases that come in with the 
animals, that's why they are given free medical checks." 
Bowsher says shelter workers aren't vets, so they can't 
be [xpected to diagnose disease. And he says adopting 
owners are always told to visit the vet within two days of 
picking up an animal. 
If an animal is found to be diseased, Bowsher says the 
owner has the option of bringing it back, or having the cat 
treated at their expense. 
But Diane Clark says nobody told her to take the cat to 
the vet right away, and by the time she found out it was 
sick, she couldn't give it up. 
"You bond with a cat really fast," she says. "There was 
no way I could take it back." 
Dr. Sager says cats that were boarded at the shelter have 
also come into his clinic infected with FRT. 
"People have to be informed of the potential their cats 
may catch this illness," he says. "It is very important that 
the sbelter corumunicate with people." 
But Bowsher says the shelter is doing everything they 
DIANE CLARK unknowingly took home an unwanted 
cat d isease called FTR when she adopted her kitten, 
Mitzi, from the Terrace Animal Shelter. 
can to prevent the spread of disease. 
"We clean every day and do everything we can to keep 
disease down and the animals healthy," he says. "What 
more can we do?" 
Cl ldD / ' " "  "[~ace I eveo a" 
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The Terrace Child Development Centre 
gratefully and respectfully acknowledges 
the legacy left to our organization through 
the donations made in memory of 
Sheilah McCullough. 
Thank You. 
The Bear  Count ry  Inn, a name that you can 
equate with quality and service. You can count on 
us for the same standards you have come to 
expect at the Northern Motor Inn. Our restaurant 
has new expanded hours and delicious new menu 
features. Give us a try today. 
Come in and check out our 
Fantastic New Menu! 
4702 Lakelse Avel, Terrace 
Ph. 635-6302 Fax 635-6381 
TO YOUR IHCOME 
TODAY for a FREE information 
)e about joining "Team BaLance" 
,se to a decade the BaLance 
n's Program has proven to be 
ksful for hundreds of BaLance 
atas and we are now extending 
portunity near you in the 
area. 
ce your lifestyle and add to your 
while having fun selling 
a's leading line of quality cotton 






THE PO R OF ONE 
Are you tired of nol having the body ou've always wonted? IIyou wonl to build muscle 
mass, lose weighl, or just one your musdas...lhen this is lhe fitness program for you. We 
',ill design o nine week illness.program spe¢ifkaly for you thai has guaranted resuhs. 
You ~li not be disappointed. Jusl send o short de,xription ofyourself and your g~ls, 
pJus o cheque or money order for $19.95: 
THE POWER OF OtiE 
PO Box 977 
Slewod, B.C. 
l rOT IWO 
i - i  Ple~ ollo* 2 to 3 weeks to~ ~eliveff. :. 
The 
HEAD SHED 
4611 Lakelse Ave., Terrace • 638-8880 
QueenAnne Furni ture 
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O.ualiO' Dan&rafted tables available 
i## a variely of designs & slylil~g. 
Avail;ible in Solid Oak or Chero'. 
tem's  Countrywide 
Furniture & Appliance 
'The value has never been better' 
4501LakelseAve. ~ 
Terrace ~ lie 
~8-IiS8- {[s~. ~:  ,, 
MARCH ,¢ .~ i t lC  
SdSVI ' " Save  $100 
i!~iii~.g ~., ii:i~ , . :  ...... ;' ~ ~i:. ::~ O i l  i l l  
,,~,,,~ ......... ~ st..cko 
I~iii'iiiii@:%:. i ~,.,.~. :ii7 ~ Bi l l i a rd  
L,,, ................... , . . : : , . :~  Tab les !  
. . . .  "::i: ;::~!;!ii~i~:ii~ig"a,~{i @  
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2 00/o  OFF 
ACCESSORIES  
& CUES 
TWIL IGHT SPAS & , 
PUMP SUPPLY  
, 4704 Keith Aver, Terrace 
SALES SERVICE INSTALLATIONS 




2 1/2" Colour Screen, 24xZoom, 
Steady Shot, Power Plus Advantage 
LIMITED QUANTIIY 
 O:NY 
• TV  
KV 20S20 
MTS Stereo, Wireless Remote Control, 
Channell Block 









SLV 660 i i 
VHS Hi.Fi Stereo, 4 Head, Multie I I 




Steady Shot, 24x Digital Zoom, Solar 
Colour Viewfinder, 9 Pre-Set Titles, 3 
Recording Modes 
i ~4 rr-r~ 0ubtl~l~ , .  17, i / i .  i.,l 
i 
c>ENOS oENOn 
liisc R= !viR 
PLAYER 
DCM 260 
5 Disc CD Carousel, Remote Control, 20 
Bit 8 Times Oversampling Filter 
Dolby Pro Logic, 50 Watts, Wireless 
Remote, Personal Memory Plus 
i '  
l 
I L , * ..... .I 
i I I 
i .l~llt~ p~ ~ f@~ ~.~  ~T, ' 
. 
I l l l  PORTABLE 
STEREO 
RXDT 30  
High Power 0ulput 15W, Duel 





22xZoam, Image Stabilizer, Buill in 
Video Light 
LIMITED QUANTI1Y 
" l  
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The City Beat  
L,near park gets close 
THE CITY is dose to getting its hands on a strip of CN 
land along the highway to create a linear park. City 
planner David Trawin said the land involved is a 50- 
foot wide strip of land north of the railway tracks from 
Eby St. all the way to Kalum Lake Dr. 
The city hopes for a deal in which CN turns over the 
land to the city in exchange for consideration on other 
properties CN wants to subdivide. 
"The tentative arrangement looks good," Trawin 
said. The planned walkway would involve a 10-foot- 
wide meandering asphalt walkway about 20 feet away 
from the highway. 
There would be n divider line on the path, creating 
one section for walkers and another for bikers and rol- 
lerbladers. 
The surrounding land would be grassed and there 
would be a solid landscaped buffer between the park 
and the railway tracks. 
The city would pay the basic costs of developing the 
park, Trawln said. After that service clubs might install 
benches and the Beautification Society might put in 
flower beds. 
College cuts raise alarm 
CITY COIXNCILLOP, S are concerned about proposed 
cutbacks to second-year uuiversity transfer courses at 
Northwest Community College. 
Councillor Vai George said the college has been here 
30 years now if you count its early history as a voca- 
tional school. 
In that ime, he said, this is the first occasion in which 
there's been any talk of a decrease in programs or ser- 
vices. 
"This is a very serious retrograde step," said 
George, who was himself president of NWCC from 
1976 to 1989. "We have not had to face such a step be- 
fore in this community." 
He was responding to a delegation to council of in- 
sVuctors fighting the course cuts. 
Instructors' union spokesman Rocque Berthiaume 
told council the cuts to 37 courses here basically 
slashes the second-year sciences program and turns the 
college into a one-year institution. 
Berthiaume said ~ose cuts will only save $275,000 
- -  a far cry from the total $800,000 accumulated 
deficit. "It 's a small cost relative to the service pro- 
vided to our region," he said. 
Dart service improves 
RIDERSHIP on the HandiDART bus service rose 21 
per cent in 1996. 
The total number of rides dimbed from 5,487 in 
1995 to 6,952 in 1996. 
Meanwhile, the number of requests the service was 
unable to accommodate f ll from 190 to 153. Pas- 
Pub!ic to get 
say nn planS @ 
for recreation r:; ,;,; ,;;,;, ] 
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Meg Hickling's 
• Speaking of Sex 
Workshops on the sexual development of children 
A COMMUNITY  SURVEY of recreation facility needs 
will go ahead this year. 
Council has yet to del~erate on mayor lack Talstra's 
promise to try to develop a consensus to-do list of major 
projects. 
But the city's advisory parks and recreation commission 
has begun working on the problem already. 
"You're about three steps ahead of council," Taistra 
told the group recently. Yet city councillors aid they had 
no problems with the commission's proposals. 
The commission suggests using several, methods to 
gauge the city's recreation priorities. 
A voluntary public opinion poll, random t+elephone sur- 
vey, public forums, special interest group interviews and 
written submissions are some of the tools it proposes 
using. 
The exercise stems from the so-far failed efforts to build 
a second sheet of ice. Voters in 1995 defeated a proposal 
for a city-built second arena with a price ingot $2.8 mil- 
lion. About $2.1 million would 'have been borrowed, with 
user groups raising $750,000. ' ,' • , ++': 
Council in 1996 then moved tO." explore the possibility of 
having a private company build • a~id operate the facility, 
with the city buying a guarantee~ + amount of ice time each 
year. + 
That was scrapped early this year el,or councillors con- 
cluded the city would be taking on ~0.'~uch risk and get- 
ring too little benefit. : . . . .  
Council now hopes a commdnlty/comeusUs of what's 
needed in the city can be developed(and'ther'eby gain ma- 
jority support for whatever facilit~'iS:to'l~ built fLrsL 
Commission chairman Art Era'$'m+ U'.SL.'Said the' process will 
Mot take a narrow definition of what comtitutes a recrea- 
tional facility. ' ' 
"We will consider athletic as well as Cultural types of 
facilities," he said. 
That means people who want a theatre or art gallery or 
community centre should also make their views known, 
and not assume that the process.-will focus on strictly 
sports facilities like the second sheet of ice. 
Erasmus aid the same applies to ideas that don't involve 
. buildings - - l ike a bicycle trail or a walking trail. 
I "We want to get the widest po~ibl~ idea +of what people 
• want to see in town - -  for a number of years to come, 
Erasmus aid. 
He predicts the group will be prepareti o start collecting 
the public's ideas in about a month. ," 
Erasmus aid the group will provide council:with a prog- 
ress report by June 30, although it does not expect to com- 
plete the process by then. 
Councillors said they look forward to seeing not only 
what people want but how much they're prepared to pay in 
higher taxes to see it happen. 
Talstn said council will look at extending a small budget 
,, to the commission to ensure it can do the job well. 
"There's a great expectation in the community that 
something is going to be resolved," said councillor Val 
I n Get Away Contest 
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Friday, April 4 
For professionals working with children 
1:00 p,m.- 3:30 p.m, 
Registration Fee $25 
Friday, April 4 
For parents and childcare staff 
7:00 p.m.- 9:00 p.m. 
Registration Fee $5 
Friday, April 5 9:30 o.m.. 11:30 a.m. 
For parents and children under 12 Pre Reqislration require! 
(Free fickats) 
Skeena Heallh Unit Auditorium 
Umited Seating 
Call 1he Family Place To Register: 638-1863 
Megflickling is a nurse, sexual health educator and author of the acc~md 
book. Speaking of Sex. Meg wilt look at lhe gages of sexual developmenl, 
what childern eed to know when and how to present Ihe facts so kids can 
understand. She will discuss exuolily and sexual heallh issues for children. 
She ~ll give practical tips to porenls on lalking to chilren aboul sex. 
[ : Pays TO Plan +Ahead 
i ~ii:i~ I 
i" i:: •i'::': j 
i,!.ii~ii~i/:i::ii~i:~ . . . . . . .  
. :  [ you'l l  m:eJ;:e a i 
custom . . . . . . .  
i:~:~i i~!i ,~-FacmryTeam" Jacket ;,~ 
ii::.::iiii:i if:.! i: ::~ i~d yo i i r  cho ice  of$  20  • : . IN ~l 'mmmbvc lk i l  :: : 
~ ~::++=:ii: ~ymmlS  qlU, iJ~liWozY 1 ,1~9e. :  
sengers are turned away at some peak times when the George. 
single paratransit bus is overbooked. 
Coastal Bus Lines manager Mike Docherty said the ~ ~ + ~ . 1 1  
result - -  improved service at no increased cost to the I :l 
city - -  is the result of ideas of his staff and drivers to ~ t l ' J ] J l ' [ l ~  :~:l 
make the service more efficient. V .  ::~:i:?!i ~i!iv~ii!  :~ ~ 
Doors open at 4 :00  p.m. g  l!Jt ' 
( Book your table today! ] 
/ You and t]lats lal someone I . 1996 FORD TAURUS SEDANS & WAGONS Someplace Else  :is Easter Sunday 
 2 .9A1"/ 
Phone: EIlanore for Reservations tf JUl  &tt~ J[ / fr@ zice, ced (Desiderata Inn) 
i1.+ •. 
Environmental Health Issues: Toxoplasmosis 
infected cat feces, consuming 
unpasteurized milk, and by 
blood transfusion or organ trans- 
plantation from an infected 
donor. 
~,.,,, ' .  :i ].:i.>'% ,'. "D, 
:Doug Ouibell}!/n 
: C .P .H ; I '~  R:.E+H.o. :'~! 
'i EnVironmental Health I 
' o m,e ,  eorskeo,~ + I 
.aolthU.it ~ ] 
Texoplasmosis an infectious 
disease caused by o protozoan 
parasite. Lost summer the city of 
Victoria received Ihe wTung kind 
of internolionol exposure when 
il suffered Ihruugh lhe largest 
oulbreok of its kind in history. 
"lhe reason for the concern was 
that it can be passed to o talus 
lronsplncenla]ly, with potentially 
devoslaling consequences. 
Before the oulbreok was over, 
42 pregnant women were Ireat- 
ed in hospital before the infec- 
tion couldcouse damage Io lhe 
feluses. 
Although we will probably 
never conclusively track its 
source, the outbreak probably 
began hold when a cat defecated 
in the water reservoir supplying 
lhe city wilh drinking water. Yes, 
Ibis is onolher argument in 
favour of our new and profecled 
drilled well water supply. 
ilere in Ihe norlhwesl we ton 
gel lbe infection in u number of 
ways: eating row of under- 
cooked meal, especially lamb; 
transpJacentally from an infeded 
mother to her fetus; by handling 
How do you prevent 
Toxoplasmosis? 
Use only pasteurized milk and 
milk products. 1his is especially" 
important for pregnant women 
because milk can contain several 
strains of germs capable of caus- 
ing spontaneous abortion. 
Wash hands after handling raw 
meat and before eating. 
Eat only meet that has been 
cooked thoroughly. Historically, 
France has always had the 
highest Tuxoplosmosis infections 
because of the raw meat used in 
the preparation at steak tarlare. 
Don't eal cot feces. Sure, most of 
you I don't need to say Ibis to. 
But ore you sure? Pregnant 
women should never change the 
col lifter and always wear gloves 
while gardening. Sand boxes 
should be proteded from cats. 
Immune-compromised people 
(lhose with AIDS, cancer, or 
those who have received organ 
transplants) may consider boiled 
or botlled water Jf the supply is 
not ham o deep well. 
]he key to Ihe prevention at 
Toxoplosmosis to ovoid expo. 
sure Io the infective germ. It is 
one of the most common para- 
sites of cats worldwide and is 
also quite common in livestock 
and their milk. Increased aware. 
hess and o few simple practices 




4635 Lakelse Ave Phone: 635-7261 
Note: Shoppers flyers delivered in the Terrace/Kitimat Weekend 
Advertiser on Saturday have a sale start date of Wednesday. 
• Power Windows • ABS Brakes 
& Locks • AM/FM Cassette 
• Air Conditioning • DualAirbags 
• flit • V-6Automatic 
• Remaining Manufacturers 
Warranty +.,ao+oT+7,'+oOO.p+ ] I from $ gO 
• Air Conditioning 
• AM//:At Cassette 
• DualAirbags 
1995 PLYMOUTH NEONS 
:i('! :! !::i : i : 
"~::i 7:1~!i!ii: ," ii "~ 
• Low Kilometres 
• Remaining 
Manufacturers Warranty 
s. 10,500 o0 
replacement cost $15,000 
4542Lake~eA~e,  ~~2ooAi rM i [es  
Terrace DLR#7262 with every 
635-6855 P+"  
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CANADIAN T IRE 's  arrival in Terrace in 1997 will mean tough times at smaller 
outlets, like Elker Auto Supply. That's parts counter worker Steve McCulloch. 
Small shops brace 
for Canad ian Tire 
THE ARRIVAL of a Canadian Tire store in 
town is expected to mean some hardship for 
local retailers. 
The 47,000 square foot department store 
with 10-bay auto service centre and a gar- 
den centre is to be open by mid-October. 
Architect Rob Young said corporation of- 
ficiais are convinced Terrace is an ideal 
store site. 
"They don't know why they didn't look 
at it much earlier," he said. 
The store will be built on three parcels of 
land at the northeast comer of Brooks St. 
and Hwy 16 West. The land presently 
houses Peterbilt, Excel Trucking and Cedar 
River Timber. 
Nobody opposed rezoning the rezoning of 
the land from light industrial to service 
commercial at a public hearing before city 
council ast week. 
But not everyone is thrilled at the pros- 
pect. Home Hardware co-owner Norm 
Mantel watched the public meeting and 
later admitted he has mixed feelings about 
the new store. 
He said he and other small retailers 
around town will lose market share to the 
large Toronto-based retailer. 
" I  think we can weather it," he said. 
"ItPs not going to be easy." 
Mantel said on balance it's a good thing 
for the city, but added other show owners 
t .  
will be counting on locals to continue to 
support hem. 
"Looking at the store plans, you know 
their sales are going to be in the millions of 
dollars," Mantel said. "Where are those 
millions going to come from? They're 
going to come from the lawn and garden 
stores, the automotive service garages, auto 
supply outlets, building supply stores. Even 
sports tores.' ' 
"It affects everybody," he said. 
Elker Auto Supply will also be affected, 
said the store's Gerry Elkiw. 
" It 's going to hurt us," he said. "We're 
getting prepared in the way we stock our 
shelves. We're getting in new items we 





DRIVERS of propane- 
powered vehicles will soon 
be paying more. 
The provincial govern- 
ment is placing a 2.2 cent- 
per-liU'e tax on propane 
motor fuel, effective June 1. 
It's expected to raise $7 mil- 
lion for provincial coffers. 
A press release last wcck 
from Victoria defended the 
move, saying all other pro- 
vinces tax auto propane, and, 
promising the new tax will 
be frozen at the 2.2 cent 
level for at least three years. : 
New in town ' 
THE MANAGER of Can- 
ads Safeway is leaving. 
Andy Millar is being 
h'ansferrcd to Courtenay. 
And anew store manager is 
alre~'dy in town, 
Stu Muir arrived last 
week from Surrey - -where  
he was an assistant store 
manager - -  and his wife 
a~d two daughters will fol- 
low when school ends. 
Muir, 39, says be's look- 
ing forward to "fishing, 
skiing and not having to be 
in lineups." 
"WeYre going to have to lower some 
prices too," he said. 
The key strategy for many competitors, 
Elkiw said, will be to specialize a bit more 
than Canadian Tire. 
" I f  it ain't high-volume and high margin, 
they don't carry it." 
The store also means opportunity, he said, 
because it ~vill draw more people from the 
region to Terrace. 
That can pay off if shoppers go to Cana- 
dian Tire but want something more special- 
ized than is carried there. 
"The more people that come into town, 
the more opportunity there is for them to 
walk through our doors/ '  Elkiw said. 
He predicted some of the small auto ser- 
vice garages will be hardest hit by the new- 
comer. 
"You don't bring in 10 bays and not af- 
fect the ones that am here already." 
City officials who have worked with the 
developers behind the scenes for months 
were happy to reach the point of rezoning 
and public announcement. 
"We believe it's a good project for Ter- 
race, creating a draw and solidifying Ter- 
race's position as a regional cenlse," said 
planner David Trawin. 
Access to the Canadian Tire property will 
be via three points ~ two entrances from 
Hwy 16 West, and one at the back end of 
the property onto Park Ave. 
The Canadian Tire Corporation builds 
four sizes of stores, designated 'A'  through 
'D'. ']'he Terrace store is to be a class 'C'  
store ~ small to mid-sized. 
The back quarter of the properties being 
bought will be kept in reserve for future ex- 
pansion. 
But Young said that would likely be at 
least 15 years away, if it happens. 
Long-term provisions have been made for 
the extension of Park Ave. all the way to 
Kalum Lake Dr. and to extend Brooks to 
connect to the future Park Ave. 
The deal on the land has not yet closed, 
Young said, but he's not anticipating dif- 
ficulties. 
m--Qanalt¢  .o., 
OPEN HOUSE 
Telkwa Community Hall 
Tue. March 25 and Wed. March 26 
3:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m, 
Manalta Coal Ltd. has applied to the 
Provincial Enviroqmental Assessment 
Office for approval to develop the Telkwa 
Coal Project located six kilometres 
southwest of the Village of Telkwa. 
Manalta Coal Ltd. will be hosting an Open 
House on March 25 from 3:00 p.m. - 9:00 
p.m. and March 26 from 3:00 p.m. - 7:00 
p.m. at the Telkwa Community Hall, 1380 
Birch Street, Telkwa. Area residents and 
interested parties are welcome to attend 
to review the application and offer input 
into the Environmental Assessment 
Review. 
Between 7:00 p.m, and 9:00 p.m. on 
March 26 at the Telkwa Community Hall 
the Environmental Assessment Office will 
conduct a question and answer period as 
part of the Public Consultation Program. 
This will provide an opportunity for the 
public to ask questions of Manalta Coal 
Ltd. and government representatives, and 
to provide comments on the Project which 
will be considered In the drafting of the 
P'oject Report Specifications, 
Manalta Coal Ltd. 
Toll Free: 1-888-STELKWA 
Freight and P.D.I. included. 
LX 
~matic 
~ed with air conditioning, 
windows, power door 
~nd cruise conh'ol. 
I ' re lght  and  I " .U . I .  i nc luded .  ~ ~ ~  
B4000 Cab* S ~ ~  ~ ~ • ]~  
4x2 T r u c ~  .~ ~ ~ ,A~ 
Features a 4-1itre engine, i ;~ ~ J  
alloy wheels, power , ~ ~ ~ m ~ e  i • 
mirrors, power steering ~ ~ " . ' ~:"~."-'-- ~ ~W' ~'m 
and comoact disc - ]av~ ~ ~ V ,~ .  a men ~/I 2~ months.S2500 down. 
Vehicle not exactly as sho !. " t~  " ! ......... 
MORE BANG Your cho,ce of these great lease prices 
FOR YOUR or no charge air conditioning 
~UCK! or equivalent value credit on selected models. 
PASS ION FOR THE ROAD 
THORNHILL MAZDA • 3040 Hwy. 16E. • Phone 635-7286 
Offersavallableonr,ladpu~chasesonlystad,ngMarch4.19971o¢ahmqedhme OIJ lsmaynotbecombmed~ilhanyolher0ffer teaseOAC Dealermayleaselo~tezt20.OOOKperyealmileage,eshlct~onsabply 81perkilorneheaoPlitsd 
exc~ded Lease vale ifldudes Imoht and PDI See par liupahn9 de,fie; Io, delaqts 5~Jpply and stock may va~ y ~y de~le; sh~p Ye h,des may nol be exactly as shown "Mazda Personal Lease rules: Protege $£ model D4XJ57AA 10 Total ease 
obhgah0n $6076 Dm~n paymenl as noted above o~ equivalent I,ade-m f¢~sl month pay nlenl avd security deposd el $250 apphc~ble alllme el put chase 626 LX model f4 LSIPAA~O Total lease obligabon $8 Y16 Down payment as noted above or 
equivalenl I~adeqn, hlsl month haymenl a.d seCu*dy deposit of $350 apphohle al h¢,e el p uf chase B4~05 ~a h* SE T,Jck model XCIC5IAA00 Total ease ohhgalmn $ 7996. ~C noi a~atlable on th=s model equivalent value Eledd musl he taken 
D0wnpaymemasnotedabo~eoreq.r~are~ttrade-m he~.l munlh paynlent andse~uvdy depo~d ot $250 .l~phcahle al hnle ol purchase Ucenee. insurance, la~es an~l othel dealef charges ext,a D7041 
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ere we are, two and a half months 
into a new year, still wrestling with 
winter! A dire consequence of this 
is that we have spent more time 
than usual confined to barracks with our loved 
ones. Now we are made extremely aware of the 
success or failure of our parenting skills. Can 
this rude, disrespectful, flatulent fellow really 
be the same boy who came toddling to greet me, 
flinging himself at my knees and clinging 
desperately with chubby arms? 
In the midst of my despair, I discovered a 
book by Dr.Robert C. and Nancy J. Koldny : 
How to Survive Your Adolescent's Adoles- 
cence. This is an in-depth guide to positive 
parenting of teens and covers every imaginable 
situation that might arise. 
Another excellent book is Adolescence: the 
Survival Guide for Parents and Teenagers by 
Elizabeth Fenwick and Dr. Tony Smith. This 
book has case histories and work sheets for both 
parent and teen, with plenty of sensible solu- 
tions. A good question to ask oneself during 
rough passages i " Is this a hill I 'm prepared to 
die on'?.". 
Logical Consequences: a New Approach to 
Discipline by Rudolf Dreikurs is a classic on 
how to instill good behavionr in children of all 
ages. Unruly behaviour may be a symptom of 
other problems. 
Helping Your Hyperactive/Attention Deficit 
Child by John F.Tayior is a comprehensive 
guide detailing the strengths and weaknesses of 
various different approaches to this problem. 
Can this rude, disrespectful, f atulent 
fellow really be the same boy who 
came toddling to greet me, flinging 
himself at my knees and clinging 
desperately with chubby arms? 
Parenting the Fussy Baby and High-Need Child 
by William Sears, M.D. deals with the dis- 
cipline and care of much younger children, from 
birth to age five. 
Parenting is never easy and sometimes cir- 
cumstances conspire to make it even more dif- 
ficult. Single Father's Handbook by Richard 
Gatley is not a new book but is still relevant for 
fathers who have custody or fathers who only 
have weekend access. And of course there are 
several books along the same line for single 
mothers. 
Another responsibility of parenthood is feed- 
ing the young, not always as easy as it sounds. 
Susan Pewter has published a lighthearted 
cookbook called Hey, Moml I 'm Hungry[ full 
of low-fat easy recipes designed to appeal to 
youthful appetites. Great stuff such as Cream of 
Garbage Soup, Turkey Gobble di Good, and 
Fruit Patch under a Cloud are quick to make and 
fun to eat. 
We have other things that we must pass along 
to our children not the least of which are moral 
values. These are the foundation of character 
and are absorbed from us in such subtle ways 
that we may not realize what we have in- 
advertently taught. The Moral Intelligence of 
Children by Robert Coles is a very interesting 
book on this subject. The knowledge of right 
and wrong is imparted to children at a very ear- 
ly age: illustrated by fairy tales as well as 
Mother's firm "No!" .  A fascinating view of 
folk tales as learning tools is imparted in 
Returning to the Teachings by Rupert Ross. 
After years of hard labour we receive one of 
the best rewards for being a parent, grand- 
parenthood t 
Becoming a Grandparent: A Life Transition 
by Sheila Kitzinger is a guide to this important 
passage, based on intensive research among 
grandmothers in many countries. Another 
reward of parenthood is to be able to observe 
our adult children as they move through life 
with such compassion and generosity of spirit, 
with humour in the face of adversity. We can 
only hope that some small portion of these 
character traits came through us, not in spite of 
US. 
A mystery series featuring a single parent is 
by Lynn S. Hightower. Sonora Blair juggles her 
duties as a Cincinnsti police detective as well as 
a widowed mother of two in Flashpoint and 
Eyeshot, the first two entries in this graphically 
exciting poltee procedural. 
Henry/ames said "Three things in human life 
are important. The fhst is to be kind. The sec- 
ond is to be kind, And the third is to be kind." 




INGENIOUS solutions to 
complex problems propelled 
six students at Caledonia Sr. 
Secondary School to first- 
place at the provincial 
Physics Olympics two 
weekends ago. 
The local students beat out 
47 other teams from across 
the province to become the 
best in B.C. and capture a 
large Uophy, now siring in 
a case at Caledonia. 
Ryan Orr, Kosta Sainis, 
Solveig Adair, Melissa Da 
Silva, Simon Hilcove and 
Norman Geerhaert - -  along 
with six other physics stu- 
dents who weren't actually 
on the team - -  made the trip 
to UBC. 
But their winning entries 
a precision catapult and 
an electrical resistor made 
out of edible food ~ will 
remain on display at 01312 
for one year. 
Those two entries were the 
key to winning the overall 
title of the six.event compe- 
tition. 
The catapult required the 
students to fire a projectile 
over a wall and land on a 
target The closer to the 
bullseye, the better your 
score. 
The tricky part was that 
they were supplied rubber 
bands out of a box that 
varied greatly in elasticity. 
But the team worked out 
that the elastic band sup- 
plied could be stretched and 
worked until it supplied a 
consistent force of eight 
Newtons when sUetched 20 
centimetres. 
They built the catapult o 
that specification, and the 
machine performed ad- 
mirably. All three counting 
shots fired bit the golf bail- 
sized centre bullseye. Their 
nearest competition wasn't 
even dose. 
"With the catapult, we 
just knew we'd do well," 
said student Ryan err. "We 
practised every day for a 
few weeks." 
The resistor posed an un- 
usual challenge because it 
had to be made from food. 
Some teams tried straws 
filled with ketchup or soft 
drinks. 
But the Caledonia students 
said those efforts were 
doomed to fail because 
those materials turn into a 
battery when you pass elec- 
tric current hrough them. 
"You end up producing 
CALEDONIA PHYSICS student Melissa Da Silva adjusts the team's edible resistor as teammate Solvelg Adair 
looks on. Below, team members Simon Hilcove, Norman G~eerhaert, Ryan Orr and Kosta Sainis pose with the 
Caledonia precision catapult hat blew away 47 other teams from across the province. 
voltage," Orr said, adding 
that defeats the purpose of 
the resistor. 
The students tried dozens 
of foods, before settling on 
spaghetti burned to carbon. 
But individual sticks of 
the blackened pasta 
crumbled when electric 
leads were attached, so they 
ended up powdering the 
burnt spaghetti and packing 
the black powder into a 
piece of woo#: 
Then they found that com- 
pressing the powder a 
certain degree gave it in- 
creased resistance. 
The contraption worked, 
producing more resistance 
"Caledonia has so 
many fine students. It 
seems every year we 
have a simply superb 
group." 
than any of the other teams, 
and securing another event 
win. 
To prove the material was 
actually edible, the students 
ate the burnt spaghetti pow- 
der, said Melissa Da Silva. 
Wins in those two events 
were enough to give 
Caledonia overall victory. 
"We sort of knew we 
were going to win," Da 
NANCY STONE-Archer and John McGowan play a 
widow and a Vietnam vet who develop a disturbing 
relationship in The Watering P/ace. 
Silva said. "We were just so 
far in the lead after the 
catapulL" 
This is not the first time a 
team from Caledonia has 
done well at the Physics 
Olympics. 
Allen Wootton's students 
consistently finish in the top 
ranks of the annual evenL 
In fact, teams coached by 
Wootton have finished ill 
the top ten in every B.C, 
Physics Olympics this 
decade. And they've fin- 
ished either first or second 
in five out of the last seven 
years. 
Logic would dictate that 
such a record is more than 
just good luck, and that per- 
bal m the teacher has some- 
thing to do with it. 
But Wootton dismisses 
suggestions he's 
responsible. 
"Caledonia has so many 
fine students," Wootton 
says. "It seems every year 
we have a simply superb 
group." 
His students, however, are 
quick to insist that Wootton 
is precisely the reason for 
Caledonia's run - -  and for a 
physics program that's the 
envy of many larger 
schools. 
"He's  just so good at pre- 
paring us," says Kosta 
Sainis. "He's the best." 
PLAYWRIGHT LYLE Kessler doesn't let 
his audience offeasy. 
hlstead, he challenges the viewer with all 
the complexities of life ~ love, grief, 
violence and humour. 
They're all there in Terrace Little 
Theatre's latest production The Watering 
Place, which begins it's run tomorrow 
"These are four equally talemed 
actors who have made an extremely 
deep committment to the play and 
to themselves, l'm in awe of the 
work they've done." .director 
Marianne Brorup Weston on the. 
cast of The Watering Place. 
night at tile McColl Playhouse. 
Directed by Marianne Brorup W~ston, the 
by John McGowan, shows up as the best 
friend of the family's dead son, Ronald. 
Sonny manages to win the favour of the 
mother, played by Sharon Lynch, much to 
the chagrin of the father, played by Alan 
Weston. 
The story evolves over the next live 
weeks, as Sonny stays with the family and 
develops a disturbing relationship with their 
recently widowed daughter-in-law, played 
by Nancy Stone-Archer. 
"These people are all very isolated emo- 
tionally," Brorup Weston says. "There was 
very little support for the vets or their 
families after file war. Sonny comes home 
to find he's not a hero and this family with- 
draws into themselves. " 
Brorup Weston says the play really 
belongs to tile cast, all veteran actors, who 
have pt|t all amazing effort into making it 
work. 
play explores the violence passed through . . . . . . . . . . .  four equally talented actors 
generations by focussing on one Chicago 
family, grieving frmn the loss of their sort 
in the Vietnam War. 
"This is one of the first of a genre called 
'the vet on the doorstep' plays," says 
Brorup Weston. "One of the things it looks 
at is how a vet deals with life after rettlrn- 
ing home from a very unpopular war," 
Ill this case, tile character Sonny, played 
who have made an extremely deep commit. 
ment to tile play and to each other," she 
says. " I 'm in awe of file work they've 
done. It humbles me." 
The Watering Place opens tomorrow, 
running from March 20 to 22 and thell 
again next weekend, March 27 to 29. The 
play will also be tile theatre group's entry 
into the Skcena Zone Drama Festival. 
Play explores a 
heritage of violence 
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'CITY SCENE 
MUSIC 
,~k GEORGE'S  PUB in the Northem 
Motor Inn features the music of 
Nashville recording artists Thunder 
Country from Red Deer, Alberta. 
And don't forget the Sunday Night 
Jam session March 23. It'll be hosted by 
Harold Armstrong, Shane Alola and 
Gary Galuska. Come out and support 
local talent. 
~k AUGIES LOUNGE in the Ter- 
race Inn features Maharlaka, playing 
soft lounge music. Dance Express plays 
in GiGi's Pub. 
KARAOKE NIGHT is every 
Thursday and Sunday at George's Pub 
in the Northern Motor Inn, every Sun- 
day and Monday at Hanky Panky's. 
MOVIES 
Ak Things go sky high at 7:15 p.m. 
and 9:15 p.m. with Dante's Peak. 
Meanwhile, That  Darn Cat is on at 7 
p.m. while at 9:15 p.m. it's Beavis and 
Butt-Head Do America starring two 
guys in need of professional help. 
Starting Friday 
,A  She may not have received an Os- 
car _nomination but she is a new mother 
• Madonna is Evita. One show only at 8 
p.m, The Pest rolls at 7:15 p.m. and 
Dante's Peak continues erupting at 
9:30 p.m. 
THEATRE 
~A THE WATERING PLACE, a 
new play from Terrace Little Theatre, 
runs March 20-22 and 2%29 at 8 p.m. at 
the McCall Playhouse. Tickets are $12 
at Uniglobe Travel. 
ET 
CETERA 
' ,A THE TERRACE ART GAL- 
LERY hosts an exhibit of oil paintings 
and landscape collage by Don Weir till 
March 29. Gallery hours are noon to 3 
p.m. from Wed. to Fri., Fri. nights from 
6:30-8:30 p.m, Sat. from noon to 4 p.m. 
and Sun, from 1-4 p.m. 
Make the 'Scene! Call 638-7283 or fax 
to 638-8432 to add your event to the 
Standard's free entertainment listings. 
The deadline is 5p.m. Thursday for the 




Date & Tune of Birth: 
Feb. 13, 1997 at 6:50 am 
Weight: 9 Ibs 7 oz. Sex: Male 
Par'eats: Jane & Andrew BILx 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Frances Anna Guno 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Feb. 14, 1997 at 12:40 am 
Weight: 7 Ibs 1 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Pamela Gerow 




Date & 1"tree of Blrlh: 
March 3, 1997 at 2:15 pm 
Weight: 8 Ibs 4 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Dana & Dang Viguers 
Baby brother for Jenna 
JUI,II I IUI j~ut"  ,Vl~tly llll;|l~l 
Date of Birlh: 
March 3. 1997 
Welghe 5 lbs 10 oz. Sea: Female 
Parents: Brcnt & StephaJtle Stbs 




Cole Andrew Nutma 
: Date & Time of Birth: 
March 5, 1997 at 5:57 am 
Weight: 9 Ibs 4 oz. Sex: blale 
Parents: lYarlene & Andrew Nutma 
Baby brother for Sara 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Kevln Adrian Bradley ~'esley 
Date & "time of Birth: 
March 6, 1997 at 1:09pro 
Weight: 7 Ibs 15 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Addenne & David 
Baby brother for Matthew, 
Samantha & Corey 
,4P..4~..ql~..~lb..~I,..41~ .Qp..~1,' .41~ ',O," ,(P,' 'QP' "~I~ "4= 
~'~SSkeena Mffl°~r-~Tl~-:;::4(]7:'~iai~;5.4080 
Wednesday, Mar. 19 
ALL ABOUT AUENS is an hour of 
stories and crafts at the library for 
children ages 6 and older. There 
are two sessions, 10:30 a.m. to 
11:30 a.m. and from 2 p.m. to 3 
p.m. Please register, 
Thursday, Mar. 20 
WEIRD N WACKY games at the li- 
brary for children ages 6 and older. 
:, T~o sessions from 10'30 a m to 
!.1,1:Sffa.m. and from 2 p.m. to 3 ~l  L',P,'P~ ' "  " 
;p:M{;'Plehse register. 
Friday, Mar. 21 
BABE is the feature movie for chil- 
dren ages 6 and up at the library. 
Popcom and juice provided. Rease 
register. 
EMPLOYMENT INSURANCE 
WORKSHOP takes place from 11 
a.m. to 1 p.m. at the library meeting 
room. Presented by Surinder Mal- 
hotla. Discussion includes changes 
to Employment Insurance benefits, 
and what to expecL Pie register in 
advance by phoning 635-4631. 
Saturday, March 22 
EASTER CRAFTS at the library for 
children ages 6 and older. One ses- 
sion between 2 p.m. and 3 p.m. 
Please register. 
Monday, March 24 
Beginning today and continuing 
unlil Thursday, March 27, it's com- 
bat racism week at Northwest Com- 
munity College. There'll be discus- 
sions, talks, videos and prayers 
from 12:10 p.m. to 12:50 p.m. each 
day in Room 2001 of the cafetena 
building. Call Mac Derrick at 635- 
6511, local 5374 for more informa- 
lion. 
Wednesday, March 26 
KALUM LAND and resource man- 
agement plan working group. 3 
p.m. to 10 p,m. main floor, Hydro 
building, 5220 Keith. Items are 
terms of reference and interest 
statements. Dave Bewick at 638- 
5100 has information, 
TERRACE EARLY maternity dis- 
charge program evaluation results 
will be presented. At the library, 
7:30 p.m, Call Ester Brisch at 638- 
2220 (day), 638-0488 (eve) for in- 
formation. 
Thursday, April 3 
A breast cancer forum Is being 
held 7-9 p.m. in Skeena 1 of the 
Terrace Inn. There's no charge for 
admission. An evening of open dis- 
cussion with an oncologist, a 
surgeon, a cancer specialist and lo- 
cal healthcare agency members. 
Call 1-800-663.2524., local 294, for 
information. 
Saturday, April 6 , 
The Aizhelmer Society of B.C. 
holds a symposium in Prince 
Rupert at the Best Western 
Highllner Inn, Free for family mem- 
bers caring for those affected by 
: dementia, Call 1-800-900-2288 for 
:information. 
747 Air Cadets hold a "Cold Lake 
or Bust" carwash all day at Terrace 
Mohawk. 
Saturday, May 10 
IT'S A LONG ways off, but the Ter- 
race Beautification Society wants 
people to start thinking about 
donating plants to its annual Peren- 
nial Plant Sale. Money from the 
sale will be used for local projects. 
For more inTo, call Judy or Howard 
at 638-1237. 
COMING SOON 
A FIVE week grief recovery support 
group sponsored by the Terrace 
Hospice Society, Call 635-4811 or 
635-7982 to register. 
WEEKLY I IEETINGS 
FRIDAYS 
TIlE TERRACE WOMEN'S 
RESOURCE CENTRE hosts a les- 
bian drop-in during lunch hour, the 
first Friday of each month. For more 
info call 638-0228. 
SUNDAYS 
BEE KEEPERS meet he last Sunday 
of each month at 2 p.m. at the library. 
If you want o find out more about bee 
keeping, drop by. More info, call 
Martin at 635-3289. 
BIBLE MEETINGS are held every 
Sunday at 3:30 p.m. in the Happy 
Gang Centre for adults, teens and chil- 
dren. For more info call 635-9292. 
MON]0AYS 
A'ITENTION SQUARE DANCERS: 
The Skeena Squares meet Mondays at 
Carpenters Hall at 7:30 p.m, All square 
dancers are weleonae. Begitmer classes 
start at 7 p.m. on Oct. 21, For more 
info call 635-6989 or 635-2325. 
SENIORS GET together for Five-Pin 
Bowling at the Terrace Bowling Alley. 
Meet at 1 p.m. 
TERRACE DOWNTOWN LIONS 
meet the first and third Monday of 
each month. New members welcome. 
For more info call ]Ray at 635-3589 or 
Lee at 635-9405. 
SKEENA VALLEY FALL FAIR As- 
sociation meets the second Monday of 
every month at 8 p.m. at Thornhill Jr. 
Secondary in the library. 
ORDER OF THE ]ROYAL PURPLE 
meets the 2rid and 4th Monday of 
every month at 7:30 p,m. at the Elks 
Hall. Call 635-5121 for more info. 
BIRTHRIGHT volunteers meet in 
members' homes on an alternating 
basis. Call Linda at 635-6849 or Betty 
at 635-5394 for info. 
ARE YOU HAVING trouble seeing 
your grandchildren7 Call Marge at 
635-7421 for info. 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital Auxil- 
iary meets the third Monday of each 
month in the board room at 8 p.m, 
Everyone iswelcome, 
ALZHEIMER AND DEMENTIA 
support group meets at 1 p.m. on the 
last Monday of the months at the Ter- 
race Mental Health Centre. Call 638- 
3325 for more info. 
TUESDAYS 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD Clinic 
is open every Tuesday night from 7-9 
p.m. Information and counselling on 
birth control and birth control supplies 
at reasonable cost. Drop in. They're at 
the rear of the health unit ~o go to the 
back door. For more info ior to 
volunteer call 638-2027. 
TWIN'S CLUB PLAYTIME is the 
first Tuesday of every month from 
10:30-noon at the Family Place. Call 
635-9669. 
TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND 
meets every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Caledonia high school. For more info 
call Jim Ryan at 635-4089. 
STRETCHING CLASS m The Min- 
istry of Health community rehabilita- 
tion program hosts this seated stretch- 
ing class from 1-2 p.m. at the Skeena 
Health Unit Auditorium at 3412 Kalum 
St. Call Anne at 638-2272 for more 
info. 
MISS TERRACE PAGEANT com- 
mittee meets the second Tuesday of 
every month at the Terrace public li- 
brary. 
T'AI CHI FOR SENIORS is held 
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 8:45 a.m. at 
the Happy Gang Centre. For more info 
call Jean at 635-3159. 
SRAlVIROCK 4-H CLUB meets 
every third Tuesday at 7 p.m. at Cassie 
Hall Elementary. Call Laurie at 635- 
9401 for more info. 
TERRACE TOASTMASTERS meet 
every Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at the 
Coast Inn of the West at room 328 to 
learn about public speaking in a posi- 
tive and encouraging environment. 
New members and guests are welcome. 
For more info call Andrew Webber at 
635-5776. 
DAIKO JI SOTOZEN CENTRE 
hosts Zazen meditation every Tuesday 
evening at 7 pm at the centre. For info 
phone 635-3455. 
SCHIZOPHRENIA SOCIETY meets 
the third Tuesday of every month from 
September to June at 7:30 p.m. at Step. 
ping Stone Clubhouse, 3302 Sparks SL 
For more information call 638.2202. 
TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND 
rehearses Tuesdays in the Caledonia 
band room from 7 to 9 p.m. Call Jim at 
635-4089 for more info. 
The Terrace Standard offers the 
community calendar as a public ser- 
vice to its readers and community or- 
ganizations. 
This column is intended for non- 
profit organizations and those events 
for which there is no admission 
charge. Items will run two weel~ be. 
fore each event. 
We ask thut items be submitted by 5 
p.m. on the Thursday before the issue 
in which it is to appear. 
Submissions hould be typed or 
printed neatly. 
DIGITAL QUARTZ CLOCK 
LEATHER W~PPED ~ 
STEERING WHEEL'-- 
60 / 40 SPLIT FOLD- 
DOWN REAR SEAT 
PREM!"M ~/FM STEREO ~OlO WII,H 







SINCE its introduction, the Elantra has 
garnered rave reviews from automotive journalists 
from all over North America. This model year 
Elantra was voted "Best Buy" by Consumers Digest. 
This may come as a surprise to some of our 
,'ompetitors but not to "The New Hyundai", we've 
spent ) cars building better value into state-of-the-art 
family cars. And now the new Special Edition 
Eiantra SE goes even further to deliver automotive 
value at the highest level. Check out all the Special 
THE NEW HYUNDAI DRIVING IS BELIEVING 
HYUr ' I I£31: I  I 




Edition extras and when you combine these with a 
rousing 1.8 litrc, 130 horsepower, 16-valve DOHC, 
multi-port fuel injected engine that is virtually 
maintenance-free, plus rack-and-pinion steering, 
front and rear crumple zones, high strength steel side 
door beams, a5 year / 100,000 km warranty plus 3. 
year, 24 hour roadside assistance, you can see what 
makes this Elantra Special Edition so special. 
Zease for  S 1 8  5 per month 
. . . . . . . . . .  l i t  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  liil H I  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  'M,m, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . , .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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New bingo policy threatens 
out-of- province travelling = ° '  
...... - :~  ~ , ~  
were dashed last week and then res- Brouwer said the group already travel outside B.C. came into effect in ~ i f~ I 
'~"i! ~'~'~?~ ~'~  I i' surrected again, trimmed their budget o a bare bones January, 1997," Brouwer said. A ~1 ~ 
The community band qualified at $45,000 required for tile 40-member "Because of that it doesn't really app- ]~:~i~:"  'i L~ 
• ~. ~ ~'~::~i 
last year's Pacific Northwest Music group to travel there, ly to this trip, because most of the . ~ i i  i~i~!~ 
Festival to compete this year at Music They have raised nearly $25,000 in money was raised in 1996," i~ ~ i~ ~;!~ 
Fest Canada In the nation's capital the community in the last year, but "We're really happy," Brouwer , . . . . . .  ~. ,.:: ~:~ ...... 
from May 21-25. Brouwer says they were counting on said, " I  guess persistance pays off." ' . . . . . . . .  " Madcin flcrmanv . ~  ~ 
The group has been raising money having the bingo money. They won't need to embark on an ~ l  ~ ~ i  ~i~il 
and making plans for nearly a year. " It  puts us in a pretty big hole," he immediate large,scale fund-raish~g IZ~:Ilm' = "~- - ' " " " "  ~: ~ " ' t ' ' "  ~ '~:"  ~ , ~ i  
But those plans went up in the air said. . . . .  drive now, but the community band is ~ . .  : ' - ~ ~  ~ ~  
after bingo regulators told them they The Standard called the Public still short a few thousand dollars for ~:: " -  - .- = ~ 
couldn't use $16,000 the gronp raised Gaming Branch Friday afternoon the trip, Anyone who wants to help 
in recent months front its bingo night about the situation, but spokesman out can call Jim Ryan at 635.4089 or 
to travel to the event, Lynn Hall said he wasn't able to corn- Rick Brouwer at 635'0963, 
"They denied our request to use ment on the matter immediately. It's not immediately clear how many 
those funds because it's for travelling A few hours later, Community Band other groups that travel out-of- 
outside of the province," said spokes- officials got a call from the gaming province could be affected by the new 
man Rick Brouwer last week. " I  branch saying the money had been bingo policy. 
Legion distributes $16,000 
THE ROYAL Canadian 
Legion distributed $16,000 
to 13 groups last night as 
part of an effort which will 
see $35,000 given out this 
year. 
Legion donations com- 
mittee chairman Pat Smith 
said the money comes from 
a bingo lieence and from 
other events held to raise 
money. 
Last night's recipients 
were the 747 Air Cadet 
squadron, the Canadian In- 
stitute for the Blind, the 
boys scouts, the girl guides, 
the local Canadian Cancer 
Society unit, the Canadian 
Diabetic Association, Kiti 
K'Shan school, Mills 
Memorial Hospital, Terrace 
Pipes and Drums Society, 
the Terrace Schizophrenic 
Society, Terrace Minor 
Softball, the Terrace 
Hospice Society and the 
legion itself. 
The latter donation is to 
help Branch 13 provide 
wheelchair access to its 
branch, said Smith. 
Smith noted that the dona- 
tion to Kill K'Shan school 
will help it continue a hot 
lunch program for deserving 
students that's become a 
regular beneficiary of legion 
support. 
"We work toward being 
equitable and fair in choos- 
ing local groups," said 
Smith of the work of his 
committee. 
"We get lots of letters 
from national and provincial 
groups asking for donations 
but our priority is that local 
needs come first." 
Smith noted that Branch 
13 has raised and donated 
more than $100,000 to com- 
munity groups since 1993. 
In other legion news, past 
president Peter Crompton 
said that two local students 
achieved good showings in 
Remembrance Day poster 
and essay contests. 
Jeff Town placed second 
in the senior black and 
Legion Notes 
white category while Kendl 
Longridge came second in 
the junior essay contest and 
first in the junior colour 
poster category. 
Her poster entry has now 
been sent to Ottawa for 
judging on the national 
level. 
Crompton noted the ef- 
forts of Veritas school 
teacher Jean O'Brien in 
making the poster and essay 
contests an annual class pro- 
jeer. 
"We would really like to 
see more of our schools par- 
Sharing a 
Healthier ,,
Future~itb ~) (  
PrTRr/CIPa£llOfl ~ 
ticipating as I am sure we 
have some great talent out 
there," said Crompton. 
Joycc Bradley is still in 
need of kitchen help for the 
loggers bonspiel. 
Her phone number is 638- 
8721 and she needs people 
for four-hour shifts, 
Crompton gave con- 
dolences on behalf of 
Branch 13 to Jim Danlcls 
for the loss of his wife, Eva 
Daniels. 
We will remetnber them. 






Now is" the t ime to spruce up 
your borne or off ice. 
~ ~  h I ~  Custom picture 
| |  J r  ~ ~ f raming  and  a l l  
~,~  ~ g l ~  ~ ~ f ramed pr in ts .  
~R~ {Including limited edition prints. 
! ~J FOR THE ENTIRE 





T U D I O  
4820 Halliwell Avenue, Terrace • Tel: 638-1403 or Fax: 638-064 
Che(k out our Web Site: http://www.kermode.net/northern lights 




A wonderful selecti( 
of styles and length., 
, /ver 
HAIR  GALLERY 
4:11D KEITH AVE. 635-3729 
. . .  . /  
At Soda Creek ~, i 
Log Homes, a crew from 
tile Soda Creek Band is rest Re, ewal BC 
learning log hence ? l,artnership of
manufacturing from the esl companies, 
ground up. At the 
Kyahwoed plant ,rkers. e,vtrom,ental 
near Smithers. raps, First Natians. 
Moricetown Band members 
arc now turning out re, trollies told 
fingerjoint lumber, vcnment. 
And in Fort St. James, 
TIJOH Forest Products has 
created ozens of skilled jobs 
for Nak'azdli workers making 
wood I-beams. "there's no sec] 
to these successes. People plu: 
training plus funding from 
Forest Renewal BC are addin~ 
v.:,lue to British Columbia's 
forest industry. I~ . . . . .  . . . . . .  ~~~v'~:~ , "~:°'~ 
Forest Renezoal BC is a sponsor ~;i~ , "~': "~'~;~ 
of the Northern Wood Fontm, ".'i' '~" ~ ,~'~'*:~.~ RIIMIIWAL BC 
May S- 10, Willlams Lake, B.C. , ~ ~  I 
For more information i  your area ph'ase call 
Pri,ce George (250) 565-4400, Williams Lake (25~) 398.4900 or Smithers (250) 847.7838, 
on Family Runners on Men's Shirts & Tops 
• : : . . . . . .  • m . ,.:.;~:ri.::iiiid: ~ 
>,: ,"..:::: 
on Ladies Shirts & Blouses on Kids Clothing 
: :  : ::i]i.i:.i~ii:..: :. :: ~;~ ; :i 
Save  ull ,co :: 
Ladies Knit Tops on Denim for the family 
T, EBMMIM,,,oP', 
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THOSE WHO ordered rib- 
bons for March 21, the in- 
ternational day for the 
elimination of racial dis- 
crimination, can pick them 
up beginning today at the 
Terrace Wonlen's Resource 
Cenlre on Park Ave. 
The multl-coloured rib- 
bons are meam to represent 
a personal stance against 
racism and can be affixed to 
any number of places. 
"Together this community 
is ours, we all have a stake 
in it; a community free of 
racism can only make it bet- 
ter," says the centre. 
Winners 
THREE CALEDONIA 
Senior Secondary students 
have won $1,00~ provincial 
scholarships based on the 
results of January exams. 
Kathleen Daffy, Robert 
Hewitt and gyan On" 
achieved scores of more 
than 1,700 based on their 
best three scholarship exam 
results. They still have to 
fulf'dl graduation require- 
ments to fully qualify. 
Daffy wrote four exams, 
Hewitt wrote three and Orr 
wrote three. Orr achieved an 
800 ~ a perfect score ~ in 
his Chemistry 12 exam. 
m m l ie  m am mm am am am q 
I Can't Wait For Spring, 













needed at Terraceview 
Lodge. 
That's becoming appar- 
ent as some of our local 
seniors, who are on the 
waiting list for Ter- 
raceview, are now having 
to go out of Terrace for 
accomodation. 
I think it's rather sad 
when the time comes that 
our local people need to 
enter Terraceview Lodge 
and they're told they will 
be put on a waiting list 
for two or three years, or 
have to look elsewhere 
around B.C. for the help 
they need. 
What can we do to 
help? 
One of those having dif- 
ficulty making the transi- 
tion is my very good 
friend, Dorothy Smith. 
Dorothy Smith (Frank) 
is the daughter of the late 
Kitsumkalum pioneers 
Henry and Mattie Frank, 
who came by riverboat to 
Kitsumkalum in 1908. 
Dorothy was born in the 
month of July in 1913 in 
the two-storey home that 
her father built in 1908 
a home that is still there 
today. 
The Frank pioneer farm 
in Kitsumkalum was once 
the site of Frank's Dairy 
on Frank St. It's now 
owned and lived in by 
Mrs. Hidber. 
i 
I~  . z  elm ~ .e  mm mm ml  mm q 
Can't Wait For Spring 











Dr. Tom Strong 
Registered Psychologist 
Now Regularly Practidng from Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
• Rehfionship & Family l~eropy 
• Full Range of Individual Psytholherow 
• Training end Seminon 
. Brief rosalie oriented 
• Chronic pain g illness consuhalions 
Ask about he couples consullolions. 
For more inhrmtion orto book appointmenls please call: 
1-800-456-7733 
I I  : l  : l : l= l i{ l l  d : l  =1 : i=  
YVONNE MOEN 
Dorothy spent most of 
her life in Terrace and 
had to leave her home on 
the Skeena Valley ~ that 
which she loves so much. 
DOROTHY' AND F_-~RL SMITH, pictured on their 21st 
anniversary, The couple is being forced to leave Ter- 
race because of the lack of seniors' accomodation. 
Dorothy has now been 
taken to the Hilton Villa 
in Surrey, B.C. because 
of her failing health. 
Sadly, she temporarily 
leaves behind her hus- 
band Earl Smith. 
Because there's no ac- 
comodation in the area, 
Earl will be joining 
Dorothy in Surrey and 
they will stay there until 
Another wing at Ter- 
raceview certainly would 
help. Maybe we should 
all be thinking about his, 
because soon our turn 
will be here. 
We see merchants pre- 
paring for expansion, bat 
our hospitals have to be 
ready for this change too. 
It's a sad situation at 
Terraceview when the 
an opening comes up at seniors have to wait until 
Terraceview Lodge, as someone passes on there. 
both want to be here. Let's be ready. 







(With trade in and in-store coupon) 
Your LifeScan Representative, Maureen Clarke, 
w,II ha availahb_ far ;n-~tnrp_ d~mnn~trntinn~ 
: r ~ l k l  Box22 
i I I I~ f t~ ' J /  UPROVING Terrace, B.C. Major Credit Cards 
11 .%. ! i / YOUR vRn 4A9 Accepted 
: I ~ lP"  ODDS . . . . . .  ' i ; l i  .u~ / AOA,~ST MarjoriePark Your.donations , II ~=~ / CANADA'S 638-1167 taxaeauetible 
":l ~ //1 KILLER 
,[Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute. Please send 
:I your donation to the address above, along wilh the name 
]and address and the name and address of the next-of- 
Organizational Networking Potluck! 
•arch ! 9, 1997 at 6:30 pm 
Skeema Health Unit Auditorium 
We NEED your input! We are working toward finalizing the 
agenda topics for the upcoming second annual First Nations 
Women's Summit. Dates selected for this conference are 
confirmed for May 28, 29, 30 & 31, 1997 at Northwest 
Community College. 
Would You Like to suggest a THEME for the 2nd Annual 
First Nations Women Summit? a poem-story-song... 
Would you llke to suggest a logo • know of anyone who 
would like to supporl our cause by donating and/or entering a 
logo. Should ~ve proceed with a logo contest when we are only 
at the fruition of our Society (we may only be able to honour 
logo with an honorarium)? 
Please fax us your responses @ 635-8105. Should you have 
women who ~vould like to attend our meetings but do not have 
the finances for overnighl stay - we will find billeting for you, 
because we have "NO MONIES" at this time to cover any travel 
costs. 
We are also asking for letters ~f support, followed is a 
contact lisL 
CONTACT LIST 
• Frances (250) 635-9429 or638-8558 fax 638-8558 
• Mae (250) 635-5532 
• Doris (250) 635-3126 
• Kathy (250) 635-8162 or 638-0228 
IT HAS SEEN SUGGESTED THAT THE 2ND ANNUAL FIRST NATIONS 
WO/MENS SUHMIT BE HELD IN MAY 28, 29, 30 & 31. PLEASE CALL 
Thank you 
Yours in Sisterhood, 
Frances Stanley 
Northern Healthcare 
A Special Kind Of Drugstore 
100-4634 Park Ave., Terrace 
Ph: 615-5151 
SAVi  NGS PARTY 
DATE MARCH 23,1997T, ME 5:00 P.M. 
PLACE 4645 GREIG AVENUE, TERRACE 
/ I  
SAVE AN EXTRA 
o l/r 10 TO 30~.  
ENTER TO WIN AN L 
EASTER BUNNY!  
*SEE  STORE FOR DETAILS .  
N 
- ~ .  =-_-_? . • _ ® 
A OE~ ~AN~ 
4645 Greig Ave., Terrace 
This story was written by one of 
thestudents in the C.omraunityl 
Rears  &Writers ProjecL I t  was~ 
wrltten on ~ the  computer. The 
student workbd with a tutor ire 
~rite ithe story, edit:it, check the  
spelling, and check the punctua-: 
tion, A computer Can be very use ~ 
ful for improving yourl writing. 
You can use it to write out your 
main ideas, then add more detail i
or get rid of stuff. MistaheS ean be ~I 
corrected Without anyone seeingl 
them~ Computers have specidl I~ 
programs to check your spelling 
~nd eve~ your grammar, When '~ 
you are ready ' just print.TheftS! ~
copy always l~ks  great' / : i 
Thel topic for this story was! 
6~ * " 19  . . . .  :i::i'~ Thmgs I L~ke To Do. The:: 
writer;s main ide~ were: history, 
~ boa~s, :Vancouver, cats nd  
spb~ts; :Which:idea :was dropped: 
~n the final sto~? j 
Things I Like To Do 
My favourite subject is history. I really 
lib.,.: books about the war and about sunken 
ships. I like the program about he Titanic. I
just read a book about he Gold Rush. It was 
about a boy who travelled from England to 
Canada to look for gold in 1898. 
When I go to Vancouver I like to look at 
the freighters in the harbour. They come 
from all over the world. I like to see the dif- 
ferent flags and the names. 
Other places I go to in Vancouver are the 
planetarium, Chinatown, aquarium, Stanley 
Park, and of course, a hockey game. I also 
like the seabus and the skytrain, especially 
when it goes over the Fraser river. I 
° ~'6iii~ti mi~ g' g-6"/gh6pisi ngin NorthVanCouve'r. 
Soccer is a great sport to watch, it has lots 
of action. I like to watch the European soc- 
cer on TSN, I also watch football, but my 
favourite sport is hockey. My favourite team 
is Pittsburgh Penguins. They've been my 
favourite for two years. I like Marie 
Lemieux and Yarame Yagar. I hope they 
win the Stanley Cup this year. 
ommunity.  
Leaders  & Writers 
4621B Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 P9 
Phone 638-1330 Fax 638-1331 
f The Community Readers and-d "~. 
Writers Project is here to help, If yo u 
,: or  someone you know,, ne help t, 
improve their reading or writing skills 
call 638'1330 and ask for Patricia. We 
are located at 4621B Lakelse Ave, next 
door to Hava Java, in the Terrace 
Volunteer Bureau office. We will give 
one-on-one tutoring in reading, ~vriting, 
~ath ,  arid basic computer skills. :.: ,~  
This is a joint project of the Northwest 
Community College, the Terrace Volunteer 
Bureau, and the Terrace Standard.. 
~ NORTHWEST 17~RIUCE 
COMMUNITY II/VOLUNTEER 
COLLEGE ~ nuE~u 
STANDARD 
- ]  
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Economic impact substantial 
r~ILEPSY • EPILEPSY o EPILEF 
Native tourism very attractive 
THERE'S MONEY to be made in native 
tourism, says the provincial cabinet minister 
respons~le for tourism. 
Jan Puilinger, who toured the northwest 
recently, said tourists, especially those from off- 
shore, have a fascination for native culture, his- 
tory and art. 
,'The native communities will have to make 
up their own minds as to how they want o ap- 
proach it, but there is great potential," she said. 
..... Pullinger's particularly impressed with Ksan 
village, a tong standing example of Gitksan 
heritage and culture located just outside of 
Hazelton. 
And she says other venues of the sort all add 
to the mix of native tourism potential. 
A native tourism group in the province is just 
coming together to deal with marketing and 
other issues, Pullinger added. 
Pullinger's other ministerial responsibilities 
include small business told culture, a mix that 
may sound strange but which does work. 
"There are may small businesses and entre- 
preneurs in tourism and they are turning out to 
be a prime generator for jobs," she said. 
Pullinger added that tourism has grown from 
$4 billion in 1991 to $7 billion last year, 
She said B.C. remains an attractive place for 
tourists because it is safe and clean. 
Yet Pullinger acknowledged that the challenge 
is to convince tourists to leave the more lower 
mainland and Ok~nagan and have them tzavel to 
other regions. 
Pullinger also said small business owners 
aren't aware of a tax break they got in last 
year's provincial budget. 
The proviacial tax rate for small businesses 
was cut by one per cent to nine per cent and a 
two-year tax holiday given to new small 
businesses. 
"That's to help get them on their feet," said 
Pullingcr. 
Puilinger is the MLA for Cowichan- 
Ladysmith on Vancouver Island. She was first 
elected in a 1989 by-election. 













6"~'~ e prepared to give it your all," advises 
Karlene Clark of Images by Karlene "at 
least for a couple of years until you 
are established." All the challenges of trying to 
strike a healthy balance home, family and work, 
can be the most difficult part of any new 
business. 
Karlene received her post-secondary 
education i Esthetics at the Dubarry College of 
Beauty in London, England and apprenticed for 
two years as a hairstyllst. She started her own 
business by renting one room to do esthetics. 
This has evolved to it's present form of a total 
Colleen V. Nyce 
i f |~  oLleen Nyce has many years of 
business experience behind her, 
but when she opened Nyce Lady 
Dress & Bridal Shop on September 27, 
1996, it was her first retail venture. 
Her comment  oday,"It's fun!" 
Her financial and human resource 
background is playing a large role in 
guiding her  towards success in this 
field. Her natural tendency to enjoy 
image salon with 14 employees. Size is looking 
forward to more growth in the future. 
"I've been very fortunate in having a 
wonderful staff," Karlene says. "They are all 
excellent at their jobs, and get along very well. 
This provides apleasant, happy atmosphere." 
For someone looking to get into business, 
Karlene says that it is challenging and 
interesting. Her word of advice; Value and 
appreciate your staff. 
Images by Karlene 
4652 LAZELLE AVE. • 635-4997 
people and her  sincere interest in 
helping others gives her an edge in 
providing friendly, true customer ser- 
vice to her  clients. 
Nyce Lady Dress & Bridal Shop car- 
ries a complete line of wedding attire 
including jewellery, shoes, lingerie, 
invitations and tuxedo's. Colleen has 
wear. Col leen smiles when she 
ment ions that her line of formal 
and evening wear has received rave 
reviews from her customers. 
Colleen's goal is to carry fashions 
that women int he North want to 
wear. If she doesn't have it - ask for 
it- she will find if for you. 
expanded the store since opening ~C'~t jC  ~ ~ ~reOO~_.agg~ 
date to include leisure and casual ~'~ & ~'~rig~[ ~..~top 
#112- 4710 Lazelle Ave. Terrace, B.C. 
Ph: (604] 635-8118 ax: (604) 635-7896 
SHARALYN PALAGIAN 
S 
haralyn Palagian of Central Gifts feels tlmt, 
the size of the community we do business 
n allows the small business to operate on a 
very personal level, lasting friendships can be 
forged v,,ith customers, which is very rewarding. 
Sharalyn and her staff are committed to 
providing knowledgeable s rvice and a friendly, 
comfortable atmosphere for their customers. 
These are the keys to success for any business. 
Sharalyn's background is as varied as the 
products he carries in her store. Her working 
career started as a waitress, shake mill worker, 
office manager and a three year apprenticeship 
as a partsman. 
Sharalyn's goals are simple really, to 
continue to operate a successful business and 
stay in the community she was born and raised 
in. 
Sharalyn has been a strong member of the 
business community since the tender age of 22, 
with her hard work and keen business ense, 
Sharalya was awarded the Young Entrepreneur 
award in 1992 and in 1995 was awarded with 
Business Executive ofthe year. 
Sharalyn's advice to any woman considering 
entering the business world, would be to get 'all 
Central Gifts 
the ground work done, and if it's viable on 
l~per, "GO FOR IT!!. It's the most rewarding 
lifestyle you can live. 
#106 - 4716 Lazelle Ave. • 635-3334 
CHERYL PARKES 
(• ensuring that your goals are realistic so they allow you to keep a handle on 
ever/thing that is important in your life, 
and knowing when to take advantage ofa great 
opportunity are key elements to any successful 
business" says Cheryl Parkes of Sugar 'N' Lace 
Wedding Cakes & Accessories. 
Cheryl provides marrying couples with 
friendly personal service that assures them that 
their special day will leave them with many 
beautiful memories that will last a lifetime, 
Cheryl received private lessons from her Father- 
in-law, Brian Parkes, who taught the cake 
decorating course through the Northwest 
Cotnmunity College, where he was the cooking 
instructor for more than 20 years. 
Entering her second year at her Central Gift 
location in the Lazelle Mini Mall provides Cheryl 
with great reason for optimism, Working hand 
in hand with Sharalyn they provide a great 
wedding shopping experience. Great gifts and 
unique one of a kind decorations and 
accessories. 
Cheryl insists that she can help prepare a
standard wedding, However she prides herself 
in taaldng the wedding just rightl 
Sugar 'N' Lace 
Sugar 'N' Lace 
WEDDING CAKES & ACCESSORIES 
#106 - 4716 Lazelle Ave. • 635-2282 
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A deadly trend 
T 
he beat goes on. The heat goes up. 
Polar ice sheets calve, sending their 
offspring into the frigid waters with 
great splashes. Glaciers go from 
melt to melt down. Scientists race to the 
Antarctic to test the theory of one J.H. Mercer 
of Ohio State U., who argues that the marine ice 
sheet here - -  as large a slab of ice as one can 
imagine covering an equally expansive slab of 
bedrock - -  is inherently unstable. If  enough of 
the floating ice sheets buttressing their bedrock 
ridden cousin melt in the global greenhouse, 
speculates Dr. Mercer, this vast marine vestige 
of the last ice age would disintegrate, inundat- 
ing the coast lines of the world in the process. In 
this scenario 60 per cent of Florida would be- 
come better eal estate for gators and snook than 
for hominids. 
The ambassador to the United Nations to the 
Maldives, a small archipelagic ountry in the 
Pacific, sweats from more than tropical heat. 
For Maldavians a global rise of 5 degrees Cel- 
sius means more than a lot of water in a lot of 
basements. It means their little country will slip 
beneath the surface; sleep with the fishes, 
literally. He pleads, he exhorts the super nations 
of the first world, the big time energy burners 
- -  of which Canada is number one, incidentally 
to stop gassing the atmosphere with green- 
house formulations. 
The Dutch know the problems of sea rise well. 
In 1953 the sea breached a dike and raced 64 
kilometres inland flooding 200,000 hectares of 
Holland, leaving 100,000 people homeless, and 
two thousand dead. Since then the Dutch have 
refined diking to the point that they feel they 
can contend with a grndual five metre rise in sea 
level. Besides that, they live in a small country 
that can be diked. It is the unpredictability and 
violent intensity of the storms that accompany 
global warming, and the overwhelming damage 
wrecked by them, that worries climatologists of
the Netherlands. 
A rising tide of hitherto unimagined imen- 
sion is sadly only one of the unsatisfactory 
results of a gradual increase in global tempera- 
tare. Kees Groot, another Dutchman, coinciden- 
tally, and a highly respected scientist within the 
ranks of the Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans, gave a keynote address on one to the 
stcelheaders attending the recent Annual Gener- 
al Meeting of the Steelhead Society of B.C. 
The most recent science seems to indicate that 
ecosystems need to move approximately 150 
kilometres for each degree Celsius of shift in 
average temperature. Work done on temperature 
trends by NASA, and other possessors of Mega 
computers, provides some frightening models 
that show many ecosystems will be unable to 
maintain the torrid pace. 
Unlike many other species almon depend on 
a number of habitats, said Groot. Stream, river, 
estuary, and ocean, the health of each habitat in 
this chain is critical to the biological success of 
anadromous fish. Temperature s ems to play a 
key role in triggering salmon migration. A 
warmer stream means eorlier emergence of fry 
and earlier migration. In one example given by 
Dr. Groot a three degree increase prompted fish 
to move fifty days earlier. The question is, 
given the unending oscillation of nature, will 
the receiving habitat provide the proper equire- 
merits for the smolts at an earlier time? 
Seeking the cold comfort of the northenl cur. 
rents, Pacific salmon migrate North. Sockeye, 
Pink, Chum and Steelhead make the longest 
migrations along the coast before striking out 
into the northern Pacific. Apparently they are 
extraordinarily sensitive to water temperature. 
Why this is so is not entirely clear, but Dr. 
Groot suggested that the cooler temperatures 
may have a great deal to do with food produc- 
tion. In fact, the fisheries research arms of both 
our governments have joined forces to monitor 
the migration of salmon over the next few years 
to see if a reduced area of cool water Dr. Groot 
likened to a shrinking veil has resulted in the 
dramatically reduced runs of salmon to rivers in 
Oregon, Washington, and, lately, to some Van- 
couver Island streams. 
Bruce Ward, who has been monitoring the 
Keogh River on Vancouver Island for MOELP 
has seen a pronounced ecline in a relatively 
unfished, intact watershed, suspects this might 
be largely attributable to ocean survival. 
Changes in temperature and their effect on food 
production may have created thermal deserts 
with the result that migrant salmon may not be 
getting enough food to sustain themselves on 
their long journey through the salt chucK. 
One steelhead returned to the formerly fish. 
rich Big and Little Qualicum Rivers of Van- 
couver Island, this year. We can only hope such 
fish are not coal mine canaries. 
Cal stomped at Finals 
By DOYLE POTENTEAU 
WITH A TEAM comprised mostly of grade 
11 students, Caledonia wasn't expected to 
fare very well at the boys AAA basketball 
tournament in Vancouver last week. 
"We came here to learn," said coach 
Cam Mackay. "We have a young, in- 
experienced team and our main goal was to 
learn about the tournament in preparation 
for next year." 
And it appears Cal is doing quite a bit of 
learning as they got schooled twice by two 
powerful clubs in their first two games. 
New Westminster dumped the Kermodes 
86-68 in their first match, while Vernon hit 
the locals 85-67. 
In the l~ew West match, the Hyacks 
smothered the Kermodes with a very effec- 
tive full-court press, which forced several 
turnovers that led to points. 
From the beginning of the match, though, 
it appeared Cal could keep pace with the 
lower mainland school, as they led 20-18 
after the first quarter. 
But a turnover-filled second quarter, com- 
bined with hot shooting from New West, 
saw the lead change hands for good as the 
Hyacks went up 47-39. 
The Kermodes tried to keep pace, but 
they couldn't as they only netted 25 points, 
while 1New West sunk 40 in the final half. 
Fraser deWalle led Cai in scoring with 15 
points. Teanunates Chesley Neufeld and 
Tyson Itnll, who hauled in nine rebounds, 
both chipped in with 11. 
Against Vernon, Cal had trouble with the 
same type of aggressive play, and the 
Panthers forced the Kermodes to cough up 
the ball several times. 
That proved to be vital, because it put 
Terrace out of the match early. After a 31- 
16 f'wst quarter, the Panthers went ahead 
53-27 at the half and coasted to victory. 
Fraser deWaile led his team in scoring 
with 19 points. Also figuring in on the scor- 
ing was l~leufeld with 10, plus David Kelly 
and Chad Taylor who both had seven. Rory 
MacPherson had a very good defensive 
game. 
"Turnovers really cost us because you 
can't win the game if you don't have the 
ball," said Mackay, who's team had 
trouble with in-your-face defence. 
But Mackay said with time, that problem 
should be eliminated. "It's just a lack of 
experience when it comes to this type of 
pressure. I 'm sure that with time they'll 
know how to handle themselves." 
Cal's third game was played against Vic- 
toria's Mount Douglas in the cavernous 
GM Place. 
Tyson Hull and Fraser deWalle both had 
good games but it was to no avail and the 
Kermodes went down 76-56. 
FRASEP DEWALLE moves in for two. 
CHESLEY' NEUFELD dodges a Vemon Panther in Caledonia's second match of 
the Senior Boys' AAA Provinicial Basketball Finals in Vancouver last week. 
Neufeld went on to score 10 for the Kermodes in this game, but they lost 85-67. 
Girls settle for 
16th place 
OUR CAL girls' basketball team also had a little 
trouble with the tough competition at the Provincial 
Finals in Vancouver two weeks ago. 
The Kermodes lost 89-31 in their first game of the 
Finals against op-ranked Salmon Arm. That blow-out 
took the wind right out of their sails and the girls lost 
their next thatch against New Westminster, 73-27. 
"It was really tough on them," says coach Jorge 
Silva. "Salmon Arm was so quick. It was something 
the girls haven't seen all season." 
Silva says the squad played much better in their third 
match against J.N. Barnett, but they still fell behind 
and weren't able to catch up. 
Their last match of the tournament saw the girls go 
up against Prince George to battle it out for 15th and 
16th place. 
Silva says the last game was probably their best, but 
the Kermodes till couldn't pull it off and the team 
ended up 16th overall. 
Although the tournament was hardly a big success for 
the Cal teazn, Silva says they all had a great ime and 
got to experience some really high-calibre ball. 
"Now they know what to expect next year," he says. 
And next year could be a good one. Silva says he 
plans to continue coaching and he looks forward to 
working with a strong new group of Grade 11's from 
Skeena, Thornhill and Centennial schools. 
Skaters strike gold at meet 
SKATERS WERE leaping 
and flowers were flying this 
past weekend as hundreds of 
figure skaters from clubs all 
over the northwest con- 
verged in Terrace to corn- 
pate in the annual Kla-How- 
Ya interclub competition, 
Skaters from Prince 
Rapert to Burns Lake 
flocked to the Terrace Arena 
for a weekend of fun and 
competition. Everyone from 
little Pre-Beginners to Juve- 
niles and adults performed 
at the three-day tournament. 
Hundreds of spectators coach Harold Shear was all 
also turned out and they smiles Saturday afternoon. 
were treated to fiill-costume So were his skaters as they 
displays of skill and grace, loudly cheered on fellow 
Events included team team members. 
manoeuvres, solo per- "Things are going very 
formances in both mens' well," Shear said. "Anum. 
and ladies' categories, rock ber of our skaters have 
and roll interpretive, dance scored very high." 
and others. A complete list of Terrace 
The award-winning Ter- medal winners was not 
race precision teams also available at press time. 
performed an exh~ition cn Look for the winners to be 
Saturday night for delighted named in the next edition of 
fans. the Standard. 
Terrace Skating Club 
- : : :  x. : - : . ' . .>: .  ".. ' : : '  
• m 
-1"--:. b.c.s 
~L "+ ~ : :  : *% 
HUNDREDS OF skaters came to town last weekend 
for the Kia-How-Ya toUrnament, Above is Terrace's 
Megan Mahoney performing, while on the left, that's 
Kasla Lamb and Caltlin Westerman who snagged sli- 
ver in the Preliminary Ladies event, 
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638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P .M.  
Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
~,DVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat ho l iday fal ls 
on a Saturday,  Sunday  or  Monday, the deadl ine is 
I 'hursdav at 4 o.m, for  all  d i so lav  and classif ied ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
~,11 classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
~REPAID by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
~honing in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
"lumber ready. 
3LASSIFIED WORD ADS OBITUARIES 
r.Standard 1 insertion - $6.60 (+tax) $25.00 for 3 inches 
N.Advertiser 1 insertion $7.61 (+tax) *Additional at $6.94 
3oth Issues (Consecutive) - $I 1.50 (+tax) per column inch. 
~,DDITIONAL ISSUES - $6.00 ea. No copy change - consecutive 
ssues. *Additional words (over 20) 15¢ each per issue. 
3LASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
M0.84percolumn inch Pickup $3.50 Mailout $5.00 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY LEGAL ADVERTISING 
];25.00 for 3 inches, includes 1 photo. $12.78 per column inch 
'Additional at $6.94 per column inch 
For regional  coverage place your ad In the weekend 
edition of the Weekend .Advertiser. 
10. REAL  ESTATE 10: REAL  ESTATE 
 _TInN n_¢;; 
UV r,, l ' t  ,:)U 
CLASSIFICATIONS! 
10. Real Estate 
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Rent 
40 Commercial Space 
For ~lent 
50 Wanted to Renl 
60 For Rent Misc 
70 For Sale Misc 
ao Wanted Misc 
85 To Give Away 
90 Cars For Sale 
1 O0 Trucks For Sale 
110 Aircraft 
120 Recreation Vehicles 
130 Motorcycles 
140 Snowmobiles 
150 Beats and Marine 
leo Heavy Duty Equipment 
170 Farm Ma(:hinery 
180 Pets 
190 LivesIock 
200 Farmers Market 
210 Garage Sales 
220 Lost and Found 
230 Personals 
240 Births 
250 Card of Thanks 
260 In Mernorium 
270 Obituaries 
280 Business Services 
290 Bus Opportunities 
295. Courses 
300. Help Wanted 
320 Work Wanted 
325 Situations Wanted 
330. Notices 
340. Legal Notices 
i ne  lerr,~cr~ ~) t~r luaru  rus~rv(~5 i r t~ [ igr l [  IO ~;la~5511y i: lU5 under  appropr ia te  r leag l r lg :S  U[lU to :su[  [~LLU~ i l lU l l ;~lUlU i:$1lU (U UUIU[I I I I I I t f  }J(;l~U It J~dl lUl l .  
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that n is against he provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference• 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit. classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertiser~ent will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received 
Those answenng Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisen~ents must be received by the publisher within 30 days afler lhe first publication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the hability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement as published 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one Incorrect insertion for the porlion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrocl or 
omitted item only, and that there shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
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20  - $6 .60  
~ 30: FOR RENT: 
• . , ,. : 
1130 SQ fl home on 80 x 122 
lot, 3 bdrm, oak cabinets, n/g, 
full deck, 7 man hot tub, 7 fruit 
trees, 19 x 27 shop, 4812 Park 
Ave. $137,900. For appoint- 
ment call 638-1524. 
1380 SQ ft, 4 bedrooms, 3 bath, 
gas fireplace, wood stove, hot 
water heat, finished basement, 
garage, brick/stucco exterior, 
$189,500. 635-8488, 8688 Ju- 
niper. 
1995 14 x 70 mobile home. 2 
bedroom, 2 bathroom, 5 ap- 
pliances, patio, set up in adult 
Dark. $79,900. phone 638.0985. 
2 1/2 acre lot in Jackpine Flats. 
Phone 638-0093. 
2 ACRES, 20 x 40 shop, small 
trailer, 10 minutes east of Ter- 
race. Asking $70,000 obo. 
Phone 635-7657. 
2 BEDROOM condo on Lazelle, 
new carpets, n/g fireplace, loft, 
1 1/2 baths, (ensuRe) 3 ap- 
pliances, carport, secured en- 
trance, quiet end unit, and al- 
most downtown. Call 638-0797. 
3 BEDROOM duplex downtown 
on Lazelle Ave. Commemial 
zoning double lot, great rental! 
Asking $185,000. Call 638- 
1880. " 
3 BEDROOM home, 960 sq fl, 
n/g heat, many renovations, 
fruit trees, shed and garden, 
sun deck, $115,500. 4634 Gra- 
ham Ave. Call 638-7245. Open 
to offer. 
4 BEDROOM house, n/g heat, 
water, dryer, fireplace, double 
garage, large lot. Full base- 
ment, ceramic tile flooring in 
new kitchen, 3287 Crescent St,, 
635-6891. $165,000. 
4114 YEO street. New family 
home. Beautiful view, 2300 sq 
ft.. double garage, finished 
basement, 3 complete bath- 
rooms, on bench. Contact 
Rossco Ventures Ltd. 638-0161 
or 635-5859. 
4116 YEO street. New execu- 
tive 2 bedroom bungalow for 
professional couple. Panoramic 
view, 1200 sq feet, double ga- 
rage, large kitchen, 2 complete 
bathroo"ns, low maintenance. 
Contact Rossco Ventures Ltd. 
638-0161 or 635-5859. 
BEAUTIFUL BULKLEY VAL- 
LEY lak~front 4 bedroom family 
home, 1.6 acres, open design, 
year round recreation, quiet 
pastoral setting, $230,000. 1- 
250-260-1730. 
CONDO FOR sale near town 
and schools, 3 bdrm, 2 bath, 
deck off yard, many more op- 
tions. For more info call 638- 
8410. 
CUSTOM BRIGHT 3400 sq ft. 
log home on 5.74 acres, 8 
minutes from town. Spectacular 
view of glacier and mountains. 
Large common room, open 
kitchen, 5 bedrooms include, 
800 sq ft master bedroom w/en- 
suite and walk-in entrance. Too 
many extras to list. Fully land- 
scaped property, wired and in- 
sulated shop. Asking $285,000 
serious enquires only please at 
847-8881. 
FOR SALE: 4 bedroom house 
in Horseshoe. Close to school 
and park, 1 1/2 bathrooms, n/g, 
finished basement, attached ga- 
rage, sundeck. Asking 
$149,500. Phone 638-0185. 
FOUR WEEK old home with le- 
gal rental suite in town. Suite 
has separate entrance and dri- 
veway. $147,500 call 638-8345. 
HOUSE FOR SALE: Horse- 
shoe, Munroe & Olson. Mature 
trees on large lot with heated 
shop, fenced yard. Good starter 
home. 2 bedrooms plus den. 
natural gas furnace. Priced to 
sell. $105,000.00. Phone 635- 
0737. Ask for Claude. 
IN THORNHEIGHTS, 3 bdrm 3 
bath, finished 1/2 basement, 
fenced yard, spacious kitchen, 
built in d/w, french doors, onto 
patio, 8 years old. $167,000. 
2105 Cypress St. Call 638- 
8085. 
LOT FOR sale: 80 x 100 on the 
bench, well treed, country set- 
ting, serviced, asking $44,000, 
Call 635-2519. 
OUR STRESS REDUCER 
MORTGAGE can slash your 
payments, or provide cash. You 
only require EQUITY in property 
or mobile. Call Intel Financial 
Inc., Members Better business 
bureau, phone 638-8211. 
1 
i i Spacious home. iVlain floor Family Room. Quality throughout. Priced to sell! Call John Evans to view this exceptional home located on the bench. 
$199,900 EXC =G 
JOHM EVANS 
P,E//M  of Terrace 
P, 638-1400 @ 
]E/MAX RE,'MAX RE/MAX RE/MAX RE/MAX 
Bornite Mountain Rd. 
Home offers 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, 
new sauna, new ceramic flooring, 
34x36 5stall barn with hydro & water, 
riding ring. training ring, 7 acres pas- 
ture, 2h22 garage, chicken coop and 




100.3616 Larch Ave. 
Over 1,200 sq, ft. of gracious living.,, 
cathedral ceilings, n.g, fireplace in 
master bedroom, quality built addi. 
ti0n, spacious entrance, skylight in 




P.ar;/,~ll~ of lerrace 
UGLY TUB? I can reglaze your 
tub so that it shines like the day 
it was installed. Your choice of 
180 colours. Call Altima Refin- 
ishinq. 1-250-638-6388. 
4829 Sunset Drive 
2- 4 p.m. Sat & Sunday 
March 22 & 23rd. 
ACREAGE 
Over 57 Acres located near 




1270 sq, ft. full basement 
home, 3 bedrooms., fire- 
place, hardwood floors on 
190x 122 ft. lot. 
Asking 5179,500 MLS. 
Call Rusty & Bert 









Gill ian 635-3044 
If you have 
moved to Terrace 
or have just had a 
new baby, or are 
getting married, or 
starting a new 
business, just give 
~e of us a call. j 
JUST LISTED! 
2 Uedroom starlet in Copperside wdh 
a 24 x 16 shop! Nicely treed lot. 
Mostly now flooring lhroughoul. Priced 
t0 sell at $82,900.00! MLS 
THORNHEIGHTS 
FAMILY VALUE! 
Well kept famly home with 5 
be0rooms, 3washroom.~ newer 
floonng, double garage, fireplace, 
vinyl siding and more! 
Only $165,g00.00 MLS. 
REVENUE PROPERTY duplex 
in Thornhill, side by side, no  
bedroom units, $97,000 for 
more information call 638-0714. 
THE GEM of the Shuswap. Ter- 
rific investment opportunity. 
Mini Mall with Triple Net 
tenants. In the downtown core. 
Cap rate of 9%. Asking only 
$310,000.00. Possible vendor 
financing. For more into on this 
or other Shuswap investments 
contact Bob Dunn 1-800-890- 
9166 Salmon Arm Realty. 
"ROUND LAKE Ranch" 215~- 
acres on Round Lake Rd. Ex- 
cellent. Near new buildings, 
good corrals, pasture & hay- 
land. Have water dug-out, and 
spring fed well and Round Lake 
water. Equipment available 
separately, 1-250-846-5553. 
14 X 70 mobile homes, new for 
sale in Burns Lake. Starling at 
$19,500. No taxes payable on 
our B.C. registered homes. Call 
1-250-692-3375 or 1-250-692- 
7295. 
1979 12 x 68, mobile home, 
bright "roomy", modern decor, 
excellent condition, 4 applianc- 
es, storage shed, S29,500 obo. 
Phone 635-1813. 
1984 14 x 71 mobile home, 
vaulted ceiling, 4 appliances, no 
wood paneling. $28,000.00 de- 
livered. 1980 nabco 14 x 70, 4 
appliances $22,000.00 deliv- 
ered. Five other mobile homes 
to choose from. 1-800-809- 
8041. 
2 BEDROOM Triple E manufac- 
tured home, featuring fireplace, 
microwave jaccuzi tub, agrllc 
block windows, set up in adult 
Dark. Call 635-5350. 
COME TO J & G Mobile Home 
Sales Inc. in Alberta for great 
deals on quality guaranteed 
homes. Phone us at 1-403-458- 
6398. 
KERMODE PARK home sales 
located accross from weigh 
scales, featuring modular 
homes and 14 x 70 mobile 
homes. Call 635-5350. 
KERMODE PARK Home Sales, 
has a large selection of 
manufactured homes and pads 
to put them on. Give us a call at 
635-5350. 
LARGE SELECTION of reno- 
vated 12' and 14' wide homes, 
starting at $8,500 and $15,200. 
New 1997 14 x 70, $42,900. 
Will deliver. Jandel Homes, 1- 
403-478-1404. 
LOOKING FOR a mobile home 
at a great price? 1982 14 x 70 3 
bdrm, front living room with 5 
appliances, $28,000. 1985 14 x 
70 2 bdrm, 2 bull baths, 
$35,000. Blocked and leveled. 
Free DeliverylH Lskevlew Mo- 
bile Homes, Moose Jaw, Sask. 
Call today.... 1-306.694.5455. 
MOBILE HOME for sale, 2 
bedroom with large addition in a 
trailer park, $15,000. Cal! 635- 
6352. 
MOBILE HOME pads available 
now. Order your new home to- 
day Boulderwood MHP, Call 
Gordon 638-1182. 
MOBILE HOME towing, Fair 
competitive prices, Call now for 
spring summer bookings. Yell0- 
whead Trailer Towing your rep- 
utable movers. Phone 1-250- 
847-8986. 
SRI MANUFACTURED home, 
w baths, skylights, microwave, 
completely set up in adult park. 
Call 635-5350. 
2 BDRM TRAILER for rent. 
Sorry no parties and no doge. 
Please leave message at 635- 
4315. 
2 BEDROOM basement suite 
near college $450. Call 638- 
1164 after 5:00 pro, 
2 BEDROOM condo, n/g tire- 
place, dishwasher, laundry facil- 
ities, ensulte, carport, security 
entrance, references required. 
$800 per month, Call 638.0797, 
2 BEDROOM mobile home, e/c 
in Thornhill, n/g heat, no pets. 
References required. $600 per 
month plus security deposit. 
Available immediately. Call 635- 
2946. 
2 BEDROOM suite in well 
maintained duplex, 5 applianc- 
es, close to downtown. Rers 
and security deposit required. 
N/S and no pets, $600 per 
month. Phone 635-7391 or 638- 
7883. 
2 LARGE BEDROOM TRAIL- 
ER for rent (addition), 5 ap- 
pliances, pad paid. Thornhill 
$700 per month, $350 damage. 
Call 638-2690. 
3 BDRM condo. Newly renovat- 
ed, No pets or smokers. $750 
per month. Close to downtown 
area. Ref's required. Apply to 
File no. 46 at the Terrace Start- 
dard. 
3 BDRM place for rent utilities 
included. References required, 
635-4444, $900.00. 
3 BEDROOM house on the 
bench, finished basement, 
fenced yard, call 638-1164 
eveninQs. 
• 3 BEDROOM split level condo, 
two blocks from city centre: ~ .
Modern deco. $850 per month, 
no pets, rers required. Call 635- 
2126. 
5 BEDROOM, 3 bathroom 
house, block from lake, suitable 
for large family or co-renters, 
$950 per month. Phone 798- 
2407 or 635-1115. 
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS 
for bright, spacious 1 bdrm su- 
ite, 4 appliances, non smoker, 
no pets, refs required, Available 
immediately. $650 per month 
plus damage deposit. Call 638- 
0436. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY, 4 
bedroom duplex, downtown on 
Lazelle, $800 per month, plus 
utilities, an damage deposit, 
Call 638-1880. 
CLINTON MANOR: We are 
taking applications for a 
bachelor suite, $420; and a 1 
bedroom apartment, $480. No 
pets. References required. 
Phone 635-3475. 
BEFORE YOU DIAL! 
MAKE SURE THE 





Kit imat,  BC  
BACHELOR, ONE bedroom 
and 2 bedroom apartments for 
rent. Phone 635-6428 or 635- 
5136. 
FEMALE ROOM mate wanted, 
to share top half of 3 bedroom 
house. Call 635-1480. 
FOR RENT in Thornhill trailer 
court. 3 bedroom with hobby 
room available immediately, 
suitable for professional work- 
inn couple references and dam- 
age deposit required. No pets 
635-1393 leave messaqe. 
FOR RENT in Thornhill, 3 bdrm 
house, all appliances plus w/d 
and dishwasher, $985/mos, 
Includes heat and hydro. 
Damage deposit and references 
required, preference given to 
non-sm0kers, no pets. Available 
middle of April to arrange for 
interview call 1-250-634-5238. 
FOR RENT Summit Square 
apartments, 2 bdrm, clean. 
Available May 1, $600/month, 
635-705B. 
FURNISHED BASEMENT 
bachelor suite, for quiet single 
working person only. No pets, 
$400 per month plus damage 
deposit. Phone 635-3191. 
HOUSE FOR rent. 2 bdrm lo- 
cated close to downtown. 
$750.00/rnonth, non-smoking, 
no pets. Please call Scott at 
635-7342 for any inquiries. 
NEW 2 bedroom duplex in 
Horseshoe area. Full basement, 
sky light, blinds, bay window. 
Available now. N/S, $880 per 
month. References required. 
Phone 635-3095. 
NEW 2 bedroom units in 4 plex. 
5 appliances, n/g fireplace, mini 
storage, $850 per month. 1 
available immediately, 3 avail- 
able Feb 1/97. Phone 638-2071 
or 635-4954 eveninqs. 
NEW 3 bedroom condo's 1320 
sq ft; c/w 5 appliances, blinds, 
on site mini storage, non 
smokers, no pets. References 
required, $875 per month. 
#2609 Braun St. Terrace. Call 
1-250-632-6636. 
ONE BEDROOM apadment on 
site management, no pets, ref's 
required, $500 per month. Call 
638-7725. 
ONE BEDROOM house in 
Thornhill, suitable for single per- 
son or couple. Available April 
1/97. $415 per month plus de- 
posit, 635-9530, 
ONE BEDROOM trailer for rent 
suitable for single person. $450 
per month. Phone 638-1396. 
ROOM FOR rent March 15th for 
student or working person. 
Transportation required, n/s, 
Call 635.5294. 
SUMMIT S(SUARE apartments, 
2 bedroom available. April 1st, 
$600/month. Call 635-7058. 
TWO BEDROOM duplex in 
Thornhill water/dryer. Fenced 
property storage shed, pleasant 
gardens, pet's welcome, no alli- 
gators please. $650/month, 
638-1797 evenin.qs, 
I 
Terrace Professional Building, centrally 
located. 5,000 ft. available. This space can 
be divided. Exterior newly renovated. 
Contact John Slrangway =t 635-3333 
TWO BDRM apartment, close 
to town. F/S included, security 
entrance, coin laundry, no pets 




1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets • 
Call: 635-4478 
FOR LEASE: 580 sq ft facing ~ 
Lazelle Ave., second floor;~ 
three offices connected; air-. 
conditioned. Phone 635-3475..  
FOR RENT: office space, 241~ 
sq ft, second floor; 4644 Lazelle. 
Ave; air-conditioned. Phone 
635-3475. 
FOR REHT OR EASEl 
1008 sq. ft. of office or retail i .  
space in Thornhill. J' 
Good Iocollon, reasonoble |~ 
rent. Available Immedidely |" 
(604) 849-5080 I! 
I 
OFFICE SPACE AVAILABLE 
450 square feet, $595/menth 
all inclusive in the 
~ I N  BUILDDNG, 




4450 Greig Avenue 
2 Side by Side Store fronts, Newly 
renovated, over 1200 sq. ft. per 
side FOR LEASE. 
Call Rusly & Bert 
638-0371 or 635-5754 
$$$ SAVE up to 75% on kitch- 
en and batll renovations and 
remodeling. Call Altima refinish- 
ing for a free estimate, 638- 
6388 or 1-800-639-7518. 
24" ELECTRIC stove; good 
condition; $150. Phone 635- 
3475. 
BAYGEN NO POWER, No bat- 
teries. A radio designed for 
remote Africa is now available 
in B.C. Great for disaster emer- 
gency kits, cottagers, b0aters; 
hunters, snowmobilers, remote 
camp workers and for people 
who wish to reduce batteries in 
landfills. Available at Smithco, 
R.R. #1, $7 C7, Smithers, B.C. 
VOJ 2NO, 1-250-847-1997. 
CRAFT SUPPLIES SALE, 
paints, doll and toy pads, dried 
florals, wood cutouts, fabric, pa- 
per mache, 4822 Loen. Phone 
638-1219. March 21, 7 - 10pro 
and March 22, 9 - 12, 
MOVING OUT SALE, Dining 
roomsuite, sofa, Ioveseat chair 
and ottoman, 2 bedroom suites 
and other misc, household 
items. Call 635-9540. 
SHERLOCK-MANNING piano 
Circa 1947, Mahogany, french 
provincial styling, c/w matching 
bench. $1500. Phone 635- 
6779. 
SPRING SALEI Looking to ren- 
ovate? Our top quality wood 
flooring is on sale? Birch Floor- 
ing - Clear White Strip, t 5% die- 
counfi Regular price $4,29 sq ft. 
Now only $3,57 sq ftl Attractive, 
high quality, solid wood flooring. 
Suitable for high traffic areas. 
Environmentally friendly, Easy 
tnstallationl Mouldings to match. 
While stock lasts. (Men, to Fri, 6 
- 5) Sale Ends'. March 31/97. 
Franca's Lake Woodw0rking, 
phone 695:6405 fax 695-6550, 









Automatic, NC, Power 
Windows & Locks, Cruise, Tilt 
$31,995 
'96 Plymouth Breeze 
Automatic,/VC, Cruise, Tilt 
$17,588 
'96 Chrysler Intrepid 
6 Cylinder, Auto., Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo & more 
$18,995 
'95 Dodge Stratus E.S. 
v6, Automatic, NC, Cruise, 
Tilt, Power Wind. & Locks, 
12,000 km. Now $17,93§ 
'g5 Dodge 3500 
Club Cab, Cummins deisel, 
Automatic, SLT Laramie, 
Loaded, Canopy 
$32,995 
'94 Dodge Ram 1500 
4x4 Pick up Laramie SLT 
V-8, Automatic, NC, Cruise, 
Tilt, Power Windows & Locks 
$29,9O5 
mm~iT~Til 
'95 Ford Contour 
Automatic, A/C, Cruise 
was $15,995 now $14,995 
'g5 Ford F-150 4x4 
Extra Cab, NC, Tilt, Cruise 
was $22,588 now $21,588 
'95 Ford Mustang 
Automatic, NC, Cruise, Tilt, 
Power Windows & Locks, 
28,000 km 
$17,588 
'94 Ford Escort 
4 Cylinder, Automatic 
$10,995 
'93 Ford F-350 4x4 
8 Cylinder, 5 Speed, Diesel 
was $19,995 now $19,93§ 
'g2 Ford F-150 4x4 
8 Cylinder, Auto, Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo, NC, Tilt 
was $15,995 now $14,995 
'92 Ford 4x4 
5 Speed, Canopy 
was $14,995 now $13,99§ 
'g0 Ford F-150 4x4 
8 Cylinder, A/C, Tilt, 
Cruise, Canopy 
was $10,995 now $8,895 
'89 Ford F-150 4x4 
Extra Cab, V.8, XLT Lariat, 
NC, Power Windows 
& Locks, Cruise, Tilt 
was $11,995 now $8,985 





'g5 Chevy Tahoe 2dr 
4x4 Sport, A/C, Tilt, 
Cassette, Power Windows & 
Locks.plus more. 
S31,995 
'95 Chev Tahoe 
4dr, 4x4, loaded, super clean 
$36,995 






'f14 Chev Cavalier 
Automatic, Cassette/Stereo 
$10,895 
'94 Pontiac Grand Prix 
Auto, Leather, Loaded 
$2o,e95 
RE,ESTABLISH YOU~ CREDIT 
• MISC:  
ag5 Toyota. 
coma 4x4 
ExtraCab, 5 Speed 
$21,995 
'94 Nissan Pathfinder 
5 Speed, Stere0/Cassette, 
Power Wind. & Locks, Cruise 
$24,895 
'94 Toyota Pick up 
4x4 ExtraCab, V6, 5 Speed 
$19,995 
'92 Toyota 4 Runner 
v-6, SR5, 4x4. $22,995 
'88 Hissan 
Pathfinder SE 




] ! . 
Terrace 
Chrysler Ltd. 
4912 Hwy, 16 West 
635-7187 
1-800-313-7187 
SOLID OAK dining room table - 
2 leaves, six chairs, buffet and 
hutch, ec. Slumber magic ad- 
justable bed, like hospital bed. 
Sinqle bed, ec. Call 635-5004. 
WOODCRAFT PORTABLE 
Sawmills Canada Ltd. Attn: log- 
gers, ranchers, lumbermen. 
Break up special. Original 
woodcraft portable sawmill, 
Rancher special $12,799, gas 
fully loaded $22,600,, and yes, 
we have Diesel power fully 
loaded $24,950. Make Money 
Save Money. Toll Free: 1-888- 
339-0121. 
FRESH SEAFOOD 
HALIBUT • SHRIMP 
CRAB • SOLE • COD 






,• Skeena Driving 
School 
"The Keys 1o Safe Driving" 
i Gift Certificates l 
Looking for that 






Toll Free !-800-665-7998 
~,/FAX 6~s.rs,,~ 
CHINA @,  ~0 
1997 ~ 
SepL 15 to Oct. 6, 1997 
Beijing, Kashgar, Urumqi, 
Turpon, Dunhuang, Xian, 
Shanghai. Canada-China 
Friendship Association 
escorted tour from Beijing to 
Kashgar in the Western 
Desert. The tour includes 
transportation, tips, visas, 
hotels, English speaking 
guides, most meals. 
$4950 Canadian funds 
from Vancouver. 
For brochure call Jean 
Thomson 635-3159 
1963 THUNDERBIRD 2 door 
hardtop, 390 V-8 auto, pb, ps, 
air, power windows and seat. 
All new interior and truck. No 
rust, body excellent, chrome ex- 
cellent. New tires, brakes, 
wheel bearings, seals, etc. All 
work documented. Hasn't been 
driven since. Runs super, over 
#12,000 spent. Valued at 
$18,000 U.S; Try your offer or 
trade and drive it away. It's got 
to go. Phone/fax Lynn Scott 1- 
250-846-5435. 
1980 STOCK Camaro Berlinet- 
ta. Well maintained, $3,000 
OBO, 635-8200. 
::i. PAYMENTS,I:: .  
, :LOWERITHANI I  
i ..YOU MIGHT f 
Blanket i 
Yello,  adl 
Classified 
Your ad will appear in 
Terrace Standard 
• Smithers Interior News 
• Prince George Free 
Press 
• Houston Today 
• Burns Lake Lakes District 
News 
• Vanderhoof Express 
• Ft. St. James Caledonia 
Courier 
• Kitimat Sentinel 
One issue in seven communities 
For [our weeks. 
 s59 
50,t for each addilionol won:J I 
°:eorm: Oe two° ro~  ~°r n~°n" J , 




CASH FOR old synths/key- 
boards - looking for Roland, 
Moog, sequential ARP, Korg, 
etc. Even if not in working con- 
dition. Call Kevin, days at 638- 
1158, 
1994 SUBURBAN SLE $1500. 
4x4, c/w am/fm cd, auto, cruise, 
tilt, a/c. Passenger ac/heat. 
692-7979 after 6 pro, 692-7706 
work. Ask for Torn. 
FINANCIAL DIFFICULTIES 
must sell everything immediate- 
ly: 1991 Camero RS, rare in 
Canada, imported from U.S,, 
get ready for summer with this 
hot sports carl White exterior, 
red interior, 8 cylinder 305, 
standard trans,, lots of power, 
only 53,000 miles, No rust, 
am/fro cassette with 4 speak- 
ers, lower than book value, ex- 
cellent condition, sacrifice sale 
at $9500 obo, Phone 635-1714. 
Also 1993 Mustang IX, teal ex- 
terior, light grey interior, power 
steering, power brakes, power 
mirrors, power windows, cruise 
control, am/fro cassette with 4 
speakers, 4 cylinder automatic, 
great gas mileage, excellent 
condition. Imported from U.S., 
no rust, lower than book value, 
sacrifice sale, $9500 obo, 635- 
1714. Also 2 loud 4UI Clarion 
top of line car stereo system, 
new, never used, still in boxes, 
Clarion anVfrn cassette, cd 
player, remote control, 18 cd 
disk changer, 7 band equalizer, 
G & S designs competition ser- 
ies, 700 watt amplifier. Speak- 
ers include: in rockford Fosgate 
Box, 2 JL audio 15" sub-woof- 
ers, 2 horns, 2 tweeters, plus 2 
Polk audio 5 1/2" speakers 
valued over $2800. Sacrifice 
sale, must sell immediately, 
$1800. Phone 635-1714. 
'88 PONTIAC Tempest 4dr, 4 
cyl., 5 sp. Newer battery, alter- 
nator, water pump, r~uffler, 2 
tires, starter. Regular main- 
tenance. Reliable Chevy trans- 
port $2500 obo, Call 635-5022. 
1984 BUICK Lesabre, 4 door, 
air conditioning, pw, ps, cruise, 
tilt, etc. Good paint, interior 
tires, runs and looks great, lady 
driven. $1500. Phone 635- 
6779. 
1986 FORD Escort GT. Alpine 
stereo & speakers, sun roof, 
new front tires, grey & black, 
Motor in excellent condition, 
$3500.00 obo. Phone 535- 
8200. 
1986 PONTIAC Sunblrd, 4 
door, 4 cylinder, auto, 
am/fro/cassette, $1000 obo. 
Call 635-9252. 
1992 PONTIAC Sunbird 52000 
kms, PS, PB, PL, asking $7000 
obo. Call 635-6350. 
1960 WILLYS 4x4 pick-up. 350 
cu/in, small block, auto trans, 
3/4 ton front axle, 1 ton rear 
axle, El:: Goodrich mud terrain 
tires, good running condition. 
One of a kind. Must be seen, to 
view. 4920 Gair $7500 obo. Call 
635-3763. 
1976 LARGE postal van. 11 x 6 
x 6 cargo area. Ideal for camp- 
ing/contractor. 305 engine, 
auto. Runs mint. Body good, 
safety Dec. 96. $3500. Call 
635-0174. 
1980 FORD ext cab 150, metal 
framed flatdeck, good running 
condition $3500 obo 842-6739. 
1985 3/4 ton GMC with winch, 
6.2 litre diesel. 1971 Frontier 
camper, 8' too many new parts 
to list. $6000 obo for both. Call 
842-6739. 
1994 AEROSTAR extended 
4,OL automatic, fully loaded, 
remote start, excellent condi- 
tion, $17,500. Phone 635-3175. 
1995 DODGE Ram Sport 4x4, 
ext, cab, black, 360-auto, fully 
loaded, tinted windows, step 
bars and box rails. Like new 
only 9600 kms. $30,000 obo 
84-7-6120. 
CAt,10PY (FIBERGLASS), full 
slze, it fits 510 or 515, or Sono- 
ma pick up, 90 x 60. Asking 
$350, 3 years old. Call 1-250- 
632-3820 for more information. 
SMITHERS BASED company 
looking for full or partial Iowbed 
loads from any point from 
Prince George to Terrace. Very 
reasonable rates. 1-250-847- 
4083. 
1990 FORD ranger XLT, new 
2.gL V6 motor, gas/propane, 5 
speed, extended cab, 2 wd, 
asking $5,800 obo. Phone 1- 
250-567-3912 after 6pm, 
1993 LE Dodge Dakota extend 
cab, 4x4 pickup, with canopy 
am/fro cassette, air, tilt, cruise, 
new all season tires. $15,000 
obo. Call 635-5168. 
ATTENTION! 
FORD DIESEL TRUCK OWNERS 
P~ C H ~ P E C ~ P, k i 
See Our Qualified Specialists and Restore your 




I1~. ,~ ~ .......................... ~ 
M 
~ el'louse Plans Available Through 
 ¢race ]kd]d=s 
: tl;cmtl;e¢o 
;c 
3207 Munroe, Terrace 1111 
" 635-6273 
_ _  Let a professional do
~ ~  [~. ~tb . M , the  job,call PNJfor: 
~ .  atntetzance 
' ~ B ~ 3 : ~  . Installation 
Serv ices  • Service 
• Window Coverings • Wallpaper • Cerumic111e 
~,t#l • Reproduction Furniture • Mirrors • Lamps 








NEW ~ HOME 
ome Builders' I 
ssoc ia t ion J  
Pr i t  Pau l  Toor  
Ph. (604) 564.4990 
3702 Goheen Pl, 
Prince George, B.C. 
V2N 4Z4 
w| Anml1114m ~ t  ~F)OF yOUll HOMI \ /  
4423RailwayAvenue ~ ~-- 
lerrcce, B.C.V8GlL9 U H = 
PkC6041635.2001 _.1_ "~ ~, 
Fax: 1604) 635.3612 ~,  ~ ,,,,,,- 
KITCHENS 
CELLINIoSIGHATURE*CAHAC CABINETS 
Let these Ir 
professionals help 
you with your home 
work from the 





=,0  MJkYIAG 
~J I~NIN-A IR  
"The Appliance Experts" 
Totem Countrywide Furniture 
LakeiseAve, 638"1158 1"800-813-1158 
Ilk 
P\ i 
For all ~Jour 1~.~_dec°rating needs 
• Carpet ~ ~  • Lighting Fixtures 
• Lin0bunl ~ • Hardwood 
• Ceramic111es • Window 
• Area Rugs C0vermgs 
YOUR DECOR ) 
This spot could be yours, I_ 
Call Tracey Tomas at 
638-7283 
/ TE""'~°E t 
SI:ANI ARD 
. 90. L IVESTOCK : 
TERRACE 
Tj E  kRD ADVERTISER 1976 FORD Scamper motor- 
home, sleeps 6, 460 on pro- 
pane, duals, good condition, 
$8000 abe. 18 1/2 Silverline 
boat, 115 hp, Merc. heavy duty 
trailer, $5500. Phone 635-0028. 
1980 DODGE van, long wheel 
base, factory camperized, good 
running condition, $5500 abe. 
Call 635-9570. 
DISCOUNT RV'S over 200 new 
& :used motorhomes, diesel 
pushers, slide outs, trailers, van 
conversions, campers, trades 
are welcome, we deliver. Only 
at Voyager RV Centre Hwy 97 
Winfield BC. Call us free 1-800- 
668-1447 or Intemet wv~v.voya- 
(:Ier-R.V. com. 
' 240.. BIRTHDAY &. 
: .ANNIVERS,ARY ; 
HUNTERS SPECIAL 1994 
Argo, 8 wheel, conquest, ag- 
gressive tires, handrail, 4200 Ib 
winch. Used one season. War- 
ranty $8000 abe. Rob 1-250- 
694-3654. 
SNOWMOB LES 
198g YAMAHA exciter: paddled 
long-track, lowered chain-case, 
aluminum skis, cover. ERC. 
$2000 firm. Extra parts: exciter 
jugs, pistons, ~in pipes, 38 mm 
flat slide carbs. $550 firm. Call 
635-7526. 
16 FT. fiberglass wood river 
boat 50 hp. Merc. Jet. Comes 
with trailer. Exc. running 
condition $2,200. 638-8809. 
37.6'  STEEL tug alum. house 
V12, Detroit 1271, 500 hp. 
$59,000 abe. 75' x 38' camp on 
log float, includes 30' x 10' 
worksh~o. Sleeps 6-  8. Com- 
plete. $'3,500 abe. Phone 1- 
250-632-7057. 
DON'T WAIT till you're going 
fishing. Get your boat seats re- 
covered and boat tops and 
frames made up early. Satellite 
Vinyl Fabrics. 4520 Johns 
Road, Terrace, 635-4348. 
!60,: HEAVYDUTY 
EQUIPMENT : 
/200. FARMERS: i: 
: MARKET!- 
JD 350 Cat c/w bucket/blade, 
$9500. OC3 Cat bucket/blade, 
c/w spare pads, $4500. Travel 
trailer 12', $2250. 2 Marine en- 
gines with Volvo legs, $4000 
each. 2 aluminum boats with 
trailers. 1-250-697-2474. 
2101GARAGE!:  
• : SALESL-:: 
: :, :.. :.:--=":.:.: '..i, 
ONE TRI-axle gooseneck 
trailer, right foot six inch deck; 
vacuum over hydraulic brakes. 
Equipment ramps. Spare tire 
and cargo winches. Excellenl 
condition. Call Grouse Moutain 
Trucking Ltd. Phone 1-250-345- 
' L: 7220 or fax: 1-250-345-7207. 
A TOUCH of the wild. Hybrid 
wolf pups. Excellent compan- 
ions, very intelligent, faithful, 
obedient. Call 847-4959. 
C.K.C. LABS, ch. bloodlines, 
spring litter planned. For more 
info call 1-250-694-3654. 220: LOST AND 
. I : : FOUND ~:: :. CKC REGISTERED BLACK lab retriever pups. Tattooed, 
wormed, shots. Great family 
dog, ready to go. $300 - $400 
842-6447. 
MOVING MUST SELL. English 
Mastiff 1 year old, very gentle, 
house broken, in/outside dog. 
Brindle color, CKC registered. 
Show quality. Paid $2000. Ne- 
gotiable to the right person. 
846-5758 eveninfls. 
230.: PERSONAL 'S  
THE TACK STORE. Everything 
for the horse lover. Gifts, har- 
ness and saddlery. 4 kms. out 
of Tellowa on 6killhorn Road. 
Wednesday to Saturday, 10 am 
- 4 pm or by appointment 846- 
9863. 
190. LIVESTOCK 
280. BUSINESS i : 
. .  = -SERVICES/:~ 
I 
• . • . . . • . ( 
8 REG. polled yearling hereford 
bulls. One ton GMC farm truck 
for hauling livestock or wood- 
shavings. Good running condi- 
tion. $2300 abe. Call 846-5494. 
AFRICAN BLACK ostriches for 
sale, 22 months old. Hens and 
roosters. Excellent health, good 
breeding stock. Laying eggs 
this spring. Microchipped. 
Priced right. 1-250-9g6-8915 
anytime. 
ALFALFA MIX round bale. De- 
livered semi load lots, Cow and 
horse hay. Call 963-3499. 
TERRACE 
FOR SALE - ground square 
bales alfalfa or grass mix. 
$3/bale. Pick up at field or can 
be delivered. 1-250-690-7218. 
FOR SALE: Yearling black An- 
gus bulls, Reasonably priced. 
Phone Bob in Venderhoof at 1- 
250-567-2872, 
GORGEOUS REOISTERED 
Quaderhorse stallion, breeding 
of worlds top 5 families, lots of 
chrome. Improve your breeding 
operation, 1-250-692-3722, 
GRASS, GRASS mix or alfalfa 
hay, suitable for horses or 
cattle, Also straw, all in square 
bales. Can deliver 1-250-847- 
4083, 
GRASS, GRASS mix, or alfalfa 
hay, suitable for horses or cat- 
tle: Also straw, all In square 
bales, Can deliver 1-250-847- 
4083, 
• , OPTOMETRIST ::: 
LONE FIR ranch reg. polled 
Hereford Bulls, moderale birth 
weights, good selection. Also 
bred commercial heifers for fall 
sale, (250) 6g0-7527 Fort Fras- 
er. 
QUARTER HORSE buckskin 
gelding, 15.1 hh, $2500, 
Arab/Quarterhorse bay mare, 
14,3hh $2500. Western saddle 
16", $450. Winter sport saddle 
15", $400. Call 847-9113, 847- 
2297, 
MEAT GOAT kids $1.50/Ib live 
weight. Ready for Easter. Avail- 
ability year round. Reg. put- 
ebred Nubian kids and Boer 
crosses in May. Kim 846-5967. 
REG. YEARLING Simmental 
bulls for sale by private treaty, 
Also consigning to Vanderhoof 
bull sale April 12th, and 
Williams Lake bull sale April 
18th. X bar Simmentals. 567- 
4127 or 567-5307. 
REGISTERED QUARTER- 
HORSE, 7 years old, gelding, 
dapple grey, 16.3 hh, beginner 
dressage, $4000. Call 1-250- 
695-6548. 
REGISTERED QUARTER- 
HORSE, 7 years old, gelding; 
Dapple grey, 1613hh, beginner 
dressage. $4000. 1-250-695- 
6548. 
REGISTERED YEARLING red 
Angus bulls gentle, halter 
broke. Call 846-5722. 
SELLING QUARTER horses: 6 
year old gelding, excellent sad- 
db i,cr.'s~, very good disposition 
~Z600. 6 year old gelding, ex- 
cellent saddle horse for expert- 
enced rider $2400. 2 year stud 
colt, halter broke $800, unregis- 
terable. 4 year old mare, West- 
ern saddle horse, harness, 
broke for sleigh, $2300. Unreg- 
isterable 7 year reg. stallion, 
western saddle, excellent seat, 
unlimited possibilities, $2300. 
2.5 year filly, halter broke, 
$1500, registerable. 2 year stud 
colt, halter broke, $2000, regis- 
terable. Contact 1-250-847- 
5430 Tami (Smithers BC). 
THE TACK Store: Start thinking 
about Christmas. Everything for 
the horse lover. T-shirts, mugs, 
Breyer horses. Order by Oct 15 
to avoid disappointment. Open 
Wednesday - Saturday. 10 - 4 
pro. Call 846-9863. 
WORMS - Complete starter kit 
or bulk. Compost. Red Wiggler 
Earthworms. Free literature and 
sound advice. On sale until 
April 15, 1997. 15% off regular 
price. (Seniors 20% off). To 
start composting now call: 1- 
250-845-7783 Bulkley Valley 
Earthworm Hatchery. 
YEARLING CHAROLAIS and 
Red Angus bulls. Also 2 - 2 
year old Red Angus bulls. Con- 
tact Giddings Bros. at 846- 
5628. 
EUROPEAN WILD boar meat. 
Whole or by the side. Phone 
849-5672 or 849-5560. 
A'rrN. ALL crafters & garage 
saler's. The 747 Air Cadets are 
having a MEGA garage 
sale/craft sale/bake sale and 
you're all invited to attend. To 
book a table just call Karen at 
635-3763. A $10 rental charge 
or $15 for 2 tables. Call nowl 
GARAGE/MOVING sale. 
Household goods, tools, mar- 
ine, automotive and misc. 
items. 4908 Scott Ave., Satur- 
day March 22, 9am - 3pm. 
WOULD THE person who mis- 
takenly took a ladies beige rain- 
coat from the Bavarian Inn at 
the beginning of December 
please call 635-3340. 
41 YEARS old, decent man, 
5'10", 1751bs, enjoys sports, 
camping, reading, gardening 
and dancing. Seeking decent 
woman age 30 - 38 with similar 
interest contact Terrace Stan- 
dard File #45. 
DID YOU know that..,.? Brain 
waves can be recorded in the 
prebom child six to seven 
weeks after conception. Terrace 
Pro-Life, Box 852 Terrace 635- 
9552. 
GIRLSI GIRLSI Girlsl Talk to 
them livel 1-900-451-5302 ext. 
2741. $3.99 per minute. Musl, 
be 18 years. Procall Co. 1-602- 
954-7420. 
IF ALCOHOL is the problem, 





LIVE & PERSONAL 
RAYED #l  IN CANADA 
EVANLY RAYS TALK 
LIVE 1 ON 1 
I OOVa ~ GIFTED 
MONEY ~ t r  ACCURATE I CA l lER  PSYCHICS 
I 1 -900-451-4055 
'L 24  HRS. $2 .99 /min  - 18÷ 
ARE YOU SAFE? 
TERRACE TRANSITION HOUSE 
offers 24 hour safe shelter to 
women with or without children. 
You can call. Even just Io talk. 
Battering is not o.kl 
It is not o.k. for someone 
to hit you 
or push you 
or yell at you 
or scare you 
You can be safe. 




24 HOURS A DAY 
FOR FREE information on the 
Watchtower seciety of Jeho- 
vah's Witnesses or the church 
of Jesus Christ Latter Day 
Saints, The Mormons, call 1- 
250-647-5758 for recorded 
messacle. 
SWM, 40'S, clean cut, clean 
shaven, head of gold, n/s, n/d, 
seeks female who wants a long 
term relationship based on 
trust, honesty and most of all 
love, Race no barrier. Children 
most welcome, All replies an- 
swer P.O, Bex 971, Terrace, 
B.C., V8G 4R2, 
the arrival of 
II Mason Joseph Cheste~ 
II on February 25 
I I  Weighing in at 6 lb, 11 az. 
II Proud parents 
I I  Mark & Sue Chester, 
II Prince George. 
I I  Very happygrandporents 
II ~s & Dorothy Alway, 
I I  Terrace. 
II Ed & Nikki Chester, 
Maple Ridge . 
f l a  Larry & Philter i Munson II 
fTerrace, B.C. 8'11 
& .e,, II 
K,ng It 
f Prince George, B.C. II 
are pleased to II 
announce the II 
ngagement of their II 
children . I I  
Susa"to ar'e li 
Cory Wayne II 
Wedding to take Ii 
place Aug. 2/97~ 
Thank You 
to oil our family & friends for 
a most memorable evening, 
gourmet food, girls & many 
treats. The entertainment was 
exceptional. Thanks to all 
who participated in provid- 
ing the music. 
Thanks to our children for a 
lovely surprise on our,401h, 
Gerry & Joyce Prosser 
Thank You 
We wish Io express our Ihanks 
anJ appreciation to Dr. Brown for the 
years of care and home visifs. To Dr. 
Kenyon and medical sloff of Mills 
Memorial Hospital for Ihe core dur- 
ing his recenl illness. 
Wards can nol express our groli- 
lude l0 all our friends and relatives 
who sent flowers, cards, food and for 
their emotional supporl. 
Thanks 1o Eric Simmons who 
played our favorite hymns on the 
organ, Pal Hall on the bag pipes- 
thanks Pal, Shirley Hidber for the 
many delicious meals- much appre- 
cialion Shirley. Also lo LI. Bullet of 
the Salvalion Army for giving an 
unforgettable message- we Ihank 
you. Althe grove side Ihank you Carl 
fa~ your com[oding wards of peace 
and hope. 
Vi Swanson & Family 
ANIMAL LOVER would be de- 
lighted to care for your pet and 
home while you vacation. Day- 
care available for shift workers. 
Lets of ref's and experience. 
Phone 635-9193. 
ATTENTION SMALL business- 
es, why pay high accounting 
fees for your bookkeeping 
needs? For confidential, profes- 
sional bookkeeping service. 
Manual or Computer call 635- 
9592, 
DO YOU Need Some R & R? 
Come to Lakeside Retreat for a 
5 & B weekend and enjoy being 
pampered. Rainbow trout, 12' 
boat & gourmet meals. "Sweet- 
head Special", family package 
or give yourself a treat. Phone 
1-604-573-4549. Pinantan 
Lake, Kamloops. 
DON'T REPLACE that old tub 
or sink - reglaze itl Colour 
changes and chip repairs 
available. 562-8766 or 567- 
4171, 
DON'T REPLACE that old tub 
or sink-reglaze itl Color chang- 
es and chip repairs available. 
Call 562-8766 or 567-4171. 
HOME AND Pet care. Going 
out of town? Call "Keep Them 
Alive." One visil/day $7.00, Two 
visit]day $10.00. Lawns and 
gardens $10/watering day. Ref- 
erences available, 638-8069. 
UGLY TUB? I can reglaze your 
tub so that it shines like the day 
it was installed. Your choice of 
180 colcurs. 1-250-638-6388. 
55 THOUSAND dollars for an 
established flower shop. Locat- 
ed downtown Prince George 
B.C. 1-250-561-1921 evenings, 
1-250-563-8030 days, 1-250- 
563-4434 fax. 
Lyle Samuel Rodwell 
January 26,1955 • I~orah 21, 1980 
Once again the time has come 
To remember our brother and son 
He was ao uncle leo, for a short ime 
And all ol us he left behind 
He wasn't strong enough to live in etnfe 
So for Ihis - ha took his own life 
The world can deal us some pretty 
harsh blows 
We have 1o learn to lake the highs with 
the lows 
Some are born with wealth and tame 
Some work hard and feel they never 
gain 
Some are left behind to live wilh the 
pain and grief 
Hoping every dav, every hour or minute 
mighl bring relief 
We've learned to live our lives wilh0ut 
you 
Going on from day to day as we do 
Your smiling face, the sound of your 
laughter and shinny eyes 
We'll never forget, even Ihough time 
seems to fly. 
Gone, bul never forgotten 
Missing and loving you 
Sister Unda and family 
~i!!~::i~:~!~ .... 
SWANSON 
On March 1, 1997 Alfred Swanson 
passed away el the uge of 16 at St. 
Pauls Hospital in Vancouver. AIhed is 
survived by his wife Viola of 58 years. 
He had 5 daughlers 0eanna (Carl) 
Teneycke of Kitimot, Sundae (Bud) 
Smith 0[ Terrace, Sharon (Donald) 
Oaumonl of re,ace and Lynetle (Tim) 
Phillips of Baluorres Sask. and Truila 
fleilson of Williams Lake and one son 
Darold (Cheryl) Swansen of Terrace. He 
had 18 grandchildren & I0 great 
grandchildren. 
Alfred was horn in Big River, 
Saskatchewan April 12, 1920. He 
moved to rerrece in 1960 and was 
employed ma Heavy DuIT Mechanic for 
Twin River Timber. tie uetired in1985. 
A memorial service was held hi&y, 
March 7 at Mackay's Funeral Home. 
Miss Me But Lot Me G~ 
When I (eme lo the end of Ihe reed 
on{I the sun has ~el [or me 
I wonf no rile~ ina gloom fill~ roon~ 
cry far a soul set free? 
Miss me o little- b¢ eel f~ long 
And nol ~ilh your I~ead b~ml low 
Remember the love we once shored 
Miss me- ~l lel me go 
For this is a i~umey moil musl lake 
and oodl one must go alone 
It's oil o p~rt of the Mml~ plan 
A step on Ihe rood lo holm, 
When you ore lonely and skk ol heart 
Go Io Ihe frien~ we know 
and bury your ~ro~ in doing o~ deeds 
Miss me -bu'l let me go. 
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All Occassions ~ ' ~ ~  
Gift Basket :" : i ~ . 3 ~  
Heather K i rka ldy  " r : ~  , • 
Ph: 635-9505 ' ~  ' 
or 635-4027 
; '., "..'::: IN DEPI ~IT:IQiS:T:R B UI.ORS ':. :i: i ::::( 
"Let us add that personal Touch to Gift Giving" 
Trumpet  & Brass  Ins t ruct ion  
Bob Butehart 
/~  ( B. Music ) 
/ ra~ 20+ years of playing 
|¢ t  ~ ~ and teaching experience 
W; * 638 8025 
(A member of TIME) 
, ~ ~ ,  HOUSE , CEILING 
CLEANING 
~ alls * Cedings. General (leaning. Daily. Week~f •Monthly ),~ " /,e d~,  % e ~r,:grz:,,r 5 ~: r .v r u. " 
'~l~race Hoffman , ~ Fh: "35-0026 
" ~ SERVING THE NORTH AND TH OAKARAGAg SIN[E 1987 
GH M DRAFTING 
Ii COMPUTER DRAFTING 
Residential • Small Commercial 
3OYears Expedence 
638-8310 (Felx) 635-1247 
Gerard H. Michaud 
4936 Park Ave., Terrace 
This Space Could 
Be Yours! 
Call Tracey at 
638-7283 
Plentiful 
Pr, eserves  
PP, D~ WINNING ANTIPASTO, JAMS AND CHUTNEYS 
Jeff Town Phone # 
3675 Walnut Dr. (250) 635-3259 
Terrace, B.C. Fax # 
V8G 501 (250) 635-0186 
Come see us at the Farmers Market May- Odober 
Twilight Spas & Pump Supply 
Billiard Tables & Accessories 
Chemicals & Fragrances 
Hot Tub Toys & A.cces~ries 
,~rN58 i / / i~r  ~ : FREE Water Tesling 
Filtre Cleaning Services 
ff  ] j ] . .~,~:I :]~,~.i)~l. J ;~,~o Pump Repairs 
SMALL BUT MIGHTY!  
BUSINESS BUILDING ADVERTISING 
Terrace Standard 
Business Directories 
$':lttloo vv  per week** 
'Based  on 2.5 readers  pet"  issue 
Terrace Standard 
& Weekend Averfiser 
$40 r 
"Based  on  13  week  cont rac t  
STANDARD 
3210 C l in ton  St. 
Ter race ,  638-72B3 
Fox :  638-8432 
~" J Desktop Publishing by Lee Burkitt 
(~"~ Phone 638-0B77 
~/ "~ '~ Business Image Design * Small Volume Publishing 
/ X  ) Computer Tutoring 
Ij C//I/, " 
::~ ili ~ www. kermode.net  
~ i ~  • email • internet access 
• web pages • training 
Terrace's only !ocally owned full service 
internet provider. 
RGS Intemet Services 
4722 Lakelse Ave. 
Ph.: 635-3444 
Fax: 635-9727 emaih sales@kermode.net 
WC TaR P. HA WE$ 
OPTOMETRIST 
638-8055 
• #1 - 4748 LAKELSE, TERRACE 
(Also with locations in Smithers and Houston) 
PIONEER UPHOLSTERY 
since 1973 
FOR ALL YOUR UPHOLSTERY NEEDS 
Claudette Sandecki 
3901 Dobbie St. 
635  -9434 
I 
, , J . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i 
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800 SQft prime Lakelse Ave. 
retail space for lease. Call Rob 
at 638-1152. 
COMMERCIAL FISHING in 
Alaska. Make up to $30,000 in 
three months. Other positions 
available. Men/women. Call M- 
F 8a-lCp central time. 1-504- 
641-7778 ext 0565K11. 
ESTABLISHED BUSINESS in 
growing central Caribou city, 
owner retiring, gas and wood 
stoves sales and installations. 
Well est. 25 years. Excellent 
potential. 1-250-392-2099. 
EXCELLENT BUSINESS up- 
portunity. " Embroidery T-shirt 
shop. Established clientele turn- 
key operation located in Ter- 
race's Skeena Mall. Serious en- 
quiries only. 1-250-635-4388. 
FRANCHISE BUSINESS for 
sale. Profitable, well stocked 
store in beautiful northwest B.C. 
Tobacco, gilts and lottery in- 
cluded in turn-key operation. 
Located in Terrace's busiest 
mall. Evenings, 1-250-635- 
3166. 
SLEEP YOURSELF thlnl Prov- 
en results. Call Linda at 1-888- 
438-1222. 
TERRACE STOCK Car Assoc. 
is looking for individuals or busi- 
nesses interested in supplying 
concession services at Terrace 
Speedway for the 1997 Race 
Season. Services would be re- 
quired every second weekend 
from May 11 -Sept 14. Must 
own self contained unit, hydro 
available, no water. Please sub- 
mit menus, prices lists & details 
of your operation to T.S.C.A. 
P.O. Box 1021 Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4V1 by April 1, 1997. 
WELL ESTABLISHED 125 
seat restaurant for sate or 
lease. Includes accommoda- 
tion. This could be the right 
business for a family working 
together. Great highway loca- 
tion in Dense Lake. Lots of R.V. 
Parkinq 847-9648. 
I~  Networkers ~i l  
[] Succeed likeyou dreamed, no I I  
I I  competition, free audio tape, [] 
i l  24 hr. mess. I I  
L1-888-4!  1-5Ol | or J  
3 BEDROOM house in Thorn- 
hill, with rented shop, renovat- 
ed, on 1/2 acre near schools. 
Phone 638-0873. 
A GROWTH opportunity awaits 
the success.minded self-moti- 
vated individual who is accept- 
ed into our training program. 
For those students with market- 
ing, hiring and training skills, 
fast promotions to ]ranch and 
division responsibilities are in 
store. Call e35-3066 for an in- 
terview and ask for Kathy. 
' EARN UP to $700 weekly as- 
sembling simple products. Free 
details! Send S.A.S.E. to Box 
2032 Prince George, B.C. V2N 
2J6. 
EXCAVATOR OPERATOR 
wanted, experience in road 
building only. Reply immediate- 
ly to File #48 c/o Terrace Stan- 
dard, 3210 Clinton St., Terrace 
B.C. V8G 5R2. 
FLY IN wilderness camp is 
looking for a person to help with 
these duties: cooking/wood- 
working/maintenance, cabin 
accommodations. If possible 
German speaking. 1.250-476- 
1248. 
GREEN STONE Creek requires 
an experienced feller processor 
operator. Previous experience 
on a Tirnbco 445 would be an 
asset. Contact above contractor 
in Campbell River at 1-250-287- 
4433. 
HOME CARE worker willing to 
room board senior sham quiet 
home, 1 block from medical 
centre $700 per month. 
NURSES, OPPORTUNITIES 
exist to do health, teaching con- 
tracts in Terrace with VaN. Fax 
your resume to 1.604-763- 
6698. Attn. Karen Watson, Ex- 
ecutive Director. 
REQUIRED: I~OTEL manager, 
must have basic bookeeping, 
payroll, this Is a live in position. 
Reply by written letter to 5422 
Hwy 16 west, Box 17. camp. B8 
V8G 4R6. Attention: Jack. 
Phone 635-0Bll, 
SENIOR LITIGATION SECRE- 
TARY required in busy, com- 
plex practice in SMITHERS. 
Minimum five years experience, 
computer literate, organized, in- 
dependent, hard-worker, CON- 
VEYANOE & CORPORATE 
SECRETARY required Mey 1, 
1997 in SMITHERS. Minimum 
three years experience, com- 
puter skills needed: BC Online, 
Word for Windows etc. Please 
fax or mail resume, letters of 
reference, date available and 
salary expectations to: G.E. 
GREENE LAW CORPORA- 
TION Box 940 Smithers, B.C. 
VOJ 2N0. Fax 1-250-847.4029. 
SHERMAN GM requires a serv- 
ice manager, Prince Rupert. 1- 
250-624-9171 ask for Larry. 
MACHINIST 
Wanted Immediately. Must be 
qualified Journeyman, a self 
starter & take charge. 
Personality must contribute to 
present friendly atmosphere to 
workmen & customers. Modern 
equipment, full benefits. Please 
fax or mall resume to: 
Jam James Rlggln 
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Keenleyside Insurance Services has an 
immediate employment opportunity for 
an experienced Insurance Broker. 
Preferably a licensed level I or 2. 
Please submit your resume and 
references to our office located in the 
Co-op Shopping Mall located on 8 
4617 Greig Ave. Terrace BC. . .~  
For further information call I '  635.5232 
HIRE A LOGGER CONSULTIHG 
G itNtNG AGENCY 
RIVATA ~/STttI/~O//;R~;~9.91NING INSTITUTION 
Human Resources Centre (Manpower) can assist with 
the cost of all the courses listed below. 
LEVEL 1 FIRST A ID  (WCB)  
April 8 Nass Valley 8:00am - 4:00~m ........ S75 
April 10 Nass VAlley 8:00am - 4:00pro ........ $75 
APril 12 8:00am. 4:00pro ................... $75  
LEVEL 3 FIR~'I" Al l)  (WCB) 
April 14 -25  8:00am.4:oO__pm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $595 
May 9-  30 8:00ore. 4:00pro ................. $595 
TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT (WCB)  
Apri! 5 8:00ore. ~:OOpm ................... $75  
April 7 9:30am. 5:30pro ................... $75  
Apri! 9 Nass Valley 8:00arn - 4:00pro ........ $.75 
April 11 Nass Valley 8:00arn - 4:0Opm ........ 575  




~ rAi128 8:00am. 12 noon .................. $40  N$PORTt:n'ION OF DANGEROUS GOODS 
Mar. 25 & 26 6:00pro. lO:OOpm ................. $80  
FIRE SUPPRE.~ION 
~ rflil l & 2 8:00ore. ,~:OOpm ................. $200 FFIC CONTROL - Maximum 16 Students 
April 3 & 4 8:00am. ~:OOprn ................. $150 
April 17 & 18 8:00am. z~:OOprn ................. $150 
MET  EX 
.: iiJ" 
Methanex Corporation, a Canadian company, 
has quickly grown to become the world's leader in 
methanol production and marketing. From petro- 
chemical complexes and marketing offices around 
the globe, we manage the worlds largest supply of 
commercially traded methanol, as well as substan- 
tial quantities of ammonia nd other related petro- 
chemicals. A new opportunity has developed for a 
Senior Laboratory Techmoiogist. Team Leader 
Based at our growing Kitimat, B.C. facility, you will 
be responsible for providing laboratory services to 
th6 Maintenance and Process Operat ions Depart-  
ments. Working in a team environment,  you will 
focus on lab testing methods; ISO 9002 certif ica- 
tion; work processes and customer relations. You 
will play a significant role in developing this team 
towards becoming a multi-task oriented service 
group. 
Your post-secondary education in Chemistry or 
ChemicalTechnology is compl imented with at least 
ten years experience in a laboratory, including at 
least two years in a leadership capacity. You have 
excel lent  communicat ion,  problem solv ing and 
decision making skills, and you have worked ex- 
tensively in a team environment.  
Methanex offers an excel lent compensat ion and 
benefits package as well as generous relocation 
provisions. The area enjoys a mild coastal c l imate 
and is renowned for outstanding fishing, as well 
as many other recreational pursuits. 
To learn more about this opportunity, please send 
your resume by April 08, 1997 to: 
Human Resources  Depar tment  - Recru i tment  
Methanex Corporation 
Ha.  Box 176 
Ki t imat ,  B.C. 
V8C 2G7 
Fax: (250) 632-7944 
Visit our web site: www.rnethanex.com 
required proctkol time as o blasters assistoniworking wiih explosives, 
This course will also ad as o guide and refresher course for blasters whose tickets ore due 
to expire and require recerlificafion. 
DATE: March 24-April 2,1997 
INSTRUCTOR: David Storey 
PREREQUISITE: Students must be able to provide o reference and employer documenfo. 
lion to verify 6months work in the industry, 
Driller/Blaster Course 
Four week course including Safety, Blasting, Equ;pment~ and field Work, 
Pm'lmSe: te Fepare students o obtain work as a Driller/Blaster's Holpers 
DATE: ~11.2g 
INSTRUCTOR: David Storey 
PREREQUISITE: Currently dr~ng El benefits or hove been eligible for UIC benefits dur- 
ing the past 3 years, 
These courses are being sponsored by thmmn Resources Oet,etopmenl 
Slude~ls mmt ~ c~rrewffX dm~ing El or l~me 6ee~ on 
unenlploymenl i surance during the past 3years. 
635-7134 tO make an appointment. 
For more tnfornmttm~ call Extens~ Serrlces at 638.5452 
Northern Healthcare 
is now taking applications for 
Part-Time Sales Clerk Position 
Applicants must be mature and motivated to provide 
the best in customer service. 
A background in the home health care field would be 
an asset. 
Please submit your resume in confidence to: 
Northern Healthcare 
100-4634 Park Ave., 
Terrace 
~p. Western Canada's Leading 
~ Environmental  Consul t ing F i rm 
L"~. , . .~  Triton Environmental Consultants Ltd. seeks extort. 
[ , ~ ~  enced professionals tohelp us meet he clmllenges of 
~. '~~, ,~ an expanding environmental tmrker. Join a dedicated 
~. / F/ l '~ "~ team of environntental professionals in our Richmond, 
Nanaimo r Terrace offices. We welcome those driven 
to achieve top product quality and to help us prepare to 
capture new market areas and lead initiatives innew geographic 
areus. We can provide the platform for your success. Triton offers competi- 
tive salaries, heallh benefils, profit.sharing and ownership opportunities. 
Fisheries and Terrestrial Biologists 
We are looking tar fisheries and terrestrial biologists with at least 3 to 5 years of experlmes 
In F=sh/Forestry ~t~racflon a.~essment procedures, impact assessment and project rnam- 
agemant, indivlduah preferably should have a masters degree in biohigy or ecology and a 
good wo,kLng knowledge or B.C. legislative codes. The successful individual must be cJlgi. 
ble for registration wi~ the Assodation of Profession ~t Biologists or B.C. 
Geomorphologist~Vater Resources/Geotechnieal Engineers 
We are l~ldng for geomo~phologists, and water Rsources and geotedmtcal engineers to 
work on habitat est0ratton or compensation pro eels. Candidates prererably should have 
a m~ters degree and 5 years experience inhabitat restoration projects or geomorphology 
and terrain hazard assessments. The successrul candidate must be eligible for registranoo 
wilh the Association of Professional EndOrsers and C, eesdentists of B.C. 
Environmental Resource Manager 
We are looking tar an environmental p anner or biologist with an interest m environmental 
resource management and ~¢perlence inenvironmental impact assessment. The success; 
ful candidate w III have a working know!edge of Canadian and B.C. envlmnmeotd nod es, 
preferably a masten degree in environmental resource management from a recognized 
university and be e]igibis for membership in the Planning Institute of B,C, or the Associa- 
tions or Pmressional Biologists, 
Environmental Toxicologist 
We are looking/or an aquatic toxioologL'n to work on vadous projects throughout B.C. 
C.andidat~ should have a masters degree and 5 years relevant experience in toxJrological 
pathways invesUgalions, impact assessments, and project management. A good working 
knowledge of Canadian end spenifieaay B.C. specisl waste legislation is essential. "['he suc- 
cessful individual must be eligible for registration with the Association of Pmresslona! 
Biologists or B.C, 
 TRITON dence by March 31,1997 to: 
EnvJronrnentol Consultants Ltd. Attention: Lisa Sauer 
120.13,511 Commerce Parkway (lsauez~triton-env.com) 
I~chmo~l. B.C. VbV 2L1 
(604) 270.2093 Fox: (604) 279-2047 
Kispiox Forest Produds Ud. is on independent forest products co,n- 
pony in Norlhwest B.C. with forestry, logging, saw mill, planer, and dry 
kiln operations. Our Foreslry division invites applications for an 
OPERATIONS FORESTER 
As an experienced forester, you will be working in and supervisimg 
our silviculluro and engineering operations. Reporting to Ihe 
Woodlands Manager, your primary responsibilities will include: 
* PHSP preparation; 
* Silviculture surveys/supervision, 
* phnfing supervision, 
* Cuffing permit applications, 
* Five Year Development ~ons, 
* M~IS reporting, 
* Development Engineering, 
* Forest Monogemenl Projects. 
You will ensure all forest operations adivities meet Ministry of 
Forest, Ministry of Environment, and Company standard operating 
procedures for consistency end hgisloted requiremenls. 
As the successful candidate, you will have considerable forest 
management experience in silviculture and harvesting. You will be 
knowledgeobh in, and hove on understanding of, forest monagernent 
pradices, the forest Act, Silvicuhure Reguhtions, the Forest Prodices 
Code, and other ehted legislation and regalotions. You will hove excel- 
lent wilten a,¢l oral presentation skills and be proficient with compul- 
ere. Eligibilily for regislrotion in the Association of B.C. Professimol 
Foresters is preferred but not required. 
If you ore interested in this position, you ore invited lo fomord yatir 
resume by April 18,1997, to: 
WoodhndsMnnager 
Kispiax Forest Products Ltd. 
P.O. Box 215 
New Hozehon, B.C. VOJ 2.10 
Fnx: (604) 842-6970 
Lake Babine Band 
Ha. BOX 879 BURNS LAKE, B.C. VOJ S E0 • TEL: 692-7555, FAX: 692-7G5g 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
Lale Babine F0mily & Child Services 
Social Worker For the Communi ty  of Fort Babine 
Lake Babine Family and Child Services i seeking a Social Worker 
for the community of Fort Babine, Services to children and 
families will be provided according to legislative requirements 
and the cullural standards ofLake Babine Nation people, 
Duties include assisting in the implementation plans of the 
agency, the development of prevention serv:ces, assessi0g if
children are ir need of protection, development of Intervention 
plans, fulfillment of court requirements, counseling families, 
referrals to community services, carrying out the guardianship 
functions for children In care and the maintenance of records. 
Candidates must have excellent interpersonal skills (verbal and 
written), analytical skills, organizational skills add the ability to 
work ae a member of a multi-disciplinary team, 
QUALIF ICAT IONS 
a MSW or DSW and one year related experience 
* Knowledge of First Nations aspirations 
* Three satisfactory references and a criminal record review 
, A valid drivers ]icence and reliable vehicle 
Send Resume To: 
Lake Babine Family and Child Services 
P,O. Box 879- 
Bums Lake, BC 
VOJ IE0 
Fax No,: (250) 692-2309/7559 
Attention: Robert Chometsky, Director, Family & Child Services 
Closln 8 Date: Friday, April 18, 1997 
F 
WANTED: CERTIFIED life- 
guard needed for casual 
part/time employment, apply in 
person at Mount Layton Hots- 
prings with resume. Ask tar 
Nathan. Phone 798-2214, 
WE ARE looking for a self moti- 
vated responsible individual for 
full time employment. Applicant 
must be able to work with mini- 
mum spervision. Duties will in- 
clude shlpping/mcieving and 
counter sales. Interested applic- 
ants reply by mail only please. 
,All will be held in strict con- 
fidence. Mail resume to: Con- 
voy Supply, 4821 Keith Ave., 
Terrace BC, V8G 1K7. 
BARB'S CLEANING has 
opening for occas, and bi-wkly 
cleaning. Leave a message at 
635-6197. 
CARPENTER/CEMENT FIN- 
ISHER available for all types of 
home renovations/mpairs. Call 
638-0379 for free estimates. 
EXPERIENCED AND kind, 
gentle woman will provide live- 
in/pad-time companion to elder- 
ly people with light housekeep- 
ing with good references. Reply 
to Box #47 at Terrace Standard. 
HOUSE CLEANING services 
available from 9 am to 4 pm da- 
ily. References available upon 
request. For more infor~ation 
call 638-7910. 
JEAN'S HOUSE cleaning has 
openings for weekly and 
biweekly cleaning. Leave a 
messaqe at 635-5842. 
MOM WITH school/preschool- 
ers will provide child care in my 
home, bench area, 5 minutes 
from uplands school. After 
school care also available 638- 
0051. 
PAINTER 15 years experience 
• for professional work, low rates, 
interior/exterior. Special rates 
for seniors and free estimate. 
Call 635-3763. 
RELIABLE MAN looking for 
work. Experienced equipment 
operalor/labourer. 10 years on 
cat, skidder, forklift. Level 3 
I.F,A. Excellent work ethic. 
Good references. Please call 
Mike. 1-250-296-4316. 
RESPONSIBLE PERSON will 
provide live-in daycare for el- 
derly person. Will do housework 
etc. References available. Call 
847-5773. 
WORK WANTED TO prune 
orchard trees (cherry, pear, ap- 
ple etc.) Phone 635-1165. 
;;xzxxxxxxxxxx:xxx;; 
)4 1,4 h' Looking for h' 
I: Chi ld Care? H 
4 1,1 I¢ Skeena child care support 1'4 
] p~ram ca. help you mako me ~| 
~right choice for your child. For 1'~ 
! information on choosing care and ~¢. ,q pq 
available options, call 1,4 
.( 1'4 
,~ Coco at 638-1113. - 
Affee service provided bythe )4 ii,o , woooo,, uo !1 
and funded by the MinisW of 1'4 
,4 Women's Equality. 1'4 
,4 ,v 'vvvvvv~v~vvv~@4 
,Ad~.AAAAAAAAAd lbAAAd~AAd , 
Richard Thorton 
Construction 
Fully expenencod carpenter available 
for cons~ctlon, renovations orrepairs. 
W~nte~ Rates 
Call 63B-8526 
I A NIFIVA"A METAPHYSIC J / ~\ & HEALING CENTRE 
" '"4 / CORRECT10~ - NEWS ." 
WORKSHOP - THE VENUS FACTOR 
Th~S Work~op ~s on April 5th and 6th not 
March 22nd. 23rd as previously edverl~sed. 
SI~il Time Io Pie.Register. 
3611 ~ k11h~hill a 635-7/76 
J A NIRVAMA METAPHYSIC 
/ ~\ & HE~LING CENTRE 
IJVE LIFETO THE 
FULLEST EXPBIENCE 
Open Chann011 Readings - .aura- 
Bo~ Aligennents 
~ieal • Emol~onal. Mental. SpfJlual 




Laurel Gregg. Disc. D Phd. , 
3611 ~ inllmmhill. ~TT/6 
St. Mat thew's  
Anglica. Church 
4514 Lakelse Ave. 
Ph. 635-9019 
Emergencios: 638.-1472 
Pastor. The Roy. Dean Houghton 
Deacon: The Rev. Jim Cain 
Come Worship With us 
Sundays 10:00 a.m. 
Holy Eucharist 
Sunday School & Nursery 
available 




Teem & AdUlt ,BJ'ble CI .a~.~ 




8= HF./~LIING CENTRE 
HOLISTIC It~LING DAY 
MARCH 22nd- 10am to 4pro 
Experience and Observe the Healing 
~ac~ces of
Reflexolog, ~oma~empy 
Pola[ity ~ealing • Pranic Healing 
ReiI,J = J0hrai 
]l:.erapeu~c Touch = Healing Touch 
MonB(Jic Heeling = Spintual Healing 
C, bs~ Healing 
All ser~ces by donation- 
proceeds go 1o t~ Ani~l Emergency Fun( 
& Fr~ds of Schizophrenics 
Meet he qualified P~ac~tione{s 0l Ihe 
Nirvana Healing Ten under lhe direc8on 
of Laurel Gregg. Msc D. Phd. 
EVERYONEWELCOME 
3611C~mrtt0¢l h~i l l  s 6~-Tr/6 
NATURAL RESOURCES PROGRAM 
The Natural Resources Program requests your atten- 
dance at a meeting to discuss planning [or the pro- 
gram in 1998. Currently the College will be offering 
the Certificate Level and both Diploma Levels (Forest 
Technology & Integrated Resource Management) his 
fall. We require Community and Industry input an 
which diploma option the College should continue to 
offer at the Terrace Campus. 
Date: March 25, 1997 
Time: 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. 
Location: Room 1101 (Trades Building) 
RSVP Trish Nuyten at 635~6511 or Ken Downs at 
635-6511-5372 to confirm your attendance by 
March 21,1997. 
Completion is Open for the Position of a 
PERSONNEL MANAGER 
This position is under lhe supervision of and responsible Io the Executive 
Director and subjed to Nisga'a Tribal Council policies and regulations. 
Requirement: 
• Recognized Degree in Ihe Personnel Management Field or equivalent 
management skills in labour elaliom. 
• Proven experience as a personnel manager 
• Proven sensitivities of Labour Code 
• Familiarity of Nisga'a language and cullure an asset 
Duties: 
ii Creating/revising tab d~riptions and duties 
Hiring & discipline issues 
Management ofgeneral office personnel 
Management ofother general office issues 
Development procedures for policy 
Develop training programs 
Solar,/commensurate with qunlifications and experience 
COMPETItiON DEADLINE: S P.M. March 28, 1997 
Mail Applications to: 
PmonneI.Finnnce Committee 
Nisgn'o Tribal Council 
P.O. Box 231 




4907 Lazelle Ave, 
635-6014 




The Rev. Michael 
Hare 
COURT BAILIFF SALE 
I~0 Coati Bailiff will offer for sole by 
sealed bid the inlerest in Ihe following 
Judgment Debtor Geraldine 
Morrison/GEM (ontrocling the follow- 
ing goods and chattels purposed to be. 
Ford E350 Super Club Wagon V.I.H. 
IFBJS31H8LHB58763 
Sold in and "as is, where is" basis, no 
guarantees or warranties implied or 
given. 
Seal bids will be received at the Court 
Bailiff office up to the hour of 12:00 
noon Fzidoy, March 24,1997. 
Sale may be subiecl Io cancelhlion 
wilhout notice. The Courl Bailitf 
reserves !be right fo adjourn Ihe sob 
without notice and apply la the Courl 
for fudher direclion if lhe need arises. 
Terms of sale: each hid must he accom- 
panied by o drab or money order for 
10g of the hld, made payable 1o 
Caledonia (ourl Bat]ill Services. The 
bdame of the hid, plus epplioobh taxes 
to be paid immediately upon occepl- 
ante of the bid failure 1o do so mny 
resuh in forfeilure of the deposit. 
For further informotioo end oppoinl- 
ment to view, please contod the under, 
signed at (250) 6935-7649. 
CALEOONIA COURT BAILIFF SERVICES 
#3- 45S4 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. VOG 1S2 
R. Smilh 
• N ro Terrace& Area 
j . y  ," ~ 
. . . . .   ii!' Residents. 
t The City Landfill - ~:~:. ",~ ':.:~. '~ .  
will be 
CLOSED EASTER SUNDAY 
I SUMMER HOURS I Starting Apnl 1 - Moon to 8 pm 
DOUBLE Me VENTURES 
Fo~ 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
SEALED TENDERS fu the ~10w~rxj Small 
Buoiness Forest Enterpriee Program 
Regeneration and Free Growing Sunday 
conb'act win be received by the District 
Manager, MinisW of Forests, North Coast 
Forest District, 125 Market Place, Prince 
Rupert, B.C., VSJ eO9, on t~e date shown 
below. 
Conttach SU98DNC.SBOl, covering 
266 hectares. 
Located: Larsen Harbeur, Drake Inlet, 
Farrant Island, Oougles Channel, Baker 
Inlet, Alder C'eck, Stuman Bay, Crow 
Lagoon, Khutzeymateen Inlet, Captain 
Cove, Keemien Point and Stair Creek. 
• The survey areas are isolated and can 
only be accessed by air or water. 
Tenders must be suUmitted on the farm 
and in the envelope supplied which, w~ 
parlieulare may' be obtained from the 
Ministry of Forests, District Manager, 
ied~'.ated above, The lowest m any tender 
will not necessarily be accepted. AU 
enquiries hould be made to the contract 
co-ordinator, cr~'e Vincent, by telephone at 
250-624-7460. 
Deadline for reseipr of tenders is April 3, 
1997 at 3:30 p.m. at which nme air lenders 
~,  be opened. 
Fax tenders will NOT be accepted. 
BAILIFF SALE 
19B9 Chevrolet Cavalier, 4 
door, A/I, AM/FM Cassefle 
For appointment o view 
and for further informa- 
tion please contact the 
undersigned. Bids will be 
accepted until the hour of 
12:00 noon Monday, 
1~erch 24, 1997. The 
highest offer not necessar- 
ily accepted• 
Caledonia Bailiff Services 
#3.4554 Lazelle Avenue 




A S S 0 C I  A T I  O ~1 
British Columbia and Yukon 
AUTO 
CREDIT PROBLEMS your 
job is your credit. Low pay- 
ments, purchase or lease, 
Cars. Trucks, Vans. new or 
used. Trades welcome, 
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Due to the Easter Holiday Weekend 
Early Advertising Deadlines will be l ' i r  
place for the issues of the 
March 29 Weekend Advertiser and 
The April 2 Terrace Standard. 
Display And Classified Display Deadlines Are 
March 21 - 4 p.m. for 
March 29 Weekend Advertiser 
March 27- NOON for 
April 2 Terrace Standard 
Network  C lass i f ieds  '°' 
These ads appear in approximately 100 
community newspapers in B.C.and Yukon 
and reach more than 3 million readers. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
FIRST TIME Offered! I = I N A N C I A L 
Lucrative home based buei- SERVICES/Work ing  
ness. Low start-up cost. Partner for Western 
high return, Financing avail- Canada/USA. Work from 
able. Limited posit ions home with Phone/Fax. 
available. Call 1-800-770- Training provided. 
4704 for details. Incredible income potential. 
Serious inqutries call 1-800- 
LEADING U.S. Snack-Food 432-0018 Ext,2907. 
Manufacturing Company 
expanding into Canada. 
Looking for Wholesale 
able. For your new or exist- Distributors & Jobbers 
ing ~usiness, Take adVan-. ~..=aeross,~anada. Excellent 
rage of the governmen~t ' ~"Re'~,en'ue Potentiat, Minimal 
investment. Call1-250-338- 
4064. 
EAGLE VENDING now has 
excel lent large volume 
vending routes available. 
Locations, training & equip- 
ment. We f inance OAC. 
597-3532 or 1-800-387- 
2274 Ext.202, 
grants and Icans. Call 1- 
800-505-8866. 
EX-PRESIDENT large cor- 
poration. Now setting up 
Unique Distr ibutorships 
throughout B.C. 
Exceptional income paten- 
tiat. Very low investment, 
Call Ran Bidewell 1-800- 
434-4317. email: 
r bid.ewell @ inte (gate .bc .ca 
GASOLINE DIESEL & You. 
Fuel certificates. Canadian 
company. No competition. 
no mventory, no meetings, 
no kidding! Exciting ~ncome 
potential  Low startup 
costs. Toll-free 1-888-293- 
7664. 
CANADIAN SMALL Dish 
Satellitel One of Canada's 
largest Digital Satel l i te 
dealers seeking retailers 
(+individuals) to market the 
hottesl consumer product 
of the 90's. Contact Tom 




Inspection Services Inc. 
Franchise opportunit ies 
available now in a booming 
business. Exclusive territo- 
ry, proven system, full train- 
ing, marketing, on going 
support. Next training starts 
April 7, l imiteds~ace. 1- 
OIL COMPANY seeks high- 
ly motivated individuals to 
join our team distributing 
top quality high perfor- 
mance products to retailers 
such as WaI-Mart, NAPA. 
Quick-Lube etc. as well as 
direct sales, Earning poten- 
tial of $100;000 +per yr. 
$17,500 Investment re- 
quired. Call Toll-free 1-886- 
DYSN OIL. Dyson Oil 
Corporate Headquarters, 
NETWORKERSIENTRE- 
PRENEURS - It doesn't get 
any better than this! 
Internet MLM. New con- 
cept, new company. Extra- 
ordinary compensation. 
Call: George Hanson 1- 
800-681-1811. 
SAVE MONEY on Gasoline 
with prepaid gas certiti- 
cates, Hot new network 
company, very low start-up. 
High earnings potential 
using binary system, Call 
(604)926-6310. 
NO NONSENSE 
-8-O0-:8-2-.8"-3--8B-3-: . . . . . . . . . . . .  International Business from 
your home. Earn in excess 
of $5.000 weekly starting In 
your first month. Not MLM. 




Canada's largest distributor 
of steel buildings for over 
45 years. Standard and 
custom sizes avai lable, 
40'X40'X14' • $12 650, For 
wholesale pricing call: Enio 
1-800-567-7745. 
WOULD YOU like to earn 
S5O,O00 in 90 days working 
from your home? Call for 
Pree intormation kit 
f804)922-6985, 
PERSONALS 
1997 FORECAST! NEW 
Lover. New Job, or $ 
Windfall? Accurate, honest 
predictions. Free calendar, 
1.900-451.3778, 24hrs 18+ 
$2.99 min I.C.C. 
20/20 WITHOUT GLASS- 
ESI Safe, rapid non-surgi- 
cal, permanent restoration 
in 6-8 weeks. Airline pilot 
developed,  doctor ap- 
proved. Free information by 
mail: 1.406-961-5570. 
Ext.249; Fax 1.406-961- 
5577. httpWwww,visionfree- 
dam,cam Salisfaction guar- 
anteed. 
$290 for25words To ~lace an ad call S 6.00 each this paper or the BCY- 
additional word CNA at (604) 669-9222 
BUSINESS EDUCATION EDUCATION. 
OPPORTUNITIES HELICOPTER LOGGING - ELECTRONICS TECHNI- 
Traie.ing tar men and ClAN (Common Core). The 
women in an exciting, high only accredited Home- 
paying career n the forest Study program in Canada 
industry! Comprehensive 5 Leads to specialties in com- 
week ground crew training 
prog!am. I.H,L. Training puters telecommunica- 
Institute Ltd. (250) 897- tions, industrial controls. 
1188. avionics etc. Selkirk 
College, Castlegaro B,C, 
~ .365-7292 Ext.297. 
FINANCIAL SERVICES 
ARRIVING APRIL/971 New 
internet concept involving 
WWW marketing through 
~MLM! 75.9% payout + 
:: matching Sponsor 
Commissions! Ground floor 
genealogy! Call Ray 
Matthews 1-800-993-9902, 
BUSINESS PERSONALS 
KAREN WANTS you to 
phonet Free into about per- 
sonal photos, fantasies, 
videos: call tol l-free 1- 
80093KAREN or write: 
Karen. Box 670, Kelowna, 
B.C. V1Y 7P8 (19+). 
ATTENTIONf ARE you 
lonely? Want to fall in love? 
Speak with someone 
tonight! 1-900-451-5370 
Dollar fifty per half minute, 
18+ only. Call now! 
CREDIT COUNSELLORS 
CONSOLIDATE ONE easy 
~ayment, No more stress, 
No equity-security. Good or 
~ad credit. Immediate ap- 
proval; immediate relief 
National Credit Counsellors 
of Canada, 737-8285(VAN) 
951-1073(SRY) 864- 
9700(ABBOT) 1-888-777- 
0747. Licensed & Bonded. 
EDUCATION 
COUNSELLOR TRAINING 
Institute of Cat, ado offers 
on-campus and correspon- 
dence courses toward a 
Diploma in Counsel l ing 
Practice, to begin this 
month, Free catalogue, call 
24hrs 1-800-665-7044, 
A NEW Career? Trained 
apartment/condominium 
managers needed - all 
areas, We can train you 
right nowl Free job place- 
ment assistance. For infor- 
motion/brochure call 681- 
5456.1-800-665..r~39, 
A NEW Career! Learn 
Income Tax preparation or 
Basic Bookkeeping, Tax 
deductible cerlificale cours- 
es. F0rFree b~'ochures, ~o 
o b I i g'~;t'j~'iT~"~'El'~ iI~n!rR Tax 
Schbols, 1345 Pembina 
Hwy,, Winnipeg. Man. R3T 
2B6. 1-800-665-5144. 
Enquire about exclusive 
franchise territories, 
BE A Successful 
writer,.,write for money and 
pleasure with our unique 
home-study course, You 
get individual tuition from 
professional writers on all 
aspects of writing-ro- 
mances, short stories radio 
and TV scriots, articles and 
children's stories. Send 
today for our Free Book. 
To II-free 1-800-267-1829, 
Fax: 1-613-749-9551, The 
Writing School. 38 
McArthur Ave.. Suile 2771, 
Ottawa, ON K1L 6R2, 
COMPUTERS. NO previ- 
ous computer experience 
necessary, Exciting oppor- 
tunities now available in 
computer programming. 
We will train suitable appli- 
cants. CMS 1-800.477- 
9578, 
FOR SALE MISC. 
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT, 
Order best released videos 
by mail and pay less, Free 
video otferl Free catalogue. 
Discreet, HMC Video. 4840 
Acorn AH-201, Montreal, 
Quebec H4C 1L6, 
SAWMILL $4895 SAW logs 
into boards, planks, beams. 
Large capacity, Best 
sawmill value anywhere, 
Free information 1-800- 
566-6899, Norwood 
Sawmills, R,R,2. Kilworthy, 
Ontario POE 1GO, 
RECREATIONAL LAND 
R E S A L E S 
TIMESHARE/Campground 
membersh ps. America's 
largest resale clearing. 
~ouse. Resort Sales 
International 1-800-423- 
5967. 
STEEL  BUILDINGS 
STEEL BUILDINGS: 
"Cheaper Than Wood". 
Quonset.Straightwall quon- 
set. StrUctural Steel 
Buildings. B.C. Company, 
we won't be undersold, 
Service and satisfaction 




Mechanic needed for full 
service, sales and repair 
shop w~ich services a vari- 
ety of small engines, power 
equipment and marine 
products on Northern 
Vancouver Island, Qualified 
technician required prefer- 
ably on Yamaha and 
Honda outboard engines. 
Send or Fax resume to: 
Macandaes,  P,O Box 
2129. Port Hardy, B.C. 
YON 2PC, (250)949.8422, 
Fax: (250)949.8446. 
IMPROVE CASHFLOW 
and purchasing power .  ...... 
Factoring: Invoices pur-.~.' ..... 
chased at reasonable rates. 
Contact AI Durnin. 
Cashplan Systems Inc. 
(604)583-7344. 
REAL ESTATE 
OWN YOUR own mountain 
retreat in EIkford B,C, 
Newly renovated recre- 
attonal condominiums. 
Priced from only $25.900. - 
full ownership! For informa- 
Lion ca Loll-free: 1-888- 
355-3557, 
WANTED 
GOSS COMMUNITY ~rint- 
ing unit, with running side 
register; running circumfer- 
ential register, key style 
swing down ink fountain 
and all necessary connect- 
Ing parts to install in line. 
Call George at 1-306-728- 




In this profession you need 
to be dedicated and to care 
about people, In B.C. there 
is a continuing demand for 
Registered Psychiatric 
Nurses. The Psychiatric 
Nursing Program at 
Douglas College is acade- 
mioally challenging, blend- 
ing classroom learning with 
real-life clinical experience 
to ensure you have the 
skills you need to start your 
career right after gradua- 
tion. If you have strong 
communication skills and 
care about helping people, 
Psychiatric Nursing is a 
perfect career choicer 
Douglas Col lege in New 
Weslmlnster offers B.C.'s 
only Psychiatric Nursing 
program. As a graduate of 
this program your skills will 
be in high demand from 
hospitals and residential 
and community care tacili. 
ties. You also have the op- 
tion of continuing your stud. 
ies with the Advanced 
Diploma In Psychiatric 
Nursing at Douglas 
College, a uni~ ue distance- 
education program equiva- 
lent to third and fourth year 
undergraduate courses, A 
final year of study through 
the Open University will 
al low you to obtain a 
Bachelor of Health Science 
(Psychiatric Nursing). Call 
(604)527-5478 today to find 
out how to apply for the Fall 
semester starting 
September 1997. For more 
information on  Douglas 
College visit our website 0t 
www,douglas.ca, Apply 
now - spaces are limited, 
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ADOPTEE$ AND Birth 
Parents • Family Finders 
and The Canada-Wide 
National Adoption Registry 
1 -800-871-8477.  
hltp://www.adoptlng,org/ffc 
wnr,html, "Reuniting 
Canadian Families from 
Coast to Coast" 1-800-871- 
8477. 
PRE-ENGIN EERED 
STEEL Buildings flexible 
designs, any size. economi- 
cal, expansion, fast con- 
struction/foundations, Also 
Quonsets with 20yrs guar- 
antee, Call Toll-free Kodiak 




Deluxe Waterfront on the 
best beach in P.V. 2/Bed 
2/Bath, fully equipped 
condo sleeps 6. $70 USA 
low season, $125 USA 
h_ !g~853-3534.  
~ Ministryof 
Forests 
~..~suJw~oLa~ R,N EWALBC 
CALLING FOR TENDERS 
fund'mg foq~rSom f the~ p~oj~tds be~ ~ovi4~J by~og nmr, dI.C 
Sealed Tendon for I~ [ollo~ng iruddn0 &Weeding Contro~, located Mt~I~ 1111 Kolum For~ Dl~Ukl, will r~ 
leceh~l by ~e Dis1~kl Monooer, ~ds~/of F~esrs, Xo~m rwnl Dis~. 200.5220 Kenh k.'M, Teresu 
Columbia. 
(~'zt~Bt98D~lt~9 [zxald: l~udetid~'~m~pproxied~10f.Sl= 
/m~ated net d~. .lu~ tS, fit/(mde~ c~: J~2L Ittt 
(~nl~ori:.Btgo01~lt.0JO bxes,~: NmVonqomonoppmxm'nlylOl3ha 
Ag, dpmd art ~: k, iy t, 19V 5znp~'ioo de~: Aug~l, ItY7 
~t ism~em. 
i~kpl~ to Oid: I.] C~odm ud F~ ~,~Uly r~td o r~rod oflib du ~ Idnd ~ h in toed ang 
2.1 U~ reque~ • o~le nines of rdesm. 
t) Co~Uo~ ~ p~e.reglste to," d~ i,loe~.on~ 
h p~eleg~er, tm~e~lSu,.it kxlm, a~ e 6:~.sloo, Ikx~t. Fddq, e.oQ o.m..4;oc pm.~ I~ I~ lt.19~I, (~odm 
Ministry of ( ~  
~ '~SB~IA ,  Forests 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
Ministry of Forests, Kispiox Forest District requests proposals for mulli-yeo~ Centred 
Ha.: SU98DKI-600 for Silviculture Treatment Recommendation and Silviculture 
Prescriptions for areas which do not meet free growing obligations. 
Thn annual centred term will he May to September 30th and will indude f[eldwork, 
recommendations and prescription for an estimated 3000 ha of land in the K[spiox 
Forest Dislrkt. Unit sizes range form S- 200 ha. The controd will have a maximum of 
three one year terms. Centred renewal for each sul~equenl annual term will be subj~ 
to sntisfadory contrador performance. 
A Registered Professional Forester (R.P.E) with experience in surveys, Silviculture 
Prescription preparation, Silviculture Treatment Proscription and stand tending opera- 
lions is required Io comphle oil Iieldwark and prescriptions. AJl lieldwork and prescrip- 
lions must be completed by the R.P.E (s) identified in the propnsol. 
~.11 Interested (onlrodors must register for o proposal information peckage by canted. 
ing Roxanne Wilson a1842-7600, starting Monday, March 25,1997. Prope'al infer- 
molten packages will be available until Monday, April 7, 1997 for the Kispi0x Forest 
Distrid at the ubove address. 
Deadline for receipt of proposals is 10:30 o.m., Monday, April 14,1997. Centred 
award is subjed to funding availability. 
General enquiries may be direded to Paul Hanna, Chris Monnon or Stocny Anderson, 
Kkpiox Forest Oistrid, (604) 842-7600. 
Ministry of ( ~  
~,I.I~MBHI A Forests 
REQUEST FOR EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST: Prolest Mcmalers 
The Ministry of Forests, Prince Ruperl Region isseeking Protect Monegess for Impkrwlat~ 
Coolrads. the Ministry Inlands Io establish a select lid of qualified forth'orlon who may be In~od 
In porlkipole in uubsequenl Invitations to Tondar f~ holed Imphmerdoflon ( hom inone of 
mcu of 15u hlluwieg programs: 
• [nhanced Forestr~ (Juvenile S~cing, Prating, Fertilization); 
Watershe~ Restoration (Rued ancJ hilldope deactivation and rehabilitali~ preonrittiom and
~mks) 
' Operational Inventories [hrrestdol Ecosy'stem Mapping, Terrnin Hazard ~pping, I~ontion 
inventory) 
• Retruafion infrastructure (site v~rks) 
ProIKI Managers duties may Ind~n hut not be limited to one ~ more l th, 
following: 
• Negotiation dproied s(ope for currant field ~emn; 
' Drafting of ¢onlratl~hedules; 
• Tendering of uontrads; 
' (untrod management (inspections and enforcements a[ uuadifions & WJflcotlms) 
• Imoim arceptance 
(amp alton of Centred Review Reports 
Iniurnsted consultants consulting firms and (ontradors are Invited to submfl on E.xFes~on of 
Interest conlnining the el owing information n the le owing roland: 
I ) Identffkatlua¢ ham of firm, oddms, phone and FAX number, sulxonll'ndon, 
2) ~br ie f  hlsl~ of firm; ar~ o~ oxpert~; pdndpd fields of 
3) (®eriC"v: hcilities utilized;number people on staff, liged by sp~:idty; udlmJorf; 
4 ) ~  Prindpds, professionals oncl o~r key emtloyuas onst0fl ~ ~ h 
Jnv0tved in pro~ work (indude names and he r~mes); 
S ) ~ d~dption f recent uo~rorts/pro~eds w~ ore r~nsefllufhe of I~ firm's 
ex~hl i l~  m pro]ed monogen i  the s~dfic pro~ otonol intwed to y~r tim; 
references (indude 150 name of the client organization, name of the ronin died cm~ad ~ pro- 
j~ period; torn umr. a short dmflptian of1ha WoI~); 
Codradm's ExFes~n of lntmed mud be wl~mtfled no hter 15on 4:30 p.m. (10ml tinlt}, Ap,12 
1997 tO: Don Gesneil Ministry oiForests Prima Ruped Fared Region, Jog 5000,, Smill~, B.C. 
VOJ 2EO. Late submissions wig nol bQ accepted. Su~isslons mey I:m avoluded tot~to~ n
Select Iht of Conh'atlon w~o will be invited to porridge insub~luont I vitations to T~r. No 
furlher advertising will take place. Submission fon Expression fInlesed oes ~ gumnt~e 
inclusion on a Select List. For further information, please conrad: Don GmneO, Ml~lry ofForests, 
Prince Rupert Forest Region, Smi15en B.C. VOJ 2NO. I'dephon¢ 847.7500, or Fox g47.72! 7, 
Fu~ing for this edvect~ment has pro~ed by Forest Renewal B.C. 
R~I  Moonger, 
Prince Ruped rated Regto~ 
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Provincial Fi lals this weekend 
OUR JUVENILE Reps will 
be playing for the Provincial 
Championships here this 
weekend. 
The Terrace Juvenile Reps 
are already the Northwest 
Zone Champion, and they 
could take the provincials if 
they can get by two tough 
teams from the lower main- 
land. 
Terrace will b~ up against 
North Vancouver and Sur- 
rey in the three-day 
Championship Series, and 
tournament organizer 
Monica Warner says this 
will be a great opporlunity 
to see some excellent hock- 
ey. 
"The play will be very 
high-calibre," she says. 
"It's a new division and it's 
not very large yet, but it's 
bound to be exciting." 
The Juvenile Division is 
open to players up to 20- 
years-old. It offers a chance 
for young players from 
TERRACE'S JUVENILE rep team hosts the B.C. Chain pionships this weekend. 
towns that don't have a Jun- match will pit them against The championship game 
ior team (and some that do) North Vancouver on the will take place Saturday at 
Sport Scope 
to continue playing compe- afternoon of the March noon. Tickets are available 
titive hockey until 20th. at the door. 
adulthood, q nim J 
Play gets underway Thurs- ~ - ~ S c o r - - e  - B o a r d  day morning. T r ce's Fa t
Terrace Minor Hockey Association 
Rec hockey playoffs begin 
TERRACE MEN'S Recreational hockey started playoffs 
this past weekend and they will continue until the end of 
the month. 
The Oldtimers Division has their first playoff game at 9 
p.m. tonight, when top-ranked SRD Blues takes on the 
Timbermen, followed by the Northern Motor Inn Okies 
facing off against Subway. 
Meanwhile, in the Reo Division, the red-hot Precision 
Builders Blues take on lowly White Spot tomorrow, at 
10:30 p.m. 
Terrace to host Jamboree 
TERRACE IqAS been chosen to host the Dairyland 
Sportsmanship Iamboree Hockey Tournament March 29 
and 30. 
Teams in the Peewee and Atom divisions from seven 
northwest communities will converge at the arena for the 
weekend. About 136 players, along with 16 coaches and 
managers will take part. 
The tournament will focus on fun, sportsmanship and 
team play. For more information, call Norma Gunlaffson 
at 635-1511. 
Three top players 
THREE TOP Terrace hockey players have been chosen 
to attend the North DisUict Under 17 camp, April 4-6, part 
of B.C. Amateur Hockey's Best Ever Program. 
Defenceman Jason Homer and forwards Brett Downie 
and David Boo~er will be among the 47 athletes competi- 
ng to be included among the 20 positions available on 
Team North. The team will represent our region at the B.C. 
Cup in Osoyoos, April 24-27. 
Birdee bashers successful 
TERRACE PLAYERS posted strong performances at the 
Smithers Annual Open Badminton Tournament, March 8-9 
in Smithers. 
Some 30 athletes from Telkwa, Smithers, Hazelton, 
Kispiox and Terrace participated. 
The ladies' singles was won by Terrace's Nancy Con- 
don, while the nlen's singles was won by another local, 
Dave Munroc. Other Terrace winners included Karen 
Resch and Marylouise Crespo in the ladies' doubles, and 
Dave Munroe and Norm Parry in the men's doubles. 
Meanwhile, Nancy Condon teamed up with Dan Tuomi 
of Smithers to take the mixed doubles event. 
Watch for the Terrace Open Badminton Tournament, 
coming up here April 5-6. For more information, call Dan 
Tuomi at 847-420l or 847-5975. 
Hikers ready for Spring 
THE TERRACE Hiking Club is having their first organi- 
zational meeting of the Tuesday, March 25. 
All hikers should meet at Linda Lce's place at 7:30 p.m., 
and members are reminded that club fees are now due. 
For more iafenmation call Linda at 635-6631. 
Peewee House League Finals 
League Play 
Rotary First Place 
Farwest Second 
Bradford and Sons Third 
Skeena Cable Fourth 
PlayeRs - March 8 
Bradford 6 Skeena Cable 
March 10 
Farwest 3 Rotary 
Farwest wins the players. 
Terrace Men's Indoor Soccer 
March 9 
Castoffs 4 Forestry 3 
United 9 OvenNaitea 6 
Internationals 6 Rovers 5 
Terrace Men's Recreational Hockey 
March 8 
All Seasons 7 White Spot 2 
March 9 
Back Eddy 6 Skeena Cable 2 
Precision Blues 9 Chapter One 2 
March 11 
Chapter One 2 Skeena Cable 2 
March 13 
Precision Blues 14 Back Eddy 7 
Terrace Men's Oldtimers Hockey 
March 11 
Subway 4 Northern Okies 2 
March 12 
Subway 2 "l'irnbermen 2 
Northern Okies 4 SRD Blues 3 
League Standings 
Men's Old-Timers Hockey 
"TEAM GP W L T PTS 
SRDBlues 36 19 15 2 40 
Northern Okies 37 19 16 2 40 
"l'imbermen 27 13 11 3 29 
Subway 36 12 21 3 27 
Men's Rec Leacjue 
"rEAM GP W L T PTS 
Precision Blues 38 24 10 4 52 
EackEddy 38 22 13 3 47 
Chapter One 38 21 12 5 47 
All Seasons 38 15 19 4 34 
SkeenaCable 38 12 20 6 30 
White Spot 38 7 27 4 18 








GP W L TPTS 
17 13 2 1 40 
17 10 5 2 32 
16 8 7 1 25 
17 7 7 3 24 
17 3 12 2 11 
12 2 9 1 7 
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You BE THE JUDGE 
by Claire Bernstein 
"Can A Step-Parent Just 
Hurr D Walk Away?" 
" y addyl Grandma and Grandpa 
are lighting the candles," 
Nine year old Evelyn dragged Michael 
to the dining room. The table was full of 
gifts, Evelyn's drawings, and a chocolate 
cake with lots of candles. Waiting for him 
with loving grins were his parents, his baby 
daughter and his wife Rachel. 
"Thank you" Michael said. "You're the 
most wonderful family In the world, 
Especially my precious daughters." He 
hugged the children, 
Rachel watched her husband ~vith admi- 
ration and sadness. "What a beautifu man" 
she thought. "Ever since I came into this 
marriage four years ago with my little Evelyn, 
he's treated her like his very own daughter. 
So much love to give to her," She sighed. 
"Too bad there was nothing left for me." 
They had discussed it the night before. The 
marriage was over. 
Michael continued to vlsit the children 
for three years after the separation. Then 
Rachel remarried and moved away, 
Suddenly, Michael refused to support Evelyn. 
Rachel tried pleading with him one afternoon 
during a typical anger-filled phone call. 
"What kind of a monster are you? You 
raise Evelyn as your own for years and then 
suddenly ou don't want to see her? Just to 
avoid paying support? That's disgusting." 
Michael was cold in his response, "My 
relationship with Evelyn is over. She's not 
my real daughter. I will not support her." 
Michael's words pierced Rachel's heart, 
Minutes later, Rachel stil had the 
phone in her hand, the dial tone numbing her 
senses. Twelve year old Evelyn hounded 
through the door witll her daily questions. 
"Did he call? Is he going to come see 
Based On Actual Court Cases 
me?" Evelyn searched her mother's face 
for some good news. There was none. 
Evelyn trembled. 
"He hates me doesn't he?" 
Rachel wrapped her arms aroun~ 
Evelyn. 
"1 dread the thought of going to 
Court," Rachel thought o herself as she 
comforted her sobbing daughter, " but 
maybe it's the only way to bring Michael 
back into Evelyn's life." Rachel suecl 
Michael for support for Evelyn. 
"Your honor" Rachel argued, "Michael 
treated Evelyn as his own child during our 
marriage, He shared all the parental 
responsibilities with me, all activities, men- 
ey, schooling, discipline, He included 
Evelyn in all of his family and company 
'events. Even after we separated, he con- 
tinued to visit both children together. He 
became her father in every way. Make him 
pay child su ;)port," 
Michael fought back. 
"It's true, your honor, I did share the 
responsibilities of parenting with Rachel. 
But that was just based on convenience. I
was merely being courteous to the child for 
Rachel's benefit. Evelyn's not my real 
daughter so it's my right to end the rela- 
tionship. I owe her nothing." 
Should Michael pay child support? 
YOUl BE THE JUDGE. Then see below for 
the court's decision. 
SPONSORED BY 
LA VYERS 
"Helping People Cope with the Legal System" 
#2 4623 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
• Criminal Law 
• Divorce & Family Law 
• Child Custody 
• Personal Injury 
• Adoptions 
• Impaired Driving 
• Immigration 
• Wrongful Dismissal 
• Wills 
• Small Claims 
638-1764 
Fax 638-7249 
YOU BE THE JUDGE - DECISION 
"Pay up Michael," said the court. 
"You clearly decided to treat Evelyn as your very own daughter, The sharing of 0arental 
responsibilities was more than a question of convenience..You became her parent n every 
way. You can't just walk away nov/. 
YOU! BE THE JUDGE is based on actual court  cases. Today's judgment is based on the facts of the case and law 
of Ontario, If you have a similar proi01em, consult the lawyer In your province. Claire Bernsteln Is a Montreal lawyer and 
syndicated columnist. Copyright 1997 Haiku Enterprises. 
Terrace Tree Trimming 
IPWHG TREE RmOVAL & PRUNING 
Will c~ down any ~!  '3afel~' 
Cerlified Clir~ber 
: B,Cean- up service available 
. Fully insured. $1,000,000 liability for ~ 
m.74oo L 
requires 
In all divisions, male and female. If you 
are interested please call Blaine 635-5118 
Application Forms are available for coaching 
Select Teams. 
The following clinics are being sponsored 
1 ) Level I Theory NCCP ALL SPORTS 
April 5 and 6, 1997 
2) Recreational Referee April 19, 1997. 
3) Youth Competitive (14 & over) & 
Senior Referee Clinic (16 & over) NCCP 
April 18, 19 & 20, 1997 
4) Level II Technical- Soccer 
April 26 & 27, 1997 
~MORE INFORMATION CAI I GEORGE 635-37 ~9 j '  
Spring Skiing Is Great Fun! 
On Shames Mountain spring has not shown its warmth yet. Going into mid-March the average 
settled snowpack still sits well above 250cm and over one foot of fresh snow fell last weekend. 
However, as everyone knows weather can change very quickly and Spring skiing will be here 
any day now. For the recreational skier its the most enjoyable time for skiing, with great condi- 
tions and warm temperatures. 
The best time to ski in the Spring is from 1 0 a,m. until early afternoon then it becomes veQ, 
slushy on those hot sunny days. Generally, the snow freezes overnight while the snowcats work 
all night grooming it into perfectly smooth runs. As the sun warms the snow it begins to soften 
providing fantastic skiing! Remember your sunglasses and sunscreen as the reflection off the 
snow is very strong. 
Last day of the season! A slush cup will be held in the base area 
for skiers and boarders daring enough to try and cross a pond full 
of water on their boards. Don't miss out on all the fun! 
Shames Mountain Office: 635-3773 
4545 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
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